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ABSTRACT

High-performance superconducting solenoids are susceptible to premature quenches,

or superconducting to normal state transitions, due to abrupt conductor movements

within the winding. Both theoretical prediction and experimental evidence indicate

that abrupt motions involving 5,-_10tzm conductor displacements dissipate sufficient

energy to trigger a quench. The sliding and mechanical behaviors of materials at cryo-

genic temperatures have been experimentally examined. After accounting for changes

in the sliding materials' low-temperature strength properties, we have found that the

adhesion theory of friction and wear remains applicable at cryogenic temperatures.

The adhesion friction theory suggests two methods for controlling unsteady sliding

motions. The first involves the selection of sliding materials whose friction coefficients

increase with increasing sliding speed. A number of material pairs have been examined,

both theoretically and experimentally, for positive friction-velocity characteristics. We

conclude that this materials-based approach to frictional stabilization does not seem

to be a viable option at 4.2 K, the normal operating temperature for contemporary

superconducting magnets.

The second alternative is to preprograxn the force conditions within 'high-risk' regions

of the winding to regulate the occurrence of unsteady sliding motions. Structural

models are proposed to account for unsteady conductor motions on a variety of di-

mensional scales. The models axe subsequently used to design a small superconducting

solenoid. The performance of this solenoid suggests that force-based motion control is

a potentially viable design approach for achieving successful dry-wound magnets.
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NOMENCLATURE

This is a list of standard symbols used throughout the thesis. Any other symbols
are specified where they are used.

at - solenoidal winding inner radius
a2 - solenoidal winding outer radius

aT - WLF time-temperature superposition shift factor
A - cross-sectional area

Ar - real area of contact between sliding surfaces
b - solenoidal winding half length
B - Brinell hardness

B magnetic flux density

B0 magnetic flux density at the center of a solenoidal winding

B,, - peak magnetic flux density in a superconducting winding
Br radial component of magnetic flux density

Bz - axial component of magnetic flux density
C_. - winding heat capacity
d - wear scar diameter

d - indentation diameter

O D indentor diameter
E - elastic modulus

Er - radial elastic modulus of superconducting winding

Et - circumferential elastic modulus of superconducting winding
Ez - axial elastic modulus of superconducting winding
Er( t, T) - stress-relaxation modulus

- energy

E_ - thermal activation energy

£_e - energy content of acoustic emission signal

Eq - energy needed to quench a supreconducting winding
eq - quench energy per unit winding volume
F! - friction force
Fr - radial contact force

Fz - axial force

fr - radial force per unit conductor length

f_ - radial electromagnetic force per unit conductor length
f. - axial force per unit conductor length
g(t) - disturbance energy input
h(t) - convective heat transfer coeficient

lc - critical current of superconducting winding
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Iop - operating current

j - current density

Jac - current density in superconducting filaments

3_ - average current density in high-performance winding
J. - bending moment of inertia

J0 - torsional moment of inertia
k Boltzman's constant

k - spring constant

ki - effective junction stiffness

kz - axial spring constant

[k_] - thermal conductivity matrix for superconducting winding
K - non-dimensional wear coefficient

g - conductor segment length
L - normal load
L - inductance
rr_ - mass

M - slope of coil load line

P - penetration hardness

r - radial polar coordinate

Rt - minor axis of minimum propagating zone

R. - major axis of minimum propagating zone
s - shear strength

st - lubricant shear strength
t - conductor thickness
t - time

t* - characteristic stick time
T - temperature

Tg - glass-transition temperature
T., - melting temperature

Top - operating temperature

Tc - critical superconducting temperature
u(r) - radial displacement

v - sliding velocity

v0 - imposed sliding velocity
V - voltage

V_e(t) - acoustic emissions transducer voltage
w - conductor width
X - distance slid

z - axial polar coordinate

z* - characteristic stick dimension



z_(t) -imposed axial displacement
a - fractional lubricaaat coverage

a - ratio of inner to outer radius in a solenoidal winding
/3 - ratio of solenoidal winding half length to inner radius

7 - mechanical anisotropy

- conductor displacement
A - thermal contraction

A_ - radial thermal contraction

Ao - circumferential thermal contraction
A, - axial thermal contraction
e - mechanical strain

e_ - radial strain

es - hoop strain

ez - axial strain

- damping coefficient

0 - circumferential polar coordinate
0 - roughness angle of penetrated asperity

Ac_ - volume fraction of copper in high-performance winding
Aoc - superconductorvolume fraction
# - friction coefficient
#,z - adhesive friction coefficient

#z - boundary-lubricated friction coefficient

_tp - plowing friction coefficient
/_k - kinetic friction coefficient

bf. - static friction coefficient

#,_vp - applied friction coefficient
v - Poisson's ratio

vii - anisotropicPoisson's ratios

p -electricalresistivity

Pc,, -electricalresistivityofcoppermatrixat4.2K

p_,(T) -=ggregatewindingresistivity
cr - mechanical stress

trr - radial stress, radial contact pressure
tta - hoop stress
o'z - axialstress

cry - tensileyieldstress

r - pulse width, sampling time
wj - effective junction frequency

w,_ - natural frequency of mass-spring system

ws - total system frequency
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I. Introduction

Superconducting magnets are capable of producing very intense magnetic fields

while dissipating virtually no electrical power; however, because superconductivity

only occurs near absolute zero the magnets must be maintained at very low tem-

peratures to achieve these benefits. This low temperature is generally achieved by

immersing the magnet in a liquid helium bath which boils at 4.2 K at atmospheric

pressure.

The heat capacity of a superconducting winding at 4.2 K is very low, typically

less than 10-3 of its room-temperature value. Consequently, its temperature is

strongly affected by relatively minute, highly localized, mechanical-energy distur-

bances which occur as the magnet is energized. Frictional heating, produced by the

rapid slip of conductors against each other, is one example of this sort of distur-

bance. The energy dissipated during a d; arbance is frequently capable of raising

the local conductor temperature to above its superconducting transition tempera-

ture. The resulting transition between the conductor's superconducting and normal

states is known in superconducting parlance as a quench. Hence, these abrupt dis-

turbances pose a severe threat to the magnet's operational stability. The effects

of frictional-energy-disturbances on the stability of dry-wound, high-performance

superconducting solenoids will be examined.

Chapter 2 introduces the phenomenon of superconductivity and reviews the gen-

eral characteristics of superconducting solenoids. Chapter 3 characterizes abrupt

mechanical disturbances as the primary source of thermal perturbation in high-

performance magnets. A semi-quantitative analysis of the energy needed to quench

a superconducting winding is derived, and a qualitative explanation of the electro-

magnetic forces responsible for these mechanical disturbances is developed. Chap-

ter 4 examines the cryogenic-temperature friction and wear of polymer vs metal

pairs and concludes that the adhesion theory remains valid for interpreting low-

temperature sliding phenomena. The adhesive friction theory is subsequently used

as a guide for evaluating frictionally-induced quenches.
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Chapter 5 focuses on conductor-motion-induced quenches and reviews the con-

O temporary understanding of conductor motion modelling. Two approaches have
been developed thus far in an attempt to minimize the effect of these conductor

motion disturbances on the magnet's thermal stability. One is to experimentally

investigation all potential superconductor-insulator pairs in an attempt to identify

the most favorable frictional characteristics. The other is based on theoretical anal-

yses of the magnet's operating stresses and attempts to control motion by regulating

the magnitude of the forces transmitted between conductors.

Chapter 6 examines the prospects for achieving stable sliding at cryogenic tem-

peratures. Classical stick-slip friction theories are reviewed. The material conditions

necessary for sliding stability are theoretically examined, and structural models are

developed for predicting the extent of wire motion in dry-wound solenoids. These

structural models are subsequently used in Chapter T to design and analyze the per-

formance of a small superconducting solenoid. The magnet_s performance suggests

that structural methods are a potentially viable approach for the design of stable

dry-wound solenoids.

Chapter 8 summarizes the thesis' major contributions and suggests avenues for

further investigation.
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II. Superconducting magnet technology

In this chapter the phenomenon of superconductivity is introduced. The com-

position and critical properties of composite superconducting wires are discussed

and potential applications for superconducting magnets are presented. Various ap-

proaches for the design of superconducting solenoids are introduced. Particular

emphasis is placed on high-performance solenoids, that is, solenoids designed for

minimal volume and highly-efficient superconductor utilization. The chapter con-

cludes with a discussion of the design issues presently affecting high-performance

magnets and outlines the approach used in this thesis to confront those problems.

2.1. Superconductivity

2.1.1. Phenomenology

Superconductivity is a phenomenon whereby certain materials become perfect

conductors of electricity when cooled to sufficiently low temperatures. A supercon-

ductor's electrical resistance decreases gradually as it is cooled, down to a point,

known as the material's critical superconducting temperature, Tc, where its resis-

tance, and hence power dissipation, disappear entirely. The critical temperatures

for most cnmmercial superconductors are very low, often only a few Kelvin. The

low temperature needed to maintain the superconducting state is usually obtained

by submersing the superconductor in a liquid helium bath, boiling at atmospheric

pressure at 4.2 K.

The superconducting state is finite: it is bounded not only by temperature,

but also by the conductor's electrical current density, j, and the ambient magnetic

field, H. An increase in any one of the material's critical superconducting proper-

ties produces a corresponding decrease in the other two. The combinations of the

conductor's critical properties in j - H - T space define what is known as the ma-

terial's critical surface. Superconductivity prevails below this surface and normal

resistivity everywhere above it. The objective of a successful magnet design, then,
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is to ensure that the entire conductor remains in the superconducting state during

magnet operation.

2.1.2. Commercial_ composite superconducting wires

Presently, the principal application of superconducting materials is in the con-

struction of high-field, high-current-density electromagnets. Before a superconduc-

tor can be incorporated into a magnet winding, it must first be fabricated into a

wire. Among the thousands of superconducting compounds that have been identi-

fied, only the alloys and intermetallic compounds of niobium are regularly used in

commercial superconducting wires.

Conductors based on the NbTi alloy were first fabricated in 1965 and have

since become the "workhorse" of the superconducting industry. Although NbTi

has somewhat limited field and current density capabilities, it has good ductility,

and is amenable to conventional wire fabrication techniques. The second most

frequently used class of conductors is based on Nb3Sn, an intermetallic niobium-

tin compound. Because of their higher field capabilities, Nb3Sn conductors are

necessary for applications requiring magnetic flux densities above _ 12T. (As a

point of reference, the magnetic induction density due to the earth's magnetic field

is ~ 5×10-5 T.) The more widespread use of Nb3Sn conductors is limited by the

NbzSn's inherent brittleness, the elaborate processing steps needed to form the

conductor, and the conductor's marked sensitivity to mechanical strain; Nb3Sn

conductors are easily damaged, and their critical properties are severely reduced

at mechanical strains above _ 0.003.[ 1] The winding models developed during this

thesis will be restricted to NbTi conductors because of the analytical complexity of

characterizing Nb3Sn conductors.

Figure 2.1 shows a cross-section of a typical commercial superconductor; it con-

sists of fine (,_ 50 #m diameter) NbTi filaments imbedded in a high conductivity cop-

per matrix. The copper matrix serves several important functions in this composite.

First, it serves as a carrier for the superconducting filaments. Small diameter fila-

ments are necessary to prevent flu.v, jumping, a combined thermal/electromagnetic

instability which renders larger diameter filaments unusable; the adiabatic theory

of flux jumping shows that a pure NbTi wire will have to be < 200 pm thick to
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Figure 2.1: Cross-sectional view of coramercial, composite superconducting wires, con-

sisting of fine NbTi filaments imbedded in a high conductivity copper matrix, a)

Circular and b) rectangular cross-sections. Figure from [2].



guarantee freedom from spontaneous flux jumping. [aI By themselves, such small

diameter filaments would be impractical to process, however, by combining up to

several thousand filaments into a single wire their manufacture is greatly simplified.

Second, copper is very ductile, hence it is easily coprocessed with the NbTi. Third,

the electrical resistivity of copper near absolute zero is _ 2000x less than the illa-

ment's normal state resistivity.[ 3] If a superconducting-normal state transition does

occur, the conductor's current shifts to the copper matrix, effectively reducing the

local ohmic heating. Lastly, the copper's thermal conductivity is _ 3500× larger

than that for NbTi; this helps to inhibiting the formation of local hot spots by

maintaining a more uniform temperature along the conductor's length. [3] The ratio

of copper to superconductor in a composite wire can range from about 1:1 in a

high-current density conductor to 20:1 (or more) in cryogenically stabilized wires. [4]

Superconducting wires can be produced in a variety of cross-sectional geome-

tries; the two most common are rectangular and round. Round wires have tradition-

ally been used because they are easier to manufacture to high tolerance by conven-

tional wire drawing techniques. However, the use of rectangularly cross-sectioned

conductors is becoming increasingly popular. Rectangular wires are easier to wind

and offer higher conductor packing densities.

2.2. Superconducting magnet applications

Superconducting magnets offer two key advantages over conventional electro-

magnets. First, they are capable of operating at much higher overall current den-

sities; this allows for a dramatic reduction in the magnet's overall dimensions, typ-

ically lowering the magnet's initial capital cost. Second, during d.c. operation

a superconducting magnet's electrical energy dissipation can be made vanishingly

small, thus resulting in lower operating costs. The largest drawback to supercon-

ducting magnets is the relatively modest cryogenic refrigeration power needed to

maintain the magnet's near-zero operating temperature.

Superconducting magnets are well suited to applications involving large-volume,

high-intensity magnetic fields. As the volume and intensity of the required mag-

netic field increases, the superconductors' relatively modest refrigeration require-

ments soon outweigh the tremendous electrical power dissipation required to run
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a comparably-sized, water-cooled, resistive electromagnet. Similarly, because of

the uniform operating conditions afforded by their cryogenic environment, super-

conducting magnets are favored in applications where extremely stable and highly

homogeneous magnetic fields are required.

Several potential applications for superconducting magnets have been proposed

to date; some have been implemented, and several more are under active investiga-

tion. These applications include, but are not limited to the following:

1) plasma confinement; for the controlled release of thermonuclear fusion energy.

2) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) energy conversion for the direction of thermal

to electrical energy.

3) superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) rings for load-leveling at com-

mercial power plants.

4) magnetically levitated vehicles.

5) MHD ship-based propulsion systems.

6) particle accelerators for high-energy physics experiments.

7) bubble chambers B_d other particle detectors.

8) windings for compact, high-torque d.c. motors and for high-power-output a.c.

generators.

9) laboratory research magnets.

10) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometers for examining the fundamen-

tal properties of atomic nuclei.

11) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) magnets for the non-invasive medical exam-

ination of soft body tissues.

2.3. Solenoidal magnets

Each of the applications listed in §2.2 requires a slightly different design ap-

proach and winding configuration. One of the more widely used configurations is

the solenoidal winding. Given a choice, solenoidal construction is preferred because

it is the easiest configuration to design and manufacture. Solenoids usually con-
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sist of a single conductor, wound autocyclically on a cylindrical coil form. These

axi-symmetric magnets are manufactured by rotating the coil form about its axis

while slowly feeding the conductor from one end of the coil form to the other and

back again. An even number of layers is generally used, so that the input current

lead and output lead can attach to the same end of the winding; this simplifies the

magnet's connection to an external current supply.

Figure 2.2 presents a cross-sectional sketch of a simple solenoidal winding of

inner radius, al, outer radius, a2, and length, 2b. Because the bore of the magnet is

often the only dimension known during the preliminary stages of a magnet design,

it is convenient to normalized the winding geometry with resp,.'ct to al, the coil's

inner radius.
a2

b (2.1)
¢3----

The normalized winding geometry can then be adjusted to satisfy the following

equation which relates the solenoid's central induction, B0, to the rest of the major

winding parameters.[ s]

Bo=Uojoo,Xoal

+ + (2.2)
F(a,13) = 131n

1 +(1 +/3_) 1/2 '

In this equations, #0 is the permittivity of free space, Ase the volume fraction of

superconductor in the winding, and j_c the superconductor current density. F(a, 13)

is a geometric field factor that is derived by dividing the winding into a large number

of "elemental" current loops and integrating their contributions to the on-axis field

at the center of the coil.

2.4. Solenoid magnet design

During the design of a superconducting solenoid several trade-offs between the

various winding parameters are possible. The characteristics usually specified at the

start of a design include: the magnet's central induction, B0, the desired volume

of accessible field, and an allowable field uniformity. While not specified, it is

usually assumed that a magnet should cost no more than necessary to guarantee
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reliable operation. This trade-off between cost and reliability remains one of the

O larger impediments to the widespread commercial development of superconducting
magnets.

The effect that a magnet's specified characteristics have on its overall design is

briefly outlined in the following subsections.

2.4.1. Winding volume

The major factor which determines the cost of a superconducting magnet, and

its associated hardware, is the winding volume. The magnet volume determines

not only the quantity of superconductor required, but also the system's weight, the

size of the facilities needed to site the magnet, and the refrigeration power required

to maintain the magnet's operating temperature. A large magnet volume increases

the size of the required support structure, hence more heat is conducted into the

helium cooling bath.

In terms of the normalized coil dimensions given in Eq. 2.1, the volume V of a

solenoidal winding can be expressed:

V = _. v(a,_) (2.3)
= -

Because_i entersthisexpressionto the thirdpower,the winding'sinnerradius

isusuallyselectedto be no largerthan necessaryto accommodate the magnet's

accessible"working"field.

2.4.2.Field uniformity

Inapplications,suchasNMR spectroscopy,thewinding'scentralmagneticfield

istypic_lyspecifiedtoa uniformityof_ IpartinI0sovera centralsphericalregion,

whose diameterisabout 1/2thediameterofthewindingsinnerbore.Startingfrom

thisbackgroundfield,uniformitieson theorderofi partin10_ cainsubsequently

be achievedthroughtheuseofadditional"shim" coils,smallwindingsspecifically

tailoredtoenhancethe centralfielduniformity.[6]

A solenoid'sfielduniformityiscontrolledalmostexclusivelyby itsgeometric

proportions,(a,/3).Analyticalmethods based on the Taylorseriesexpansionof

O Eq. 2.2 about the solenoid's center have been developed to relate the central field
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uniformity to the normalized winding geometry.[ s,7]

B,(v,O)=Bo I + E_ _ P2(u) + E4 _ P4(u)+...

B,(r,O) = B0 + E2 r , r , (2.4)

1 1 d2r'Bz(z,O)

E2,, = -_o (2n)i dz 2'_

In these equations, Bz and Br respectively are the axial and radial components of

the central magnetic induction, r and _ are the conventional radial and spherical

angle polar coordinates_ and the E2,_ coefficients are defined by the standard Taylor

series expansion formula. The spatial variations in the magnetic inductions are

described respectively by the Legrende Polynomials, P2,_(tt), and their derivatives,

To achieve the good field uniformity needed in high homogeneity magnets, sev-

eral nested solenoids are frequently used; these are designed so that the higher order

terms from one of the windings, E2,_, can be used to exactly cancel the same, com-

bined higher order terms from the others. Coil segmentation is likewise be used to

limit the peak electromagnetic stresses that are generated in the windings during

magnet operation. [_]

For illustrative purposes, it is generally sufficient to consider the variation in

magnetic induction across the magnet midplane to appreciate the effect of winding

geometry on field uniformity. The magnetic induction across a solenoid's midplane

increases from B0 at the center to a maximum value of Bw at the winding's inner

radius, al. However, because Bw cannot be determined analytically recourse must

be made to numerical computation to determine the winding's peak magnetic flux

density. Figure 2.3 presents the results of this computation and shows parameter-

ized curves of constant B_/Bo vs a and _.[10] This figure shows that the normalized

coil length,/3, has by far the greatest effect on the solenoid's central field uniformity.

The effect of B on field uniformity is consistent with the infinite-length solenoid ap-

proximation; as a solenoid's length increases, its internal field becomes increasingly

uniform.

0
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Figure 2.3: Parameteri_ed curves of constant Bw//B0, maximum to central induction,

in a simple solenoid va a and/_. Figure from [6].
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2.4.3. Superconductor current density

The critical current density in a superconducting solenoid is limited by Bw,

the peak magnetic induction in the windings; this effect is illustrated in Figure

2.4. Figure 2.4 presents a section view of the critical surface diagram for NbTi at

4.2K, the normal operating temperature for superconducting magnets. The line

OP represents the "load line" for a hypothetical solenoid which produces a peak

induction of 6T. As the magnet is energized, its magnetic induction and current

density increase together linearly towards the operating point P. From Eq. 2.2, the

slope of O P is:
1

M = #oat A,_F(a,_) B,_(_,,_) ' (2.5)B0

The Bw(ot,_)/Bo correction term is used to account for the discrepancy between

the peak induction in the windings and the winding's central induction. Although

few magnets are designed to operate exactly at their critical current density, Figure

2.4 serves to illustrate the effect that the superconductor's critical properties have

on a magnet's overall design.

The fact that B_,(a,B)/Bo > 1 implies that not ali of the superconductor's cur-

rent density goes towards producing "useful" field. However, by keeping Bw(a,_)

close to B0 this effect can be minimized. Particularly in short solenoids (fi < 1)

a reduction in the quantity of superconductor required to produce a given B0 can

sometime8 be achieved by slightly increasing the coil's length; Bw will then be less

and the allowable superconductor current density, J0c, will increase. Because of the

r_ulting trade-offs between B_,/Bo, the allowable superconductor current density,

and the coil volume, the specification of a solenoid's optimum geometry often re-

quires several iterations. This is especially true in nested, multiple coil systems

where both the magnitude and location of the peak induction, Bw, in each winding

depends on the geometric configuration of the other coils.

An added advantage to the use of multiple coil systems is their potential for im-

proved superconductor utilization. By winding each coil from a different diameter

conductor (assuming a constant operating current between coils) it is possible to

maximize the superconductor's current density within each coil to the local mag-

netic induction; this method uses the much larger current densities available in the

3O
-
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Figure 2.4: Idealized load line and critical superconducting properties for a NbTi

winding at 4.2 K. Critical superconducting property data from [6].
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system's low field regions to reduce the total required quantity of superconductor.

2.4.4. Superconductor volume fraction

By far, the parameter which has the largest effect on a magnet's design is its

overall current density, jave = jacAs_. The maximum allowable superconductor

current density, ja_, is limited by the winding's peak field, B_,. By contrast, As_ is

usually not directly specified but arises as a consequence of the solenoid's proposed

stabilization method.

The electromagnetic energy storage density in a typical 7--_12T solenoid is in

the range 20 - 60 MJ/m a, comparable in magnitude to the storage density of a large

rotating flywheel.[ 8] Hence, a key goal in an effective magnet design is to allow for

the safe handling of this energy.

Stekly and Zar have proposed two conditions for guaranteeing absolutely stable

magnet operation. [11] The first is to use a large proportion of copper in the con-

ductor so that the power dissipation in the event of a quench would be limited to a

manageable level. The second is to provide sufficient cryogenic cooling throughout

the winding so that superconductivity could be restored even if the entire magnet

were to quench. Because of their large cryogenic cooling capacity these magnets are

referred to as being completely cryostable. In cryostable magnets, the supercon-

ducting volume fraction, A0c, is typically around 0.03.[ 12] The low superconductor

volume fraction arises for several reasons. One is the large volume fraction of cooling

passages needed for effective cooling. A second is the additional structural material

needed to support and insulate the conductors and to form the cooling channel

boundaries. A third is the large percentage of copper needed to minimize ohmic

heat generation following the quench.

Figure 2.5 presents parameterized curves of constant field factor, F(a,_), and

constant volume factor, v(ct, _). The solid line in the figure represents the geometric

minimum volume winding capable of achieving each F(a,_). Since v(a,_) varies

roughly as ct2 the numerical value of the v(a,_) along this line increases much more

rapidly than does F(c_,_).

The low superconductor volume fraction required for cryostability is economi-

cally acceptable only for very large bore magnets. From Eq. 2.2, the low value of
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Ase necessary for cryostabilization can be traded-off against a large inner radius, al,

to maintain fairly moderate values for F(a,13) and hence for v(a,_). Itowever, for

small-bore magnets, because al is already small, the very large F(a,_J) and v(a,/3)

values which result, render cryostable small-bore magnets economically infeasible;

Table 2.1 presents a numerical example of this effect. The coils in this table are

designed using the "minimum volume" curve in Fig. 2.5 to produce a central induc-

tion of 6 T with the superconductor operating at its critical current density. Coil 1

has an inner radius, ai, of 1 m (typical for a particle detector magnet), while Coil

2 has at = 0.05 m (typical of a small research solenoid).

Table 2.1: Comparison of geometric winding parameters

t0r cryostable large-bore and small-bore solenoids.

i Coil 1 Coil 2
Central induction, B0 (T) 6.00 6.00

'Superconductor current density, jac (A/m 2 1.9 x 109 1.9 x 109• , ,....

Inner radius, at (m) 1.00 0.05
Superconductor volume fraction, )_,c 0.03 0.03

Geometric field factor, F(a,_) 0.08 1.67
Minimum volume factor, v(a,_) 1.40 139.6

Normalized half length,/3 0.48 2.07
Normalized outer radius, a 1.21 3.42

The very large radial thickness for Coil 2 results because of the low overall cur-

rent density, jscA°c, assumed in this example. Roughly speaking, a magnet's overall

current density starts to have a strong affect on its economics when the winding

thickness becomes comparable to the inner radius (a > 2).[ 12] Thus, an entirely

separate design philosophy has developed to enhance the economic competitiveness

of small bore magnets. Under this second design approach the objective is to max-

irnize the overall superconducting current density so as to produce very compact,

structurally robust, high-performance magnets.

2.5 High-performance magnets

The major difference between cryostable and high-performance windings is the

high-performance winding's lack of cryogenic cooling channels. The absence of

cooling passages has the added effect of eliminating many the structural materials
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previously required as spacers between the conductors. In fact, because of their

circular symmetry, most high-performance solenoids require no other structural

support than that provided by the conductors themselves. The conductors thus

serve a dual role both as current carrying elements and as structural members.

Figure 2.6 presents winding models for magnets constructed from both rectangular

and round cross-sectioned conductors. A close packed conductor array is typically

used to maximize the conductor volume fraction and to provide good structural

integrity.

The lack of cooling passages likewise allows for a drastic reduction of the quan-

tity of copper used in the conductors; far less copper is required to prevent, quench-

induced thermal damage than is needed to accommodate thermal recover y. Em-

pirical guidelines have been developed to specify the minimum volume fraction of

copper, Xeu, needed to prevent ohmic-heating-induced thermal damage.[ TM

Xeu m (2.6)3OO

In this equation, j,c is the superconductor's operating current density in A/mm 2,

and E is the coil's stored magnet energy in MJ. Once the total conductor volume

fraction (Xa_ + Xeu) has been determined, this relation can be used to specify the

ratio of copper to superconductor used in the conductor; although there is no upper

limit to this ratio, a lower limit of --, 1:1 is typically needed for reliable manufacture

and to limit the interconductor voltages during quenching. The total conductor

volume fraction typically ranges for about 70 --_90%, depending on the size and

cross-sectional geometry of the conductor as well as on the insulation thickness.

The remainder of the coil consists of insulation and interconductor void spaces.

Applying this high-performance design philosophy to the the small-bore solenoid

listed as Case 2 in Table 2.1 with an assumed X,c value of 0.4 produces a much more

economical minimum winding volume with a = 1.29, _ = 0.56, F(a,_) = 0.126, and

v(a,_) = 2.30, a winding volume 1/60 of that required by the original cryostable

design. Although most magnets' geometries are dictated by considerations addi-

tional to the minimum volume, these hypothetical values serve to illustrate the

large reduction in volume possible using a high-performance design.
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, Figure 2.6: Winding models for high-performance magnets constructed from a) circular

and b) rectangularcross-sectionedconductors.
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2.6 Thesis Overview

The most importantdrivingforcefavoringhigh-current-densitymagnetsisper-

formance;theriskislowerreliability.The ultimategoalistoimproveperformance

whilemaintaininga reasonabledegreeofreliability.

Presently,virtuallyallhigh-performancemagnets quench at leastonce before

achievingtheirratedoutput.Becauseonlyenough copperisused inthewinding

topreventexcessivenormalzonevoltages,themaximum temperatureriseduringa

quenchcan oftenbeseveraltensofK. Severallitersofrelativelyexpensivehelium

coolantarethenrequiredtoreturnthemagnet toitsdesignedoperatingtemperature

followinga quench.Forinstance,eachquench duringthequalificationtestsforthe

SuperconductingSuperColliderdipolemagnetstypicallyevaporatedapproximately

I00.-_500eofhelium,ltfrequentlyrequiresseveralattemptsto energizea magnet

beforeitsdesignpointisreached;thisprogressiveincreasetowardsthe magnet's

designedoperatingpointisknown as training.The worst casescenariooccurs

when the magnet failsto achieveitsdesignedperformanceeven afternumerous

chargingcycles;thisbehaviorisreferredtoas degradedperformance.Thus,despite

theirconsiderablepotentialfora wide varietyofapplications,themore widespread

commercialacceptanceofhigh-performancemagnetshasbeenlimitedby theirlack

ofabsolutereliability.

Considerableresearchefforthas been devotedoverthe pastfifteenyearsto

developmethodsforreducing,ifnoteliminating,thetrainingphenomenon inhigh-

performancemagnets.This thesisisa directcontinuationofthateffort;inparticu-

lax,itemphasizesmethodsforreducingconductor-motion-inducedfrictional-heating

disturbances,a primarysourceofquenchesinhigh-performancesolenoids.
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III.Mechanical disturbance induced quenches

Thermal disturbancesarethe primarycauseofquenchesinhigh-performance

superconductingmagnets.There axeseveralpossiblesourcesofthermalperturba-

tion;the most common axelocalized,energy-dissipativemechanicaleventswhich

occurduringenergizationbecauseofthemagnet'schangingstressstate.The local

energydissipationduringan abruptdisturbancesisoftencapableofquenchingthe

conductor,thatis,raisingtheconductor'stemperaturetoaboveitscriticalsuper-

conductingtemperature.Becauseno coolingisprovidedinsidea high-performance

magnet,theadditionalohmic heatingintroducedby a localconductorquenchiniti-

atesa thermalrunaway thatcausesthenormal zonetospreadrapidlythroughout

therestofthewinding.

The chapterisdividedintothreesections.The firstusesa localheattransfer

equationto discussa conductor'sthermalstabilityin responseto variousdistur-

banceenergyinputsand highlightsapproximatesolutionsdevelopedtoestimatethe

disturbanceenergynecessaryforquenchinitiation.The secondsectionreviewsthe

presentunderstandingofquenchinitiationinhigh-performancesolenoids.Methods

have been devisedtomitigatetheeffectsofvirtuallyallofthe recognizeddistur-

bance sourcesexceptforconductor-motion-inducedfrictionalheating.The third

sectionsummarizestheexperimentalmeasurement techniquesused toinvestigate

conductor-motion-induceddisturbances.

3.1.Thermal stabilityof high-performance magnets

Stabilityisa characteristicofsteady-stateoperation.Ifa system,suchas a

superconductingmagnet,returnstoitsoriginaloperatingconditionfollowinga per-

turbation,thesteadystateissaidtobe stable.Ifthe systemdoes not returnto

itsoriginalstateitissaidtobe unstable.Sometimes,thesystemisstableagainst

smallperturbationsbutunstableagainstlargeones;thisisanexampleofmetastable

behavior.[I]

Superconductingmagnets can exhibitallthreetypesofbehavior,depending
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on the design philosophy used in their construction. :ks discussed in §2.4.4, the

cryostable design approach, which is used to achieve absolutely stable performance.

requires a large dilution in the magnet's overall current density, hence, it is not

economically feasible for small bore magnets. The best compromise achieved thus

far for high-performance magnets has been to design them for metastable operation.

this is, so that they operate 0.1 ,-_ 0.3 K below the conductor's critical surface; this

reduces the magnet's efficiency slightly but provides a small temperature margin to

accommodate sm_ll scale disturbances that may occur during operation.

3.1.1. Energy balance for a unit winding volume.

The ultimate goal of ali systems is continuity of operation. Hence, once a

magnet's temperature margin has been selected the task becomes one of limiting

the peak winding temperature to below this limit. The following power density

heat-balance characterizes the thermal behavior of a unit conductor element.

c_'dTd---t-" W " ([k_']VT) + P_'(T)J:"'(t) - QP) h(T) . g(t)_ (3.1)

The left hand side of this equation represents the change in the stored thermal

energy of the winding element; C_ is the winding's heat capacity. The first term

on the right hand side represents heat flow into the element via conduction; [kwl is

the winding's thermal conductivity matrix and T the conductor temperature, k,,

is different along each of the principle axes because of the anisotropic arrangement

of the winding's constituents. The second term represents joule heating; pw(T)

is the winding's equivalent resistivity and ja_,(t) the overall, or average, current

density in the winding. The third term represents convective cooling; P/A is the

ratio of the conductor's wetted perimeter to its cross-section area and h(T) is the

convective heat transfer coefficient. Because of the absence of cooling passages in

high-performance magnets h(T) = 0 in the winding's interior. Any heat produced

in the magnet must first be conducted to the winding's outer surfaces before it can

be transferred to the liquid helium cooling bath. Especially for abrupt disturbances,

the absence of cooling passages creates near adiabatic operating conditions. The

el(t) term represents disturbance-induced heat generation. Because of its time- and

temperature-dependent numerical complexity, a complete solution to Eq. 3.1 has

yet to be evaluated.
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In 1972, Martinelli and Wipft 2] suggested the existence of a "disturbance spec-

trum" to characterize, in both time and space, disturbances capable of driving a

superconducting magnet from its metastable operating point.lla] The disturbance

spectrum, depicted in Table 3.1, has since been used to guide the development of

several approximate solutions to Eq. 3.1. [4] Each solution corre.,sponds to one of the
extreme comers of Table 3.1.

T_ble 3.1: Pro]_osed Disturbance Ener_ Spectrum
J' Spatial Domain

Time Domain Distributed Local (e.g. point)

Continuous W/m a W

Transient J / m3 j

3.1.2. Continuous disturbances

The most frequent source of continuous disturbances are steady electrical or

electromagnetic dissipations within the winding. An example of a continuous point

disturbance is a high resistance joint between two conductors. An example of a

continuous distributed disturbances is the heat generated by changes in the su-

perconducting filaments' magnetic flux densities. There are two primary causes of

flux motion in the filaments. The first occurs when the overall flux density in a

magnet is changing and is most frequently observed during magnet charging and

discharge. The flux energy dissipated during electromagnetic cycling is known al-

ternatively as magnetic hysteresis losses or ac losses dependiwg on the cycling rate

and frequency.[ s] A second type of continuous distributed disturbance, known as

j_ttz creep, is observed near the conductor's critical current and is believed to result

from slight irregularities in the filament properties along the conductor length.[ s]

Although flux-creep-induced dissipation does not normally pose a problem to

high-performance magnet stability, it does provide a rough measure of level of power

dissipation compatible with stable magnet operation. Wilson [7] has produced a

rough analysis of this effect at 4.2 K for a superconducting winding consisting of

3C)%NbTi, 40% copper, and 30% organic insulation. His analysis indicates that a
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6-T solenoid operating at an overall critical current density, j_,,,, of --_3 x l0 s A/m 2

generates _ 3.0 _tW/mm 3 due to flux creep induced dissipation. His analysis also /

suggests that transient heating rates as high as 20 _tW/rnm 3 are permissible for the

same magnet operating at 90% of its critical current.

If for some reason a magnet's operating current is raised to above its critical

superconducting current, its power dissipation abruptly rises by about four orders

of magnitude, as flux creep induced heating in the superconducting filaments (rep-

resented by an equivalent electrical resistivity of _ 10-14I'/m) gives way to ohmic

dissipation in the copper matrix (with an equivalent resistivity of _ 10-1°Frm).

The same effect occurs when the local conductor temperature rises above the criti-

cal superconducting temperature; the temperature excursion effectively reduces the

conductor's critical superconducting current to below its fixed operating current.

The rapid rise in ohmic heating that ensues produces a rapid growth in the size of

the normal zone and lead to a thermal runaway that quenches the entire magnet.

The low level of power generation that can be tolerated in a high-performance

magnet is generally not compatible with moderately high-power, continuous distur-

bances like ac losses or resistive joints. Because the magnitudes of these disturbances

are usually very predictable, steps can be taken to accommodate them during the

design process. The most frequently used approach is to provide limited cooling

within the bulk of the winding, just sufficient to accommodate the steady-state

dissipation; this help to maintain the economic advantages provided by a high-

current-density design and yet allows for metastable operation in the presence of

continuous power generation.[ s,9] However, since only partial cooling is provided

it may be appropriate to classify these as quasi-adiabatic high-performance mag-

nets because they are still susceptible to quenches resulting from transient thermal

disturbances.[ sI

3.1.3. Transient disturbances

3.1.3.1. Distributed disturbances

Transient disturbances occur so rapidly that virtually ali of their energy is con-

vetted to temperature rise, localized about the disturbance event. The transition

from this local temperature rise to quenching occurs on a time scale far shorter than
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it takes for the disturbance energy to be conducted to the winding's boundaries. Un-

der these conditions, the magnet's quench energy density, eq, can be approximated

by the change in enthalpy needed to raise the magnet from its operating tempera-

ture, TOT,,to its critical superconducting temperature, Tc. For a 'typical winding'

consisting of 30% NbTi, 40%copper and 30% organic insulation, this quench energy

density is _ 3.0/_J/mm a for a temperature margin, (Tc - Top), of 1.0 K.[4J

A magnet's quench energy density is not a fixed quantity, rather, it varies with

operating current and location within the winding. At low currents the magnet's

temperature margin is high, and hence, so is its quench energy density. As the

magnet nears its critical current the temperature margin decreases and the magnet

becomes progressively less stable. The quench energy density is lowest at the point

of peak flux density in the winding, B_,, as the magnet approaches its designed

operating current. Figure 3.1 depicts the variation in quench energy density with

operating current for the peak field region of a 'typical winding' operating at 4.2 K.

To accommodate potential changes in conductor dimensions between applications

the operating current in this graph has been normalized with respect to the magnet's
critical superconductor current.

3.1.3.2. Point disturbances- minimum propagating zones

The available experimental evidence, to be reviewed in §3.2.2, suggests that

abrupt disturbances, particularly those localized to regions smaller in cross section

than a single conductor diameter, are the dominant source of premature quench

in contemporary high-performance magnets. The most frequently cited analysis

of these "point" source disturbances is the minimum propagating zone, MPZ, the-

ory originally suggested by Martinelli and Wipf,[ 2] and later expanded upon by

Wilson. [4] According to the MPZ concept it is theoretically possible for a small,

critically-sized normal region to exist in thermal equilibrium with an otherwise su-

perconducting winding, as long as the resistive energy dissipated in this normal

zone is balanced by heat conduction through the bulk of the winding to the he-

lium coolant bath. A normal zone smaller than this critical size would recover to

the superconducting state, whereas slightly larger zones will grow in size, that is,

propagate [2]. The critical dimensions of this MPZ can be derived as a special case
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Figure 3.1: Parameterized curves of quench energy density va normalized operating

current, at various fixed magnetic flux densities, for a 'typical' NbTi winding at 4.2 K.

Figure from [4].



of Eq. 3.1 subject to the conditions: dT/dt = 0; g(t) = 0; and h(T) = 0.[3,4]

V ([k_)VT]+p_( '_• T)j_,,_ :0 (3.2)

In evaluating this equation, it should be born in mind that the winding's ther-

mal conductivity along the conductor axis, kz, is much larger than its transverse

conductivity, kt. The winding's anisotropic thermal conductivity thus results in a

highly ellipsoidal MPZ. The major radius of this ellipsoid, Rz extends along the

conductor axis and is given by."[4]

_kzAc_,(Tc - Top)
_:_z"_Tr "2 " (3.3)

Pc,+J.,,_

If r_2 = kt/k_ is used to represent the thermal anisotropy of the winding, the length

of the minor radius, Rr, is t_R,. The right hand side of Eq. 3.3 relates the average

"_ /A_._,to the heat conductedpower generation inside the resistive normal zone, J,,,,,pc,_

out of the normal zone, k_(T¢ - Top). The matrix resistivity, pe_,, is used in Eq. 3.3

because, in the normal state, virtually all of the power dissipation takes place in

the lower resistivity copper matrix.

Substituting in apprc0dmate values for a 'typical' 6T magnet, namely

J,v, - 3xl0SA/m _, (Tc - Top) = 1K, pc, = 3xl0-10f/m, kz = 350W/m-K,

and kt = 1.0 W/m-K, yields R_ = 7 mm and Rt = 0.4mm. For an abrupt point

source disturbance to initiate a quench, it must dissipate sufficient energy to raise

the entire MPZ volume from its operating temperature to just above its critical

superconducting temperature. Based on the parameters for the 6 T magnet used in

this example, and a 1 K temperature margin, the MPZ theory predicts a minimum

quench energy, g,,_i,t, of .-_ 15/_J.

47rR_R, (3.4)

The general conclusions of the MPZ theory have been experimentally verified by

Schmidt, [l°] Superczynski, IiI] and Scott,[ 12]who demonstrate that energy pulses as

small as 10.-_50#J are indeed sufficient to quench high-performance superconduct-

ing windings. Their experimental results likewise indicate that as the time scale of
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the disturbance increases to above the winding's thermal diffusion time constant.

the quantity of energy needed to quench the magnet markedly increases. Figure

3.2 shows the total pulse energy needed to quench a magnet for various distur-

bance pulse widths. [11]The temperature rise for short pulses is essentially adiabatic,

whereas thermal diffusion plays an increasing role in the thermal behavior as tile

pulse width increases.

3.2. Characterization of transient point disturbances

3.2.1. Flux jumping

Although the phenomena of superconductivity was first observed in elemental

metals by Kammerling Onnes in 1911 it was not until the early to mid 1960's,

with the discovery of high-field, high-current density superconductors like NbZr

and Nb3Sn, that superconducting magnets became a practical reality. [13]

The largest impediment to the development of early magnets resulted because

of the manner in which the superconductors were used.[ 14]These early magnets were

wound from insulated wires consisting almost exclusively of pure superconductor.

The ratio of the normal state resistivity to thermal conductivity for a pure super-

conductor is very low, approximately six and a half orders of magnitude less than

that for subsequent copper-stabilized wires. Hence, Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4 indicate

that the disturbance energy needed to quench an early magnet is several orders of

magnitude below that needed to quench a contemporary magnet. [4]

The second reason for the poor performance of early magnets is that the diam-

eters of the pure superconducting wires were much larger than 100 _m. Subsequent

analysis has shown that superconducting filaments above _ 100/_m are increas-

ingly prone to a spontaneous, electromagnetic-thermal instability known as flux

jumping.[ 14] During a flux jump, the motion of magnetic flux through the filament

dissipates energy. The heat produced by this flux motion raises the local conduc-

tor temperature and lowers the conductor's local critical superconducting current

density. This reduction in current density causes further flux motion, thus complet-

ing a flux-motion/heating feedback cycle that typically concludes with a magnet

quench. [14] The development of multifilamentary, composite conductors in the mid

1960's provided a tractable solution to the problem of spontaneous flux jumping.

Q
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The small filament diameters restrict flux-motion heating by limiting the total ex-

tent of spontaneous flux motion, while the high thermal conductivity of the copper

matrix provides a much more uniform operating temperature.

Despite the tremendous improvements in magnet performance provided by tlm

advent of multifilamentary conductors, the quench and training behaviors of high-

performance magnets remains highly variable to the present day. The degrada-

tion that persists in contemporary magnets is commonly attributed to small-scale,

highly-localized mechanical disturbances.[ a,4'lS-u°] The two most frequently cited

disturbances sources are: epoxy fracture in potted magnets and frictional motion in

dry wound coils. A third major type of quench-initiating mechanical disturbance,

namely, microplastic yielding of the superconducting filaments, has also been iden-

tified. Fortunately, microplastic yielding in NbTi conductors can be prevented by

applying sufficient cold work during manufacture to ensure that the conductor re-

mains entirely in the elastic regime during magnet operation. [21-_a]

3.2.2. Mechanical disturbances

8.2.2.1. Mechanical stresses

The mechanical stress state in a superconducting magnet can be divided into

three components.[ 24'25]The first arises from the conductor tensions used during the

winding process. The second, from differential thermal contractions between the

winding constituents as the magnet is cooled to its 4.2-K operating temperature.

The third component results from electromagnetic, or Lorentz, stresses which are

produced when the magnet is energized.

The initial stress state in a magnet is determined entirely by the conductor

tension during manufacture and by thermal contraction. As the magnet is charged

towards its 4.2-K operating point., its stress state changes. The changing operating

current during energization produces a corresponding increase in the winding's dis-

tributed electromagnetic body forces, j×13 per unit volume. In a high-performance

magnet where both the field and current density are high the electromagnetic body

forces can be quite large and generate appreciable stress. For the most part, these

body forces are accommodated by elastic deformation of the magnet. However,

due to the presence of nonuniform stresses and unintended stress concentrations
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these electromagnetic forces can also trigger abrupt, highly-localized mechanical

disturbances.

All real solenoids have finite length, hence, both their magnetic inductions and

attendant electromagnetic body forces vary throughout the winding. Figure 3.3a

shows a schematic mapping of lines of constant magnetic induction for a solenoid,

while Figure 3.3b depicts the per-unit-volume electromagnetic force vectors.[ 4] The

length and angle of these arrows represents the magnitude and direction of the elec-

tromagnetic body forces. A quantitative analysis of these forces will be developed

in Chapter 7; for the present discussion, a qualitative description will be sufficient.

A solenoid's magnetic induction, 13, consist of two components. The principal

component is the axial induction, B,. The axial induction is greatest at the coil's

midplane and decreases markedly due to fringing effects near the coil ends. The

radial induction, B., is negligible near the coil midplane but increases due to the

fringing fields near the coil's ends to as much as 50% of the magnet's central induc-

tion. The cross-product between the circumferentially directed current density and

the axial magnetic induction produced an outward-directed radial electromagnetic

force component, f: = j_e x Bz. Similarly, the radial induction produces an axial

force per unit length, fz = jave X B_, directed towards the coil's midplane.

3.2.2.2. Disturbance characterization

Several types of disturbances have been observed in high-performance magnets.

Most of these have been qualitatively interpreted in terms of the axial and radial

electromagnetic force components. By far the largest proportion of research has

been conducted on epoxy-impregnated windings. However, the recent development

of successful methods for minimizing quenching in potted magnets has since led to

renewed interest in the performance capabilities of dry-wound magnets. The four

most common mechanical sources of quenching in high-performance solenoids are

listed below.

1. Wlnding/coil-form debonding can occur in an impregnated magnet whose

winding is adhered to coil form. The radial electromagnetic force component

produces a radial, outward expansion of the winding. If the radial tensile stress

that develops at the winding-coil form interface exceeds the epoxy's tensile
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Figure 3.3: a) Parameterized contours of constant magnetic induction, b) Electromag-

netic force vectors. The dotted line represents the winding centerline. Figure from

[4].
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strength, debonding occurs. The fracture energy associated with debonding

is frequently capable of quench initiation. One method developed to prevent

debonding is to use the conductor tension during manufacturing to create a large

enough hoop stress to counteract this tendency towards radial separation.[ 2Bl

This method does not extend well to large-bore, high-field magnets where the

electromagnetic stresses already constitute a large fraction of the conductor's

tensile strength.

2. Shear-stress-induced epoxy cracking can also occur in impregnated mag-

nets when the winding is firmly bonded to the coil form. The axial restraint

imposed on the winding by the bore tube can produce large shear stresses,

particularly in the inner winding layers near the coil's ends.[ _7-2°] Because the

interconductor shear stresses are transmitted solely by the epoxy impregnant,

fracture can occur at relatively modest overall stress levels. One of the methods

used to combat this disturbance source is the use of very-low-shear-strength

impregnants such as wax; this method derives from the premise that quench

cart be prevented if the strain energy dissipated at fracture is kept very low. [3°1

A second method for preventing shear-stress-fracture-induced quenches is the

"floating coil" design.[3,_s,27,_sl In this method the winding is allowed to freely

separate from its coil form during energization. By allowing the coil to seek its

natural shape, the shear stresses are substantially reduced. This floating coil

concept has since made epoxy-impregnated solenoids virtually immune to pre-

mature quenches.[ 3] The floating coil concept has since been further extended

to include coil-formless solenoids in which the coil former is entirely removed

form the winding before operation.[ 32,331

3. Global, or interfacial, winding motion can occur in an impregnated

winding that is not adhered, but mechanically pressed against its support

structure. [2°] A quench can occur if sufficient frictional heating is transferred

from the interface to the conductors. Interfacial-motion-induced quenches have

been observed in dipole and solenoidal windings. [34,ss] In these windings, the dis-

tributed axial electromagnetic body force produces an axial friction force along

the support structure interface. Motion occurs when the winding's net interfa-

cial friction force exceeds its static friction force. Because the electromagnetic
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body force varies in a regular manner as the coil is energized, quenches resulting

from this type of motion are often repeatable and can prevent the winding from

ever reaching its design performance.

Two methods have been used to minimize interfacial-motion-induced quenches

in solenoidal magnets. Because frictional heating can only occur when these is

contact between the winding and coil form, interfacial motions in impregnated

solenoids can typically be prevented by inducing the coil to radially separate

from its coil form while its charging current is still low in comparison to the

critical current.[ sl] In this case, frictional heating is prevented by eliminating

radial contact between the surfaces. Low-thermal-conductivity friction blocks

can also b._.,mounted to a coil's boundaries to help decouple the frictional heating

source from the winding; by increasing the conduction path to the winding

proportionally more of the frictional heat is transferred to the magnet's cooling

bath, resulting in a much lower peak temperature in the winding.[ 31'3s] No

methods have yet been advanced to alleviate interface-motion-induced quenches

in dipole magnets.

4. Local, or' individual, conductor motions were the earliest identified source

of mechaslical disturbance in high-performance magnets,[ 1sI and yet the latest

to be extensively investigated.[ 37-4°] In the interim, considerable research effort

has been devoted to completely eliminate the possibility of individual conductor

motions through the use of suitable organic impregnants that are used to trans-

form the winding into a single structural unit. With the development of float-

ing and coil-formless windings, impregnated solenoidal windings have become

extremely reliable. There axe, however, major drawbacks to the use of impreg-

nated windings. One is their relatively large manufacturing cost compared to

unimpret!_nated windings. Several processing steps are needed to: a) introduce

the impregnant into the windings, b) ensure uniform impregnant properties, c)

avoid air bubbles of other defects, and d) prevent adhesion to the coil former.

A second is its irrevocability; once a magnet has been impregnated it is diffi-

cult, but not impossible, to recover the conductor. Hence, from an economic

stmadpoint, there has been a renewed manufacturing interest in investigating

methods for improving dry-wound solenoid reliability.
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3.3. Mechanical disturbance detection

Principallythreediagnostictoolshave been developedto monitormechani-

caldisturbancesinhigh-performancemagnets. rhey are:I)straingauges,L3v,3_!

2) acousticemission (AE) transducers,[3'I°,41,'_21and 3) differentialvoltage

taps.lib,d3, 44}

3.3.1 Strain gauges

Strain gauges have been used to measure the changes that occur in the ax-

ial and circumferential strains at the outer surfaces oi" magnet windings during

energization. [z4}These strain measurements are primarily used to verify the accu-

racy of analytic models developed to predict the solenoids' mechanical stress-strain

behaviors. Gauges mounted to the inside of the bore tube have likewise been used to

detect the occurrence of radial separation between the winding and coil form.[ 3v}As

the winding separates the strain in the coil form becomes constant. Strain gauges

have recently been used to measure the extent of axial motion in single-layer, unim-

pregnated winding models.[ z°]

3.3.2. Acoustic emissions monitoring

Ali abrupt mechanical disturbances produce a rapid change in the local stress

state in the winding.[ 3] This change in the stress state produces an acoustic wave

that propagates outward through the winding. Thus, the occurrence of mechani-

cal disturbances can be inferred using acoustic emissions (AE) transducers closely

coupled to the winding to detect these acoustic signals.

The widespread use of AE technology for monitoring superconducting magnets

first began in the late 1970s.[ lv,41] Since that time AE monitoring has been used

to detect and identify the magnets' chief sources of mechanical disturbances. One

of the more important terms that the magnet community has adopted from AE-

monitoring terminology is the concept of a "Kaiser effect".[ 3,29}The "Kaiser effect"

describes the mechanical behavior observed during a period of cyclical loading in

which disturbances occur only when the mechanical load responsible for the distur-

bance exceeds the maximum level achieved during the previous loading cycle.

Figure 3.4 shows an example of the Kaiser effect observed during microscopic
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Figure 3.4: Example of the Kaiser effect observed during friction experiment between

OFHC copper and G-10. Each vertical bar represents a microscopic slip event; the

heigth of the bar corresponds to the conductor displacement. Figure from [45].
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sliding experiments between oxygen-free-high-conductivity copper and a glass-fabric

reinforced epoxy (G-10) composite, at a fixed normal force. [4sI The horizontal scale

in these traces corresponds to the tangentially applied friction force, while the ver-

tical axis shows the acoustic emission signals that were recorded during the test.

Each AE event corresponds to a microscopic slip between the surfaces of a 1_10 tlm

displacement. During the first loading sequence (top trace) the point A represents

the friction force at which the first microslip was observed. Microslips continues

until F,1, the maximum force during the first loading cycle. No microslips were

observed during unloading. For the second loading cycle, microslips were observed

only when the friction force increased above Ft l and continued until the loading

sequence ended at Ft2. Epoxy fracture disturbances generally follow a Kaiser effect

behavior, leading to progressive training, whereas conductor motion disturbances

may or may not.

3.3.3.Differentialvoltage taps

Another method formonitoringa magnet'sperformanceduringenergization

isto dividethemagnet windingwith voltagetapsintoseveralsubsections.The

differentialvoltagesacrossthesesubsectionscan thenbeusedtoinfertheoccurrence

ofvariouseventswithinthatsection.These voltagesignalsconsistofup to three

components. The firstcomponent,171,isthe section'sinducedchargingvoltage,

I/'I: Ldl/dt.When a slow,steadychargingrateisused thiscomponent assumes

a constantvalue.The secondcomponent,V2,istherapidlyrisingresistivevoltage

thatfollowsquenchinitiation,V2: R(_)l(t).The resistivecomponent isoftenused

duringquenchpropagationexperimentstoestimateboth thesizeand temperature

oftheevolvingnormalzone.The thirdcomponent,V3,isan inductivevoltagespike

producedby a localizedconductormotionwithinthewinding.V3= d_/dt,where

<_isthefluxsweptout by themoving conductor.The shape ofthisvoltagespike

can be usedtoestimateboththespatialand temporalextentofmotion.

Figure3.5presentsa model forpredictingthe inducedvoltageduringa con-

ductormotion.[19]The model assumesthatthe directionofmotion,theconductor

axis,and thelocalmagneticinductionareallmutuallyperpendicular.Ifthecenter

ofa conductorsegmentoflength2_ isdisplacedlaterallyby a distance6 through

a locallyuniformmagneticinduction,B, thesegment'sinducedvoltage,I/3,isap-
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Conversely, the total distance moved during conductor motion. 6, can be estimated

by integrating the induced voltage spike

1 / Vadt. 3.6

This conductor motion model has been used to experimentally determine the slip

conditions capable of quench initiation. [19'4a}The experiments typically employed a

single composite superconductor positioned in a uniform, externally applied mag-

netic field. The current in the conductor was then increased. Closely spaced voltage

taps (--_ 10 mm separation) were used during these tests to improve the spatial res-

olution of the voltage monitoring technique. AE monitoring was also used to help

verify the mechanical origins of the voltage signals. Initially, no signals were ob-

served, however, as the current increased above a certain level AE pulses and voltage

spikes began to occur concurrently. These signals continued sporadically until ul-

O timately a quench occurred. For the configurations used, the experimental resultssuggest typical values for the slip duration of 0.1_1 ms, moving segment lengths,

2£, of 10,_30 mm, and conductor displacements,/5, in the range 1_10 vm.

Figure 3.6 presents an example of the AE and voltage signals obtained from

the small-scale winding model tested in Chapter 7. The results confirm that as

the winding nears its critical current, the energy dissipated during a 5_ 101Lm

displacement is sufficient to induce a premature quench.

The measured conductor displacements can likewise be used to estimate a wind-

lug's approximate quench energy density. These estimates are generally derived

based on electromagnetic force considerations.[ 14] For a moving conductor segment

the electromagnetic energy expended during the conductor motion, E, is given by:

= (Ie x B). 3.7

A portion, p, of this energy is dissipated as frictional heating, while the remainder is

stored as elastic strain energy in the conductor. The conductor's quench energy, gq
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can be estimated by assuming that this frictional heat is transferred adiabatically

only to the moving conductor segment.

£q = p(le. x B) . b. 3.8

In turn, the quench energy density, %, can be determine by dividing the conductor

quench energy, gq, by the conductor segment volume. This gives:

(IexB).6 3.9eq = p Ae

where A is the conductor's cross-sectional area. Rewriting this equation and recog-

nizing that I/A is the winding's overall current density, j_,,_, gives:

eq = pj,,,,B6 3.10

For a 6-T magnet with p = 0.5, ja_,e = 300 A/mm 2, and 6 = 5 pm the predicted

quench energy density, eq, of 4.5 frJ/mm 3 compares quite favorably with the value

of 3.0 ttJ/mm 3 previously referenced in §3.1.3.1.

3.3.4. Disturbance monitoring

Perhaps the most useful technique yet developed for monitoring the operating

performance of high-performance magnets is the combination of AE and voltage

monitoring. For instance, abrupt mechanical disturbances can be readily detected

by AE transducers mounted to both winding and coil form. In contrast to the

small-scale, conductor-motion models discussed in the previous section, the voltage

taps in an actual winding can generally be spaced no closer than about once per

layer; this makes it almost impossible to determine the axial location of events in

the winding. Additionally, both the axial and radial components of the magnetic

induction vary markedly throughout the winding, hence, the extent of conductor

motions are difficult to estimate since it is not possible to know for certain what

value of B or £ to use in evaluating Eq. 3.5. Despite these limitations, this combined

AE/voltage monitoring technique has been used to identify three distinct types of

quench. [1_] They are:

• Quench initiated by a voltage spike, accompanied by simultaneous AE burst.

• Quench accompanied by an AE burst but no voltage spike.
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• Quench with neither voltage spike nor AE signals.

Ali three types of quench are followed by a rising resistive voltage which can be

used to indicate the radial location at which the quench occurred.

The following mechanism have been proposed for each type of quench.

(1) Quenches with a simultaneous AE burst and voltage spike are initiated by con-

ductor motion. The voltage transient is produced by movement of an energized

conductor within its surrounding magnetic field. Because a portion of the slip

energy is released as an acoustic signal, the simultaneous occurrence of an AE

burst with the voltage transient is evidence of the mechanical nature of the

event. The radial location of the voltage taps where the spike occurs indicates

the approximate position of the conductor motion.

(2) Quenches with AE bursts but no voltage transients are associated with internal

disturbances which generated no discernible conductor movement. Examples

of these disturbances include microplastic yielding of the superconducting fila-

ments and shear-stress induced impregnant cracking.

(3) Quenches not accompanied by voltage spikes or AE are observed only when

the conductor reaches its critical current. This type of quench is attributed to

pure joule heating, which does not generate voltage spikes or AE signals.

3.4. Summary

The transient local heating generated during abrupt mechanical disturbances

has been identified as the leading source of premature quench in high-performance

superconducting solenoids. Several types of mechanical disturbances have been

identified. They include: mieroplastic deformation of superconducting fila-

ments; winding/coil-form debonding; shear-stress-induced impregna.,t cracking;

winding/coil-form interfacial motion; and the microscopic slip of individual con-

ductors within the winding. Construction methods have been devised to minimize

the effects of ali of these disturbances except localized conductor motions. Chapter

5 reviews the contemporary state of conductor-motion research. Recent advances

in the development of cryogenic friction theory will be presented in Chapter 4 to

provide a theoretical framework for discussing these conductor-motion studies.
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IV. Cryogenic tribology

In Chapter 4 the adhesive model of cryogenic-temperature polymer-on-metal

sliding friction is developed. The classical, asperity junction model for adhesive

friction is introduced and experimental evidence is presented to support the exten-

sion of this model to cryogenic temperatures.

Several investigations have previously been performed to characterize the fric-

tional behavior of cryogenic-temperature sliding materials.[ 1-8] These studies have

been largely phenomenological in nature and have not typically suggested a physi-

cal mechanism for interpreting low-temperature friction phenomena. Separate tests

have also been conducted to investigate frictional phenomena in superconducting

magnets. These superconducting-magnet friction studies will be reviewed separately

in Chapter 5.

4.1. Asperity junction model for adhesive friction and wear

Most friction and wear theories are based on the premise that the total area of

contact between sliding materials is much smaller than their apparent surface ar-

eas. No engineering surfaces is perfectly smooth, consequently, the contact between

solids is concentrated into a finite number of spots where the asperities, or high

points, on the surfaces meet. As a normal load is applied to the interface, these

asperity contacts deform to achieve a total contact area that is determined by the

flow stress of the softer surface. For engineering materials this flow stress is usu-

ally equated with the materials' indentation hardness. However, for highly elastic

materials such as rubbers, or materials which possess marked time- or temperature-

dependent mechanical properties, it is not unusual for alternative measures of the

material's flow properties to be used; those which more accurately reflect the ma-

terial's actual deformation behavior.

The adhesion theory of friction and wear was originally formulated to interpret

the sliding behavior of ideal, plastic materials. As such, it provides an appropri-
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ate description for the sliding behavior _f structural inaterials like metals and rigid

polymers. For these materials the total area of contact...lr, can be estimated fi,r n

given load, L, based on the _imilarity between the assumed asperity contact crmdi-

tions and the macroscopic conditions which prevail during an indentation hardness

measurement.
L

where P is the penetration hardness of the softer surface.

In many instances it is important to determine not only the total area, but also

the number and average size of the asperity contacts. Several methods have been

devised for this purpose. One is direct observation: in this method, one sliding

surfaces is transparent so that the contacts can be directly measured. [7] Statistical

estimates have also been tried. Autocorrelation analyses of friction traces have been

used to estimate the average asperity contact diameter, based on the assumption

that each asperity contributes a different, constant amount to the friction force

for the life of the contact; as sliding continues the total friction force fluctuates as

the asperity population changes.[ 8] Statistical summaries of surface topographies

have likewise been used in conjunction with the surfaces' mechanical properties and

the normal load to estimate typical contact area distributions.[ 9] Despite the wide

variety of approaches employed, ali of these methods indicate typical junction size

of 10 "-- 100 _um for most engineering materials, and that total number of contacts,

rather than their size, changes with load. This contact characterization is usually

applicable so long as the total real area of contact remains a small fraction of the

apparent area.

4.1.1. Friction coefficients

Polymer friction is attributed to two principal causes.[ l°] One is adhesion, the

intermolecular bonding that occur',, in the asperity junctions that constitute the real

area of contact between sliding materials. For sliding to occur the friction force,

FI, must exceed the junctions' collective shear strengths.

F! > s. d,. (4.2)

where s is the interfacial junction shear strength. Assuming that shear occurs along

the original contact area, the adhesive friction coefficient, _za = F!/L, is expressed
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as the ratio of plastic strength parameters:

,q

According to King and Taborill} the interfacial shear strength, s, is often markedly

different from the polymer's bulk shear strength..S, because the interfacial shear

is affected not only by the intrinsic adhesion of the polymer's molecular chains to

the opposing counterface but also by the high-hydrostatic pressures present at the

sliding interface. By introducing a correction factor, c = s/S, they were able to

reconcile the temperature-dependent bulk mechanical properties of a number of

polymers with their friction coefficients in the range 230 - 300 K.

A special case of adhesive friction arises when a thin, low-shear-strength film

is introduced into the interface. Under these boundary-lubricated conditions the

friction coefficient, #t, becomes:

at s (4.4)

where a is the fractional area of adhesive junctions covered by lubricant, and at

is the lubricant's shear strength. The friction coefficient of a sliding pair can be

reduced considerably by completely separating the sliding surfaces (a = 1) with a

low shear strength lubricant (at << s).

A second contribution to the friction coefficient is observed when the asperities,

or high spots, on one surface penetrate into the opposing surface to an appreciable

depth. For relative motion to occur, the material in front of the penetrated asperities

must be physically displaced, resulting in the abrasion, or plowing, of the softer

surface. Abrasion can also occur when hard, loose particles become trapped between

the surfaces. If the penetrated abrasive is conical, with an roughness angle of ®,

the plowing friction coefficient, #v, is given by:[ 12]

tan ®
,. = (4.5)

7r

Abrasion is undesirable in most applications because of its characteristically high

friction and wear; fortunately, it is the one form of friction which can be virtually

eliminated in practice by smoothing the bearing surfaces on harder materials, and

by excluding abrasive particles from the sliding interface.
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4.1.2. Wear coefficients

lt is occasionally observed that the interface formed during sliding is stronger

than the surrounding material and that junction separation occurs along a path

inside the asperity, rather than along the original interface. When this r_ccurs a

particle of material is transferred to the opposing surface. Additionally, if the elastic

energy stored in the particle during its formation is large enough, the particle can

spring free of both surfaces leading to the formation of loose wear debris. [1_] This

idealized representation of particle formation forms the basis of the adhesive theory

of wear.

The most frequently cited formulation of the adhesive wear theory was presented

by Archard and is summarized in the equation:ilal

LX

V= K. p (4.6)

Under steady-state conditions, a material's wear vc_lume, V, is directly proportional

to both the normal load, L, and distance slid, X, and inversely proportional to the

hardness of the worn material. The parameter K is a nondimensional coefficient

that indicates the probability of fc,rming an adhesive wear particle for each asperity

encounter. Subsequent experimental research indicates that this relation closely

simulates the the observed relation between the major wear parameters not only

for adhesive wear, but also for abrasion, the other principal form of wear. [14] Even

though the form of the Archard equation remains constant, the K values for each

wear mechanism are often vastly different. Hence, the magnitude of K can often be

used to identify the wear mechanism for a given set of experimental results. The

adhesive wear coefficients for polymers are usually in the range 10-s - l0 -s, whereas

K for abrasive wear is typically 10-1 - 10-3.[ 15}

4.1.3. Relation between wear and friction

According to the adhesive formulation, the magnitudes of both friction and wear

coefficients are consequences of related plastic strength phenomena. The friction

coefficient of a sliding pair is directly proportional to the average interfacial junction

shear strength, while the wear coefficient is a measure of the probability that the

shear strength of the material around a junction is less than the interfacial shear

strength. Because of their similar origins several attempts have been made to more
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closely relate friction and wear phenomena. One of the more successful of these

is a model proposed by Rabinowicz, which attributes wea.r to statistical variations

in the junctions shear strengths.[ 1BIUsing plausible assumptions regarding typical

variations in both interfacial and junction shear strengths, he derives a wear co-

efficient va friction coefficient plot which shows good agreement with previously

obtained experimental data. When presented on a log-log plot, the wear coeffi-

cients obtained during adhesive wear studies generally show good correlation with

the friction coefficients raised to approximately the third or fourth power.[ zT'lBl

K cxU=_3-4 (4.7)

4.2. Experimental verification of adhesive model at 4,2 K

Experimental evidence is presented in this section to support the extension of

the adhesive theory of friction and wear to cryogenic temperatures. [la'2°] There are

two key components of this investigation. The first describe_ ' : ..... ,st procedures

used to characterize the indentation hardness of the test materiais. These hardness

values are used to facilitate subsequent wear coefficient calculations. During the

second phase of the investigation, a pin-on-disk sliding apparatus is used to collect

representative friction and wear data for a number of polymer-on-metal sliding pairs

at temperatures of 4.2, 77, and 293 K.

Polymeric materials are emphasized for several reasons. The first is the

widespread use of polymers in cryogenic applications. Polymer-on-metal sliding

pairs are commonly used because of their low wear rates, and low-moderate fric-

tion coefficients.[ 21] By contrast, metal-metal pairs are seldom used because of the

high friction and wear that results under these poorly lubricated conditions; sur-

face welding occurs readily for metal pairs slid in liquid nitrogen [2] and the high-

friction results produced during small-amplitude sliding in liquid helium are very

similar to observed during high-vacuum sliding at 293 K.M] The use of fluid- and

grease-lubricated surfaces is not possible at cryogenic temperatures because ali con-

ventional liquid lubricants freeze. Similarly, because most cryogens are non-polar

low-molecular-weight molecules, they possess low inherent lubricity, hence lubrica-

tion by the cryogens is not possible either. Polymeric materials are also widely

used as insulators and structural material in superconducting magnets. Fabric-
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reinforced plastics are particularly favored for structural applications because of

their good low-temperature fracture toughness, high strength-to-weight ratios, and

low thermal conductivities.

The polymeric materials tested during this investigation are classified into two

major types: 1) unfilled, and 2) fabric- and particle-filled plastics. The bulk of

the study focused on the unfilled materials. Single-phase materials are often em-

phasized in studies of this sort because they have uniform properties, are easier to

characterize, and because proportionally more comparative data are available in the

literature. The reinforced polymers, on the other hand, are all widely used in cryo-

genic applications, hence their tribological properties are of general interest from a

design standpoint. Since most polymers contract considerably and become increas-

ingly brittle upon cooling to cryogenic temperatures, these fabric- and particle-fillers

are used to improve the polymer's dimensional stability, load bearing capacity, and

fracture toughness

4.2.1. Description of the test materials

The following section presents brief descriptions of the materials used during

this investigation. The mechanical properties of these materials are generally well

known at room temperature and to a lesser extent at cryogenic temperatures.[ 22-26]

4.2.1.1. Metal counterfaces

Only two types of metal counterfaces have been used during the sliding experi-

ments. These were selected because of their widespread acceptance in cryogenic

applications.

AISI 304 stainless steel was used as the disk material during most of the tests. It is

a nominally nonmagnetic, low thermal conductivity alloy often used as a structural

material in cryostats and other cryogenic equipment.

12-hard oz3lgen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper" was also used, to simulate

the behavior of copper-stabilized superconductors.

4.2.1.2. Unfilled polymers

Teflon, polytetrafluoroethylene, is an inert, semicrystalline polymer that re-

7O
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mains ductile at cryogenic temperatures where it is often used in electrical in-

O sulators, O-rings, and seals. Self-lubricating, glass-fiber-reinforced Teflon bearing
retainers are also used in high-speed, cryogenic turbopumps. Teflon in particularly

favored in this application because of its ability to act as a solid lubricant. As sliding

commences, a coherent, low shear strength film of transferred polymer forms on the

opposing surface, leading to a marked reduction in the friction coefficient.[ 2'3'1°,2v]

UHMW, ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene, is a tough, abrasion-

resistant thermoplastic with molecular weight of approximately 4 --- 6 million.

UHMW bearings are used where durability and low friction are desirable; how-

ever, the range of available injection molded shapes is limited due to its high melt

viscosity.

HDPE, high density polyethylene, is a straight-chained, highly-crystalline poly-

mer whose low melting point (410 K) limits its use as a bearing material to moderate

loads, speeds, and temperatures.

Polypropylene is a tough, low-density, semicrystalline thermoplastic frequently

used in injection-molded containers because of its low cost and limited chemical

reactivity.

Kel-F, polychlorotrifluoroethylene, is an inert, flame-resistant semicrystalline

polymer frequently used in highly-reactive liquid oxygen environments. It is pre-

ferred to Teflon in many applications because of its greater low-temperature fracture

toughness.

Nylon 101 is the strongest and stiffest of the unmodified nylons. It is used exten-

sively at room temperature due to its high abrasion resistance and moderate friction

coefncient. Nylon 101 is a semicrystalline polymer which readily absorbs moisture

in proportion to the environmental humidity, leading to considerable variability in

its mechanical properties.

Lucite, polymethylmethacrylate, is an amorphous, optically-transparent poly-

mer generally chosen more for its optical clarity than its mechanical strength. It

is brittle at room temperature. Its optical properties do not deteriorate even upon

prolonged outdoor exposure.
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4.2.1.3. Fabric- and particle-filled polymers

Rulon A and Rulon LD are particle-reinforced fluoropolymers that are used in

cryogenic seals and bearings. Rulon LD is stiffer at room temperature and designed

to minimize deflection under heavy load.

Nylatron GS consists of molybdenum-disulphide-filled nylon 101; it offers

slightly improved mechanical and thermal properties over the unfilled nylon. The

molybdenum disulphide filler is used to increase load-bearing capacity and to reduce

the nylon's sensitivity to absorbed moisture.

Vespel SP-3 consists of a semicrystalline polyimide filled with -_ 5vo1.%

molybdenum-disulphide. Because it incorporates multiple bonds along its chain

backbone, Vespel has excellent resistance to thermal degradation and retains much

of its stiffness at elevated temperatures. Vespel's thermal contraction to cryogenic

temperatures is smaller than most other polymers and its low outgassing rate makes

it attractive for high vacuum applications.

Styco_t _850 is a general-purpose, low-temperature adhesive consisting of an

aluminum-oxide-filled epoxy resin manufactured by Emerson dc Cuming, Inc. It is

often used at cryogenic temperatures to provide vacuum-tight seals on laboratory

apparatus and as an encapsulant for wire feed-throughs.

Phenolic LE is a laminated composite consisting of woven linen in a thermoset-

ting phenolic resin. Because of its laminated structure it has good dimensional

stability and mechanical toughness at cryogenic temperatures.

G-10 is a glass-fabric-reinforced epoxy resin laminate used extensively as a struc-

tural support irt cryogenic systems, particularly in large superconducting magnets.

It is manufactured by soaking layers of glass cloth in a thermosetting resin and

cured at elevated temperatures and pressures.

4.2.2. Mechanical characterization of the test materials

Indentation hardness measurements were used to characterize the plastic flow

strengths of the test materials at both 293 K and 77 K. The measurements were

conducted using the modified Rockwell superficial hardness tester shown in Figure

4.1. The Rockwell tester was selected for two reasons; it provides a convenient means
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for applying the test load to the 2.4mm (3/32 in) ball used as an indentor during

these tests, and it is equipped with a dial gauge which monitors the indentation

depth during testing. To start a test, the indentor is pressed against the test surface

with a 30 N minor load to provide firm contact, while the tester's dial gauge is set

to a reference mark. A lever which applies the major, or test, load to the sample is

then engaged for 10 s to produce the hardness indentation. During the indentation

time the dial gauge is monitored to ensure that the loading device remains within its

normal working range. After the indentor load is removed, the indentation diameter

is measured with an optical microscope. The Brinell hardness of the sample, B, is

then calculated by dividing the major load, L, by the indentation area

2L
= (4.8)

rrD (D - v/D 2 - d2)

where the indentation area is determined from the ball diameter, D, and the inden-

tation diameter, d. In accordance with standard practice the ratio diD was kept

in the range 0.3 - 0.5 between samples by adjusting the major load. Four major

loads of 45, 150, 210, and 300 N were used. Table 4.1 presents the mean values of

at least five Brinell hardness indentations for each test material. During the room-

temperature tests, these values are generally repeatable to within =k10% and agree

well with previously published data.[ 28]

A specially-prepared liquid-nitrogen reservoir was mounted to the Rockwell

tester to perform the 77-K measurements. The reservoir enabled the tests to be

performed with both the test sample and indentor completely immersed in liquid ni-

trogen. An x-y table, a£fixed to the base of the reservoir, allows for two-dimensional

positioning of the sample with respect to the indentor; this permits several inden-

tation during a single test run. The intent of this arrangement was to provide a

stable test environment for forming the indentations, and then to wait until the

samples had warmed to room temperature to measure the indentation diameters.

However, because of the unanticipated thermal recovery of many of the specimens'

indentations, it was not possible to follow this procedure exactly. Instead, the pro-

cedure employed was to create a replica of the 77-K indentations by interposing a

thin (--_ 18/zm) sheet of aluminum foil between the indentor and the test specimen.

Thus, even if an indentation recovered completely, the specimen's 77-K hardness
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Figure 4.1: Indentation hardness test apparatus, consisting of modified Rockwell tester
and liquid nitrogen reservoir.
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could still be determined by measuring the replica's indentation diameter. Alu-

minum foil was used for the replicas because it is readily available in thin sheets

and because its yield stress is lower than that of most other structural metals; both

features should minimize the replica's effect on the measured hardness value. It is

interesting to note that, in contrast to the other plastics, the indentations in the

most highly-crystalline samples, namely Teflon, the polyethylenes, polypropylene,

and Rulon exhibit negligible recovery upon warming from 77 K to room tempera-

ture.

Several of the room-temperature tests were repeated, both with and without

foil replication, to verify that the aluminum foil has minimal effect on the measured

hardness values. During these comparative tests, results obtained using foil replicas

did not vary from the conventional hardness measurements by more than =t=15%.

This accuracy is considered sufficient for wear coefficient calculations, because the

statistical variation in the wear process itself is generally larger than this.[ _-°]

Even though this hardness test procedure was not suitable for performing 4.2 K

measurements, approximate hardness value can be estimated, from the relation

between the material's penetration hardness, P, and its compressive yield strength,

03.; for a non-strain hardening material: [28]

P "-_3_ry (4.9).

A similar relation holds for strain-hardening materials, this time with cry equated

to the flow stress at 0.8% strain, the equivalent plastic strain produced during

indentation.

Table 4.2 presents comparative hardness values for the unfilled polymers at

4.2, 77, and 293 K, obtained from both experimental measurement and calculated

from the limited compressive yield stress data available in the literature. [22'23'25]

Compressive properties are especially important for the evaluation of potentially

brittle materials, such as the polymers at 4.2 K, because they more accurately reflect

the high hydrostatic compressive stress component present at the asperities. Most

brittle materials fracture at very low tensile strains; however, they can often show

considerable ductility in compression.[ 3°]

The mechanical properties of polymeric materials can vary widely, based on
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Table 4.1: 10-s Brinell Hardness Values in MPa

for Materials tested at 77 and 293 K.

Material Hardness at 77 K Hardness at 293 K I

Teflon 450 33 i
i

UHMW 52O 48 i
HDPE 55O 62

Polypropylene 590 90
Kel-F 640 120

Nylon 101 750 150
Lucite 740 200

P_ulon A 490 41
Rulon LD 530 43.......

Nylatron GS 730 140
Vespel SP-3 500 190

Stycast 2850 1220 240
Phenolic LE 1030 420

G-10 1280 530

OFHC Copper 800 550

304 Stainless steel 3120 1760

Table 4.2: Brinell Hardness Values

for Various Polymeric Materials at Low Temperatures.

Measured Hardness Hardness (MPa) Calculated from
Material (MPa) Compressive Yield Stress Data

at 77 K at 293 K at 4.2 K at 77 K at 293k

Teflon 450 33 540 a, 490 b 370 a, 390 b 20", 41 _
UHMW 520 48 510 c --

Kel-F 640 120 580 d 510 d 1204

Vespel Sp-3 500 190 470 e, 770 ] 380 e, 670 f 120_, 270 f

_Ref. [23], p.99 bRef. [25], Fig. G.3.a-1
CRef. [22], p.326 dRef. [23], p. 350
_Ref. [23], p.656 fRef. [23], p.647, flow stress at 0.8% strain
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their processing methods, nevertheless, the good correlation in Table 4.2 between

the experimental hardness results and those calculated from previously published

data suggests that our hardness test method is a viable means for obtaining low-

temperature mechanical data. The available data likewise indicate that _y rises by

only 20,-_50% between 77 to 4.2 K; this observation was applied during the adhesive

wear studies to justify the use of 77 K hardness ,_"alues for calculating 4.2 K wear

coefficient.

4.2.3. Pin-on-disk experiments

Friction and wear experiments were run to examine the steady-state sliding

mechanisms of polymer-metal pairs, using a rotational pin-on-disk apparatus de-

veloped during an earlier investigation.[ 8]. Three test environments were used: 1)

at 293 K in room temperature air, 2) at 77 K with the samples immersed in liquid

nitrogen, and 3) at 4.2 K in liquid helium.

4.2.3.1. Apparatus and procedures

Figure 4.2 presents a schematic cross-section of the pin-on-disk apparatus used

during the friction-velocity experiments. The test geometry consisted of a rotating

metal disk slid against three hemispherically-ended polymer pins, symmetrically

spaced on a 51-mm bolt circle diameter. Symmetrically-spaced pins were used to

make the apparatus self-aligning and to permit the simultaneous testing of three

specimens under identical test conditions. By concentration the specimen contact

into a limited number of spots, the relatively simple pin-on-disk geometry facili-

tates a rapid comparative evaluation of a number of material pairs under different

environmental conditions. The apparatus was designed to operate in air at room

temperature and at cryogenic temperatures with the friction surfaces immersed in

the appropriate cryogenic liquid.

The apparatus is capable of operating at nominal sliding speeds between 10 -7

and 10 -1 m/s, using a velocity controlled servo motor and various combinations

of precision gear reducers. However, during the wear experiments the nominal

sliding speed at the pins was fixed at 2x10 -2 m/s and the normal load at 22.5 N.

During a test the accumulated sliding distance was calculated using a rotational

mechanical counter coupled to the apparatus drive shaft. All tests were conducted
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for a minimum sliding distance of 1.5 km.

The friction coefficient is measured by strain arms which prevented the rotation

of the outer friction assembly. These friction values are monitored continuously

during testing using a computer-based data acquisition system. The pins' wear

volumes are determined at the conclusion of each test from optical measurements of

the wear scar diameters. Because of the pins' geometry, relatively minute amounts

of wear can be determined by comparing the wear scar diameter, d, to the pin's

radius of curvature, R. It can be shown that that wear volume, 1/"may be given in

terms of d and R:[ l°]

V,._ 7td4 ( d2 )- 64R 1 + 12R2 (4.10)

R was 3.18 mm during these tests, and the wear scar diameters were determined to

the nearest 25/zm, as the average value of two orthogonal measurements for each

pin. Although the use of rounded pins results in highly localized contact between

the sliding surfaces, the friction coefficients obtained under these conditions are

usually valid for less concentrated geometries because the friction coefficient of a

sliding pair is usually independent of the apparent contact area. [12]

The cryogenic experiments were performed by first lowering the pin-on-disk

tester into its cryostat. To prevent any condensation on the test specimens during

cool-down the cryostat was vigorously purged by pumping helium gas through a

tube that extended to the bottom of the apparatus. To prevent influx of room-

temperature air into the cryostat, flexible rubber seals were installed between the

test assembly and the cryostat mounting flange. A sliding fit was used to minimize

frictional interaction between the disk's drive shaft and the rest of the apparatus.

Air infiltration during the liquid-helium tests was further reduced by providing a

small inflow of helium gas to maintain a slight, positive pressure in the cryostat.

Heat conduction to the specimens was minimized by suspending the test specimens

approximately 1 m below the cryostat mounting flange. The boil-off gas was likewise

vented through the apparatus to further reduce the heat influx. The apparatus'

quiescent helium boil-off rate was in the range 0.10 _ 0.15 £/h. During a liquid-

helium wear test the actual boil-off rate depended largely on the frictional energy

dissipation and was approximately 0.35 £/h for a friction coefficient of 0.3; this

typically allowed for at least 24 hr operation for a single helium transfer.
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4.2.3.2. Sample Preparation

Most of the commercial plastics were obtained as 6.35 mm ( 1/,l in) diameter rods

and turned to their final shape using a radius form tool. "File Lucite, polypropylene.

and many of the Teflon samples were obtained as 6.35 mm (1/4 in) diameter balls.

The Stycast pins were formed by casting into a specially prepared specimen mold.

During processing, the epoxy was outgassed in a vacuum lower than 200 mtorr both

before and after molding to remove any air which may have been trapped in the

resin during compounding. Before a test, three of the desired pins were mounted in

a brass specimen holder, wiped with a clean swab soaked in methanol, and allowed

to air dry before being installed in the test apparatus.

The metal disks were machined from plate stock and faced with a single point

cutting tool to remove surface irregulaxities. "['he disks were then randomly abraded

against 320-grit silicon carbide paper under running water; this was done both to

clean the disks and to provide a consistent surface finish between tests. The surface

roughness of the disks prior to test, as measured by a commercial profilometer, was

typically in the range 0.38- 0.42#m (15 - 17#in). Because water will not wet a

surface covered with organic contaminants, the disks were considered clean enough

for testing when a water layer wet the entire disk surface. The disks were then rinsed

with methanol to displace the water layer and air dried on clean tissue paper.

4.2.4. Experimental results

The results of the pin-on-disk sliding experiments are presented in Tables 4.3

and 4.4. Table 4.3 shows the results for the unfilled polymers, and Table 4.4, the

results for the fabric- and particle-filled plastics. Two types of metal disks were used

during the experiments. Although several preliminary runs were performed against

OFHC copper the most frequently used disk specimen was AISI 304 stainless steel.

Because no statistical differences were observed in the results for the two materials,

the counterface material is not explicitly listed in the data tables.

Two sets of data axe included in each of Tables 4.3 and 4.4. The first indicates

the arithmetic mean and -4-one standard deviation of the time-averaged friction

coefficients and the second, the geometric mean and -4-one standard deviation of

the wear coefficients. Because wear coefficient values generally follow a log-normal
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distribution the standard deviation is represented as a factor of the mean value

(± f(-)). A wear coefficient entry of 9 _=f(2) then would indicate a range of data

geometrically distributed between 4.5 and 18 with _t mean value of 9.

To verify the reliability of the apparatus and the repeatability of the test results

several test combinations were run more than once. The number of repeat tests

ranged from two to six, with three being most typical. Statistical summaries of these

tests are included in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. The friction coefficients were repeatable

to within + 10-15% while the wear coefficients were reproducible to within a factor

of about 2.5. These values are consistent with the variation typically observed

during laboratory adhesive wear testing and can be used to indicate materials and

environments which give exceptionally low or high friction and wear values.

4.2.4.1. Unfilled polymers

Ali of the polymers listed in Table 4.3 were tested against 304 stainless steel.

A few of the polymers, Teflon, polypropylene and Lucite, were also tested against

OFHC copper. However, because there were no statistical differences in the results

for the polymers tested against both materials, these results are combined as a

single entry in the table.

Figure 4.3 shows a crossplot of the wear coefficients vs the corresponding friction

coefficients for the unfilled polymers.[ 2°] The plotting symbols in this figure have

been partially shaded to differentiate between test temperatures. The solid line

in the figure represents the results of a linear regression analysis of ali the da.ta,

conducted on the assumption that the friction coefficient was the error-free variable.

The line has a slope of 3.0 on the log-log plot and a correlation coefficient of 0.81.

The correlation of the friction and wear results to a single regression line suggests

that the wear mechanism is probably the same in ali cases. In addition, both the

magnitude of the wear coefficients, typically in the range 5 x 10-z to 5 × 10-B, and

the third-power relation between friction and wear implicate adhesive wear as the

principal wear mechanism.

The good overall correlation of the test results is slightly surprising, considering

the wide range of test temperatures used and the approximations inherent in the

hardness measurements. However, since the adhesive wear theory was originally
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Table 4.3: Test Results for the Unfilled Polymer Pins.

it ..... Friction Coefficient
Material _ at 4.2 K at 77 K .... at 293 K

............

,.,]_

' Teflon .... 0.16 + .01 ! 0.09 ± .0i 0.12 i .OI
' 0.07 _-.o2 0.15 =t=.01UHMW 0.12 ± .01 ; _

..... HDPE 0.14± .02 : 0. ll _._.03 , 0.18 4- .01
Polypropylene 0.24 ± .0t _ 0.21 - .03 1 0.22 + .0.4

Kel-F 0.21 ± .03 : 0.19 =k .01 0.36 + .01

Nylon 101 0.10 ± .02 !_ 0.09 ± .01 0.28 4- .()2
Lucite 0.50 4- .06 I 0.34 ! .01 0.30 + .03

Wear Coefficient
k x t0 _

at 4.2K [ at 77K [ at 293K

Teflon 1.0 4=f(1.9) 0.8 ± f(2.2) 5.0 4- f(1.6)

UHMW 0.2 ! f(1.9) 0.4 ± f(1.8) 0.3 i f(2.1)
HDPE 1.2 4- f(3.3) 2.3 + f(1.6) 0.9 ± f(1.9)

Polypropylene 8.0 4= f(1.6) 18.0 ± f(1.4) 4.9 ± f(2.3)
iel-F 3.4 ± f(2.8) 10.4 + f(2.7) 5.2 ± f(2.9)

Nylon 101 0.4 :t: f(1.9) 0.2 4- f(2.3) 2.2 4- f(1.4)
Lucite 220.0 ± f(1.2) 65.0 ± f(2.7) 25.0 ± f(1.5)

Note: for the wear coefficients one standard deviation is represented as
being within a certain factor 4- f(-) of the mean value.
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T_ble 4.4: Test Results for the Fabric-

and Particle-Relnforced Polymer Pins.

Friction Coefficient

Material at 4.2 K at 77 K at 293 K

Rulon A C.30 0.19 0.10
Rulon LD 0.27 0.18 0.21 _ .01

Nylatron GS 0.13 i .02 ' 0.10 _ .01 ._v _)3
Vespel SP-3 0.08 0.21 _ .01 0,:? _

Stycast 2580 0.35 0.41 ± .03 0.29
Phenolic LE 0.44 0.40 0.44 _ .05

G-10 0_2i ± .01 0.51 -4-.04 0.32

O Wear Coefficient
k x I0e

at 4.2 K at 77 K at 293 K

Rulon A 4.9 1.8 0.04

Rulon LD 4.5 2.7 0.08 ± f(1.1)
Nylatron GS 0.2 ± f(2.5) 0.3 -{-f(2.1) 2.0 d- f(1.1)
trespel SP-3 1.1 0.8 i f(2.0) 0.7

St ycast 2580 52.0 54.0 =i=f, ]..2) 5.0

Phenolic LE 8.0 11.0 3.2 ! f(2.7)
G-10 0.7 -4-f(3.3) 67.0 ! f(2.3 3.4

Note: for the wear coefficients one standard deviation is represented as
being within a certain factor -4-f(-) of the mean value.
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Figure 4.3: Average wear coefficients vs friction coefficients for the unfilled polymers.

The best least-squares fit of the data has a slope of 3.0 on the log-log scale. Figure

from [20].
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formulated to interpret the behavior of rigid-plastic materials, the direct extension

of the adhesive theory to cryogenic temperatures was not entirely unanticipated.

At these low temperatures, the polymers' deformation mode is primarily plastic,

whereas they become increasingly viscoelastic-plastic above room temperature.

As a rule, the polymers in Table 4.3 that possess polar repeat units exhibit

larger friction coefficients than the nonpolar polymers; this tendency is in agreement

with the asperity-junction model.[ 11] The non.-polar molecules' low dipole forces

effectively limits their interfacial shear strengths; this reduces not only their friction

coefficients but also their wear coefficients, since this low interfacial strength helps

to promote shear along the original contacting surfaces.

Over the range of temperatures investigated, UHMW consistently demonstrates

the lowest friction and wear coefficients of the polymers. UHMW's favorable sliding

characteristics are predicated on its unique combination of chemical and structural

properties; its low friction results because of its low polarity and limited chemical re-

activity, while its low wear is attributed to its very high polymer-chain length.[ 31'3z]

There are principally two barriers to the formation of polymeric wear particles.

One is the energy necessary to rupture individual polymer chains, while the sec-

ond is the energy necessary to draw the existing chain ends out from the polymer

bulk. [l°] UHMW has few pre-existing chain ends, hence, its low wear rate results

most probably because of the higher stresses needed for molecular chain scission.

The low-friction/low-wear behavior of nylon at the cryogenic temperatures is also

quite unexpected; it may perhaps be attributed to the strengthening effect of hy-

drogen bonding between the molecules at low temperatures.

4.2.4.2. Fabric- and particle-filled polymers

Figure 4.4 presents a crossplot of the wear coefficient vs friction coefficient data

for the fabric- and particle-filled polymers.[ 2°] Among these materials, the Rulons,

Nylatron, Vespel, Phenolic and G-10 samples were tested against 304 stainless steel

while the Stycast was tested against OFHC copper. The solid line in Figure 4.4

represents the results of a linear-regression analysis performed on the assumption

that the friction coefficient was the error-free variable. The line has a slope of 3.4

on the log-log plot and a correlation coefficient of 0.80. Both the slope of this line
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and the magnitude of the wear coefficients in Table 4.4 suggest that adhesive wear

was the dominant wear mechanism during these experiments as weil.

A case for the moderate adhesive wear of the reinforced plastics can likewise

be made based on the nature of the sliding specimens and relative reactivities of

the test environments. Many of the fillers examined during this part of the study

are mildly abrasive; the Rulons consist of Teflon compounded with hard inorganic

fillers, G-10 is filled with woven glass fibers, and Stycast, with aluminum oxide.

During repeated sliding against a metal counterface the fillers slowly abrade away

the oxides and adsorbed surface films that are typically present on most metal

surfaces.

By providing the metal with a [ess-active surface layer, these adsorbed films

generally reduce the metal's tendency towards very-strong adhesive bonding. [33]

Because these films do have such a profound influence on the asperity interactions

which occur during sliding, the cleaning procedures implemented during this type

of study are intended to provide an easily reproducible, grease-free surface layer

composition from test to test rather than to produce atomically clean surfaces.

At room temperature many of these surface films are constantly reformed during

sliding, for example due to the absorption of water vapor from the environment, until

a steady-state surface composition is reached; this effect is often responsible for the

characteristic run-irt behavior observed for many sliding systems. However, during

sliding in inert liquid nitrogen or liquid helium environments the surface layers do

not usually reform to any significant extent. The removal of these lavers often

leads to the observed formation of very clean, finely polished metallic wear tracks

and is accompanied by a corresponding increase in ;,nteffacial adhesion.[ B] Abrasive

fillers can likewise increase friction and wear by precluding the development of self-

lubricating polymeric transfer films.[ 2Tj Thus, the effect of mildly abrasive fillers on

increasing the surface activity of a sliding pair provides a plausible model for the

increased low-temperature friction and wear of many of the filled polymers.

Solid-lubricant-fiUed polymers like Vespel and Nylatron are often used to over-

come the uncertainty in surface layer composition by providing a transferred layer

of known composition. During sliding, it is frequently observed that certain ma-
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Figure 4.4: Average wear coefficients vs friction coefficients for the fabric- and particle-

reinforced polymers. The best le_t-squares fit of the data has a s!ope of 3.4 on the

log-log scale. Figure from [20].
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terials like graphite, carbon, Teflon, and molybdenum disulphide transfer to the

opposing surface as a thin, strongly adherent film. As Eq. 4.4 indicates, as long

as the shear strength of this film, st, is less than the junction's unlubricated shear

strength, s, friction should be reduced. However, there is considerable debate con-

cerning the effectiveness of solid lubrication for relatively soft materials like ther-

moplastic polymers, whose friction is already low.[ 1°'al1 This debate is born out by

the temperature-dependent friction and wear coefficients for Nylatron, which are

almost identical to those for the unfilled nylon (Table 4.3).

4.3. Theoretical summary of experimental data

The experimental results presented in this chapter strongly suggest that the ad-

hesive theory of polymer friction and wear remains directly applicable at cryogenic

temperatures. A major advancement in the present investigation was its emphasis

on determining the polymers' low temperature hardnesses. Prior studies have at-

tributed the dramatic reduction in most polymers' low-temperature wear rates to

completely separate high-temperature/low-temperature wear mechanisms.[ 4] How-

ever, this investigation clearly demonstrates that the polymers' wear coefficients,

and hence their principal wear mechanism, remain fairly constant as the temper-

ature is changed and that their wear rates are reduced at cryogenic temperatures

because of their much laxger low-temperature hardnesses.

Based on the analysis of the experimental data, interfacial adhesion has been

identified as a fundamental mechanism in the cryogenic tribology of polymer-metal

pairs. There are several methods for modifying the frictional characteristics of

a sliding pair available within the framework of the adhesive theory. Thus, the

identification of interfacial adhesion as a major factor in low-temperature tribol-

ogy permits a much more systematic approach to the selection of low-temperature

sliding materials; this approach will be more fully developed in Chapter 6.
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V. Conductor motion disturbances

Chapter 5 reviews the contemporary status of conductor-motion research in dry-

wound superconducting solenoids. Three major kinds of studies are discussed. The

earliest studies examined the frictional characteristics of common superconductor-

insulator pairs to identify combinations that exhibit the most favorable sliding

characteristics at 4.2 K. [1-4] The second approach concentrated on evaluating the

quench characteristics of individual conductors and small-scale winding models.

Activities under this approach include the: introduction of the AE/voltage tech-

nique for monitoring abrupt conductor motions,_ 5's! development of conductor mo-

tion modelling, [_-11] experimental determination of the slip conditions necessary

for quench initiation, [12-14] and verification of the most probable quench-initiation

locations in single layer winding models.[ ls'1_] As conductor-motion-induced dis-

turbances became better understood, methods for improving the reliability of dry-

wound magnets have been proposed. The third type of study examines the appli-

cation of these methods to fuU-scale dry-wound solenoids. [ls-18]

5.1 Frictional characterization of cryostable magnets

5.1.1 Motivation

By the mid-1970s it had become clear the Stekly criterion [19] for absolute

cryostability was much more conservative than needed for most applications. Mag-

nets designed according to this criterion provide sufficient cryogenic cooling capacity

to permit the entire magnet to recover from the normal to the superconducting state

following a quench. Given this extreme cooling capacity, the prospect of a single

disturbance capable of instantaneously quenching the entire magnet is rather small.

For a cooling capacity less than that proscribed by the Stekly criterion, it is more

commonly assumed that normal zones up to a certain maximum size will recover to

the superconducting state, whereas normal zones larger than this will grow. [z°]

The boundary between normal zone growth and recovery is known as the min-
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imum propagating zone (MPZ); this MPZ concept was previously discussed with

regard to "adiabatic" windings in §3.1.3.2. The energy required to raise the MPZ

volume from its operating temperature to its critical is known as the magnet's min-

imum quench energy. If the maximum disturbance energy in a winding could be

determined analytically, the task would then become one of matching the magnet's

cooling capacity to this disturbance energy. The earliest investigations of supercon-

ductor/insulator friction[ 1-4] were performed as part of a larger effort to analytically

predict the magnitudes of the maximum disturbances likely to be encountered dur-

ing magnet operation. [_1] In a sense, these studies constituted a very preliminary

approach towards the quasi-adiabatic design mentioned in §3.1.2.

There are many advantages to eliminating excess cooling capacity.[ _2] The first

is that any space previously occupied by cooling channels could be replaced by

conductors. This increases the volume fraction of superconductor in the winding

and allows for a reduction in the overall winding volume. In addition, by eliminating

void spaces, the winding can be more structurally robust. Since the conductors

are now more tightly packed together they can support proportionally more of

their electromagnetic stresses; this further reduces the need for additional structural

supports in the winding.

5.1.2. Superconductor-insulator friction

A main source of disturbance energy in dry-wound superconducting magnets is

frictional heating caused by abrupt, conductor motions. In cryostabilized magnets

the motion occurs along insulating spacers that are used both to support the con-

ductors and to form the cooling channel boundaries. Because the frictional heat

generation is proportional to the product of the friction force times the sliding ve-

locity, the friction-velocity characteristics of superconductor-insulator pairs plays a

key role in determining the maximum disturbance energy.

Two series of experiments were performed to determine the frictional character-

istics of common superconductor-insulator pairs at 4.2 K. The first used a pin-on-

disk friction apparatus to measure the friction coefncient vs velocity characteristics

of several superconductor insulator pairs at 300, 77, and 4.2 K.[ 1'21The second se-

ries employed a linear-type friction apparatus at 4.2 K to study the transition from
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static contact to macroscopic sliding.;_, 41

5.1.3. Pin-on-disk experiments

5.1.3.1. Test results

The operation of the pin-on-disk apparatus is described in §4.2.3.1. 6.35mm

(1/4") oxygen-free-high-conductivity (OFHC) copper balls were used during these

experiments to simulate multifilamentary, composite superconductors whose outer

surfaces are also essentially all copper. The 6.35 mm thick disk specimens consisted

commercial plastics that are often used in cryogenic applications; they included:

Teflon, nylon, polyethylene, G-10, and Phenolic LE. Brief descriptions of these

materials are provided in §4.2.1.

Figure 5.1 presents stylized plots of the three most frequently proposed friction-

velocity diagrams.j23, 24] Examples of each of the three sliding types were observed

at room temperature, however, at cryogenic temperatures only those characteristics

corresponding to Figures 5.1b and 5.1c were observed.II, _] Figure 5.2 shows repre-

sentative friction-velocity traces for copper/insulator pairs at each of the three test

temperatures. Figure 5.2a was obtained for a copper/nylon pair, while Figure 5.2b

was for a copper/G-10 pair.

Figure 5. la depicts a universal friction characteristic postulated for ali materials

by the creep theory of friction.[ 24] The theory contends that the velocity-dependence

of the friction coefficient reflects the interfacial creep behavior of the sliding system

in shear. Points to the left of the maximum friction coefficient indicate the strain

rate sensitivity of the interfacial shear stress, while points to the right of the maxi-

mum demonstrate the breakdown of this creep mechanism. Experimental evidence

suggests that it takes a finite time for an interface to grow to full strength.[ 2sI Hence,

as the sliding speed increases to the right of the friction maximum, the friction coef-

ficient decreases because of the limited time allowed for interfacial strengthening.[ 24]

Figure 5.1b depicts the sliding characteristics for a material whose maximum

friction coefficient lies so near the ordinate of zero velocity that only the descending

portion of the friction-velocity curve can be experimentally observed.[ 24] A plausible

explanation for the widespread occurrence of this friction behavior at cryogenic tem-

peratures is that the steady-state creep characteristics of ali materials are severely
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rather, the sliding speed increases gradually as the friction force increases. Fric-

tional stabilization is especially important at cryogenics temperatures, where heat

capacities are low, because the energy dissipation rate during conductor motion is

much easier to control by limiting the sliding velocity than by limiting the friction

coefficient. For ali of the insulators examined the friction coefficient varied by less

than one order of magnitude, from around 0.05 to 0.5. By contrast, the sliding

velocity can potentially vary over several orders of magnitude.

If a given disturbance energy could be distributed over a longer duration its

effect on the winding's thermal stability could be reduced considerably. [12] Results

presented in §3.1.3.2 indicate that as the time scale of the disturbance passes from

1-100 ms, steady-state conduction contributes increasingly towards the winding's

heat transfer characteristics. Although t_e search for inherently stable friction

materials continues, [2sI no material has yet been identified which possess a positive

friction-velocity characteristic at 4.2 K. [26]

Given the present lack of inherently stable 4.2-K friction materials, the present

alternative is to rely on marginally stable materials, represented by the friction trace

in Figure 5.1c. G-10 is a prime example of this type of material. The ,I.2-K friction

behavior of G-10 is reasonably well characterized. However, these friction char-

acteristics are not sufficient to accurately determine the energy dissipation during

conductor motion. The details of motion, namely, the sliding speed, friction force,

and extent of motion are also determined by the. conductors' overall stress state,

loading rate, stiffness, local mechanical support, and winding tolerance; efforts to

incorporate these effects into existing conductor-motion models are presently under

development in other laboratories.[ 9-11,14]

5.1.4. Linear friction experiments

_.1.4.1. Linear friction apparatt',_

Because of the limited extent of motion possible in a superconducting magnet,

transient friction experiments have also been performed to more closely simulate

sliding initiation in superconductor-insulator pairs. [a'4'12'26]These tests are typically

performed using a linear-type friction apparatus. Figure 5.3 presents a scbematic

illustration of one of these machines.[ 2sI In this arrangement, an OFHC cc,pper block
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reduced as the sliding temperature is lowered. (2°1't'his account is consistent with

the experimental results obtained for t,lle nylon (Figure 5.2a), polyethylene, and

Teflonk-_sampic_. ['J ,,kt room tempernture ali three materials are well known to ex-

hibit velocity-dependent friction characteristics similar to that depicted in Figure

5.la, while at 4.2 K ali three exhibit friction characteristics much closer to Figure

5.lb. At 4.2 K the static friction coefficients, #,, for these materials are roughly

twice the value of their kinetic friction coefficients, I_, which were typically in the

range 0.10-0.15. [2]

The friction characteristics presented in Figure 5.1c are generally observed for

relatively-inert, creep-resistant materials. During the 4.2 K friction experiments,

this behavior was observed during sliding against laminated composites like G-

10 (Figure 5.2b), a glass-fabric-reinforced epoxy, and Phenolic LE, a linen-cloth-

reinforced phenolic. Both material_ are widely used in cryostable magnets as cooling

channel spacers, structural supports, and electrical insulators.

5.1.3.2. Macroscopic sliding stability

From the standpoint of magnet stability, Fig,Ire 5. lb presents the least desirable

friction behavior for a superconductor-insulator pair. During the initiation of sliding

the large drop from the static to the kinetic friction coefficient produces a local

instability known as a stick-slip. The rapid, accelerated motion which accompanies

a stick-slip produces an intense burst of local heating. Measurements performed on

small scale winding models have verified the unstable slips with a velocity on the

order of _ 0.1 m/s generate ample amounts of heat to induce a quench. [q'5'13]Hence,

the implementation of material selection guideline designed to prevent stick-slip

have since produced a marked improvement in the overall reliability of cryostable

magnets.[ 12]

Materials with positive friction-velocity characteristics have long been used at

room temperature to guarantee macroscopic sliding stability. [_7] A key component

of these superconductor-insulator studies was the search for materials which possess

a positive slope to their friction-velocity plots, dft/dv > 0, at 4.2V. over a range of

velocities up to 10 -4 _ 10 -3 m/s.[ t,2,4] Because the friction coefficient varies con-

tinuously with velocity there is no abrupt transition from static contact to motion,
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was used to simulate multifilamentarv composite superconductors. This block was

O clamped between two samples of the same insulator using a pneumatic-bellows
clamping system. The insulators examined include' Teflon, nylon, and G-10.

At the start of a test run the normal, or clamping, force is set to a fixed value by

applying a specified pressure to the bellows. A pneumatic cylinder mounted at the

top of the apparatus is used to generate the friction, or pulling, force applied to the

copper block. This pulling force is transmitted to the copper specimen by means of

a stainless steel rod. A load cell mounted between this stainless steel rod and the

pulling cylinder is used to monitor the friction force. During a test, the pulling force

is increased (ramped) from zero at a fixed rate until slippage occurs. Because the

pulling force is actuated by the application of pressurized nitrogen gas, the friction

force ramping rate can be controlled by regulating the gas flow rate into the pulling

cylinder with a needle valve. The clamping pressures and tangential force ramping

rates are selected to approximate the stress levels encountered in large, cryostable

superconducting magnets.

The displacement of the copper specimen is measured by a linear voltage dif-

ferential transducer. The LVDT core is fixed to the apparatus mounting plate with

a leak-tight fitting and the LVDT core is mechanically linked to the upper end of

the copper slider.

5.1.4.2. Friction force-displacement diagrams

Figure 5.4 presents examples of the tangential force 7,_ displacement traces ob-

tained at 4.2 K during the transient friction experiments; these results corroborate

the materials' respective tendencies towards stable, or unstable, sliding initiation.

Figure 5.4a presents results for an unstable copper/nylon pair at a normal force of

2000 N, while Figure 5.4b shows data for a stable copper/G-10 pair at a normal force

of 1300 N. In these traces, the displacement up to point B was due largely to elastic

deformation of the apparatus between the frictional contact and the measurement

location. In trace 5.4b macroscopic sliding occurs beyond point B and continues

smoothly until point T. The slope of the force-displacement curve between points B

and T indicates the relative stability of the sliding pair; sliding initiation becomes

progressively smoother as this slope increases. At point T the maximum friction
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coefficient for the sliding pair is exceeded; this leads to an abrupt acceleration, or

O "take-off" of the sliding surfaces. For the unstable sliding pair in Figure 5.'la the
points B and T merge; the take-off occurs before sliding begins.

A second indicator of the materials' tendencies towards unstable sliding was

obtained by measuring the slopes of their displacement vs time traces to determine

their slip speeds just prior to take-off. Although the magnitudes of these slip speeds

are peculiar to the specifics of the test arrangement, the relative ranking of the

speeds corroborated the general trends observed in the friction vs displacement

traces. Materials with low slip speeds exhibited much larger displacements prior to

take-off than those with higher speeds.[ aI

During repeat tests on the same sliding pair, the friction trace often varies during

the first few slip cycles; after this the slip behavior becomes largely repeatable.

Figure 5.5a shows an example of this run-in effect for a copper/machined G-10 pair

tested five times at a 2200 N normal force, while Figure 5.5b shows the run-in effect

for a copper/Teflon pair. The same tendencies were observed to varying degrees for

ali materials used in that study.[ 121Each test run (A - E) has been horizontally

displaced with respect to the previous trace. During the first few slip cycles the

friction coefficient decreases slightly and the slip behavior becomes progressively

more stable. The progressive improvement in slip behavior with repeated cycling

has been used as a partial explanation for magnet training. [4]

Recent tests at 4.2K suggest that linear thermoplastic polymers like

Teflon demonstrate fairly pronounced transient creep behavior only at stress lev-

els above their elastic limits.[ _9}However, upon subsequent load cycling no creep is

observed until the stress is raised above the maximum stress level observed during

the previous loading cycle; these results may partially explain the unstable slip be-

havior represented by Figures 5.5b. During the init}al loading cycle, prior to the

application of the friction force, transient creep increases the real contac_ area, thus

increasing the static friction coefficient. As sliding occurs less time is available for

junction growth, the friction coefficient drops, and a take-off occurs. During sub-

sequent sliding cycles, the junction growth is not as extensive; semi-stable sliding

because the friction drop is not as large.
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5.1.4.3. Acoustic emission during sliding

A second rendition of the linear friction apparatus was used to monitor transient

sliding phenomena at a much higher resolution. C121In addition to the load cell and

LVDT this apparatus was also equipped with a magnetic extensometer and an AE

sensor. The magnetic extensometer consisted of a persistent-mode superconducting

Helmholtz coil and a small search coil. Relative motion between the search coil and

Helmholtz coil produces a voltage at the search coil output. For small displacements

this output is proportional to the relative velocity while the time integral of the

voltage output is proportional to the displacement. The dynamic response of the

magnetic extensometer was _ 10 khz and the spatial resolution --. 0.1/zm. A major

advantage offered by the added transducers is their ability to function in a cryogenic

environment; this enables them to be directly coupled to the sliding specimens thus

improving their dynamic responses. Their chief limitation is that they respond well

only to impulsive events.

There are several possible methods for processing AE data. At its simplest level,

an AE sensor can be used as an event detector. Impulsive mechanical events pro-

duce acoustic energy which is subsequently detected by the sensor to indicate that

something has happened. Additional information is generally needed to character-

ize the nature of the acoustic event. [a°] This added information is often encoded in

a signal's spectral frequency content; for a given test configuration different types of

events can sometimes be identified by their characteristic frequency responses. For

instance_ spectral frequency analysis has been used to discriminate between epoxy-

fracture and conductor motion disturbances in high-performance magnets. [3t]

In certain circumstances AE signals are produced more or less continuously. In

tbese instances it is more typical to analyze the entire AE signal rather than the

individual events. Two methods are commonly used to characterize continuous AE.

One is to determine the average acoustic energy content, £_e(t), by integrating the

square of the direct AE signal, V_e(t)_ over a fixed sampling interval,r.

g_, (t) = 1"_,(t)dt (5.1)

The second is to electronically determine the AE count rate using a rate meter to

record the occurrence frequency of AE pulses over a preset triggering level.
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Figure 5.6 presents traces of the AE count rate, friction force ramp rate. and

LVDT output vs time for a solder-coated copper/G-10 pair tested at a 2200N

normal force. Events occurring before 500 s in this trace correspond to the elastic

displacement portion of the friction force-displacement curve, up to point B, while

events after 500s represent macroscopic sliding. Discrete AE bursts are observed

during friction force ramping prior to the onset of motion. When macroscopic

motion begins at 500s a large increase in the AE count rate was observed. This

elevated AE count rate continues as sliding proceeds with a pulse rate proportional

to the slip velocity. [3]

The correspondence between continuous A E and macroscopic sliding has been

widely observed in tribological literature; each AE burst is usually attributed to an

individual asperity interaction.0Z-3s] The proportionally between the AE count rate

and sliding speed is consistent with this view. The number of asperities contacts

remains roughly constant during sliding, hence, an increase in speed will produce a

corresponding increase in the frequency of asperity interactions. Several attempts

have been made to extract additional information from these continuous AE signals

regarding the number, size, and distribution of the asperity contacts, ttowever,

Briggs [3°] contends that it is unlikely that these efforts will ever succeed because

of the analytical complexity of separating the direct AE signals, produced by an

arbitrary and continuously varying asperity population, from the reflected structural

resonances of the sliding specimens.

5.1.4.4. Mieroslips

Figure 5.7 presents an alternate representation of the copper/G-10 transient

sliding experiment shown in Figure 5.2b.[ 12] This plot shows direct output signals

for the LVDT, magnetic extensometer, and AE transducer vs time. An interesting

feature of these results is that the !magnetic extensometer output (middle trace)

contains many voltage pulses even when there is no discernable output from the

LVDT. Each of these pulses is generally accompanied by the simultaneous occur-

rence of an AE burst. These AE/extensometer pulses are attributed to small slips,

or microslips, whose displacement is below the LVDT resolution. Each microslip

displacement during these tests, 0.5--_5vm, is believed to correspond to the typical

asperity contact dimensions.[ 12] For the limited number of pairs tested, this char-
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Figure 5.7: Correspondence between AE burst and magnetic extensometer displace-

ment. Each small displacement is believed to result due to diz_.ontinuous motion

comparable to the asperity dimensions. Figure from [12].
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acteristic distance generally decreases with increasing specimen hardness. [12] It is

interesting to note that these microslip distances are comparable to the conductor

displacements observed during quench experiments on high-performance winding

models.[5,0,12,13,15,1T,ls}

It has long been recognized that sliding is not necessarily a steady process. As

motion occurs the size, number, and relative strengths of the asperity junctions

existing at any instant fluctuate due to the simultaneous formation and rupture of

different asperity contacts. Because of their theoretical importance to contact and

sliding phenomena several studies have been initiated to characterize the effect of

load on the number and size distributions of asperity contacts between common

surfaces with typical engineering surface roughnesses. Various methods have been

tried, including: statistical analysis of the contacting surface roughness, [aemv]direct

visual observation of loaded transparent surfaces,[ 3T'as] electrical contact resistance

measurements, [39] and circumstantial evidence such as wear particle sizes [4°] and

friction force variations. [2a'41'423These methods ali indicate that at light to moder-

ate loads the average junction size remains roughly constant; increasing the normal

load produce a corresponding increase in the total number of contacts. The meth-

ods also suggest that the junction sizes generally follows a Gaussian distribution

with about a factor of 10 spread between the largest and smallest contacts. Mod-

erate loads are those for which the nominal, or apparent, contact pressure remains

below 0.025.-_0.05 of the softer surface's penetration 'hardness. As the normal load

increases above these levels the real contact area assumes a significant fraction of

the apparent area; this causes the junctions to grow together, thus reducing their

numbers and increasing their average size.

Despite their similar conclusions these studies report widely divergent values of

the contact sizes for apparently identical surfaces, depending on the measurement

methods employed. Methods involving a direct observation [3s] or statical analysis of

surface roughnesses[ 3sI indicate contact sizes in the 0.5-5 t_m range, while analyses

based on more indirect measurements[ av'ag-42] report junction sizes typically in

the range 10-100#m. Dyson and Hirst [asi propose a partial resolution to these

disparate values. Using phase contrast microscopy to directly observed contact

areas, they noted that the smaller contacts are not uniformly distributed, ra_her
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they tend to cluster along the machining ridges formed during specimen preparation.

Because of their close proximity these clustered contacts act cooperatively, with Q

a range of interaction comparable with the average cluster diameter. This two-

tiered contact model is consistent with the transient sliding behavior for the nylon

specimen (Figure 5.4a); the microslip_ correspond the disruption of the individual

contact areas _vhile the displacement prior to sliding reflects the range of cooperative

action within the asperity clusters. Maeda, et al.[12] observation that difference

machining methods produce marked differences in the initial slip behavior of G-10

specimens is also suggestive of this two-tiered asperity contact model, given that

each surface finishing technique is likely to produce markedly different asperity

cluster groupings.

5.2. Spring/electromagnetic-force/friction model

Tsukamoto and Iwasa [si have developed a qualitative conductor-motion model

based on the stylized winding geometry depicted in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.8 presents

a cross-sectional view of a solenoidal winding in which an isolated conductor seg-

ment can move relative to the rest of the winding. The model assumes that the

conductor is subjected to three main forces: spring, electromagnetic, and friction.

The principal direction of motion is assumed to lie along the solenoid axis.

The radial force, Fr, can be decompused into: residual forces due to winding,

thermal contraction forces, and radial electromagnetic forces. In a real solenoid,

these radial forces vary both temporally and spatially, however, in this model, they

are assumed constant for simplicity. Temporal variations in the radial force are

produced by the time-varying electromagnetic forces during charging. Spatial vari-

ations are caused by statistical variations in the conductor thickness which alters

the residual winding forces and by spatial variations in the radial electromagnetic

forces.

The model assumes a constant, velocity-independent friction coefficient,/z,. The

friction force, bf, is bounded by the static friction force,/zaF_.

Ff <_/_oF. (5.2)

Static contact prevails when the net force on the conductor in less than the static

friction force.
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The axial force, Fz, is due entirely to electromagnetic forces.

- × (,5.3)

where I is the magnet currem, g is the length of moving conductor segment, and

B_ is the radial component of the local magnetic induction. The axial restoring

force, kz, is provided by the moving conductor segment acting as a leaf spring.

The length of the moving conductor segment is determined by two factors. One

is the variation in the radial contact forces along the conductor length and the

second in fluctuations in the static friction force, for instance due to local surface

contamination. Although the exact length of a moving conductor segment has not

1 I ofbeen measured in a real solenoid, its length has been estimated at about _ to
a turn.[ is]

A necessary condition for motion is the presence of axial gaps between the

conductors. Axial gaps can be caused by: 1) the inability to winding magnets to

sub-micron tolerances, and 2) the axial thermal contraction of the conductors. Most

solenoid.- are constructed with a predetermined radial precompression, but virtually

no axial stress. As the magnet is cooled the center of each conductor remains es-

sentially fixed in its "as-wound" position while the edges of the conductors contract

away from each ether. The widths of the conductors used in high-performance wind-

ings typically range from 1 to 5 mm. For a thermal contraction ratio of -_3× 10-s

this leaves and interconductor spacing at 4.2 K of 3-15/zm, well within the range of

slip distances reported during conductor-motion quench experiments.

Figure 5.9 presents the basic concept behind the conductor-motion force anal-

ysis. The force balance for a moving conductor segment is:

FI = F, - k.z (5.4)

The first charging sequence starts at point A on the force displacement diagram.

The net force increases with increasing current, however, no motion occurs until

the static friction force is exceeded at point B. Motion above point B occurs in a

stepwise fashion; each step corresponds to a microslip. For simplicity, the fine-scale

details of these microslips were not included in Figure 5.9. The charging sequence

is completed without a quench at point D. i_h
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Figure 5.9: Spring/electromagnetic-force/friction force model, used to interpret re-

versibility of conductor motion. The friction force intercept, Fr, refers to the static

friction force, Ff = p,F,. Figure from [8].
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As the current decreases, the friction force is reversed. The conductor remains

stationary until point E where the static friction force is again exceeded in the re-

verse direction. Microslips are again observed below point E and persist until F

at which point the first charging sequence is complete. During subsequent charg-

ing sequences the force-displacement trajectory follows the path FCDEF. with

repeatable sliding characteristics. A permanent offset in the segments equilibrium

position, from A to F, occurs during the first charging sequence.

The general validity of this conductor motion model was confirmed using a

short, non-inductive, single-layer solenoid. Because a non-inductive winding pro-

duces no net field of its own, this coil was placed in the bore of a second, slightly

larger superconducting solenoid which provided a constant background radial mag-

netic field. Figure 5.10 presents the results of the cumulative acoustic emissions vs

charging current during these tests. The dashed line in the figure is an analytical

curve fit of the data, derived from this conductor motion model; the exact details

of this derivation are provided in [8]. The experimental results are consistent with

the model in several regards.

1. As the current is increased from zero, acoustic emissions are observed only above dmt

a certain minimum current, when the electromagnetic force exceeds the static

friction force.

2. A portion of the initial sliding sequence is irreversible; this corresponds the the

shift from A to F in the segments equilibrium position (Figure 5.9). During

subsequent charging sequences the minimum current needed for motion increases

while the cumulative AE is lower.

3. The AE vs current trace (Figure 5.10) is reproducible in Ml but the first charging

sequence.



Figure 5.10: Results of conductor motion experiments on single layer solenoidal wind-

ing showing cumulative AE versus current. The dashed line plots theoretical curve fit

on the data based on the based on the analysis derived in [8]. Figure from [8].
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5.3. Conductor motions in lligh-performance solenoids

5.3.1. Motivation

Conductor motion research directed towards high-performance magnets is fun-

d amentally different from that directed towards cr),ostable magnets. In cryostable

magnets the degree of cryogenic cooling can be treated as a major variable; re-

search is directed towards estimating the magnitude of potential disturbances and

providing just enough cooling to stabilize the magnet against these disturbances.

By contrast, the absence of cooling passages in high-performance magnets sets a

maximum permissible disturbance energy; the magnet's corresponding minimum

quench energy was discussed in Ch. 3. Thus, successful high-performance windings

must be constructed so that no disturbance exceeds this quench energy threshold.

Consequently, the background information needed to evaluate conductor-motion

disturbances has evolved much more gradually, because these disturbances fall un-

der a much more restrictive set of quench energy guidelines.

The relation between a high-performance solenoid's construction method and

its training behavior was first examined durin_ he late 1960s by the research

group at the Rutherford Laboratory, shortly after the development of composite

superconductors. [4aI This study reported severe-to-moderate degradation in their

dry-wound solenoids which they attributed to sudden wire motions of greater than

3/zm displacement. The study also noted markedly different training behaviors

for apparently identical solenoid_ constructed at different times by different techni-

cians. By contrast, their impregnated windings demonstrated virtually degradation-

free performance; based on these results they asserted that the complete elimination

of wire motion is necessary for reliable high-field magnet operation. During the past

twenty years high-performance research had been devoted almost entirely to the per-

fection of the impregnated winding technique. However, as §3.2.2.2. indicates, the

higher operating limits demanded of these magnets has since required increasingly

complex and more costly manufacturing techniques to minimize the occurrence of

impregnant-cracking disturbances. Considerable interest has recently been been fo-

cussed on reexamining dry-wound magnets with the intent of developing less costly

manufacturing methods.
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5.3.2. Probable quench initiation locations

O A key feature of the recent investigations of conductor-motion-induced quenches

is the identification of the most probable quench in!;iation locations. Working

predominantly with single-layered winding mode!s. Chikaba, et al.[15] determined

that the principal direction of motion does indeed lie along the solenoid axis. Using

a combination of strain gauge and AE measurements they showed that:

1. The tensile circumferential strain varies smoothly and reversible during ali

charging/discharge cycles.

2. The axial strain varies discontinuously during the first few charging cycles.

These discontinuities result from abrupt conductor motions in the vicinity of

the strain gauge. The axial strain measurements indicate that conductor seg-

ments near the winding's ends are displaced towards the winding midplane; this

displacement is consistent with the large axial electromagnetic forces that act

on these conductor segments.

3. The AE activity and axial strain depend on the charging sequence. As a winding

trains, its average AE energy decreases and the axial strain vs current trace

becomes largely repeatable. The persistent occurrence of AE and hysteresis

in the axial strain measurements indicate that repeatable wire motions can

exist in a well trained magnet, so long as the energy dissipation remains below

the quench energy; this condition is relatively easy to achieve in a single layer

winding models where roughly half of the conductor's surface area is exposed

to liquid helium.

Urata and Maeda,[ 17] on the other hand, examined the radial distribution of

conductor-motion-induced quenches in full-scale superconducting solenoids. They

used the AE/voltage method to examine the quench behavior of a 24-layer winding.

Voltage taps were soldered to the ends of each winding layer to determine the

quench-initiation layer. Figure 5.11 presents the results of these experiment. Figure

5.11 shows the maximum current obtained during the magnet's first twenty charging

cycles and demonstrates two effects. The first is that the magnet trains slowly,

reaching its critical current (at the winding's peak field of 8.1T) after 19 charging

cycles. The second is that ali but one of the quenches started at the two innermost
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winding layers.

The preponderance of inner layer quenches is consistent with the quench en-

ergy distribution in the winding. Figure 3.1 illustrates the dependence between

the quench energy density, normalized charging current, and local magnetic induc-

tion. For a uniform current density solenoid, the minimum quench energy occurs

at the winding's inner diameter where both the local magnetic induction and field-

dependent normalized current are at their maximums.

5.3.3. Conductor-motion stabilization

Several methods have been suggested for preventing conductor-motion-lnduced

quenches. The most frequently proposed 3olution is to eliminate disturbances by

preventing conductor motions altogether; in dry windings this effect is attempted

by winding the magnet so tightly that the conductors' nominal static friction forces

exceed their axial electromagnetic forces. An alternate approach to preventing

quenches is to reduce the maximum disturbance energy to below the winding's

local quench energy. For impregnated solenoids this effect is achieved by allowing

the winding to radially separate from its coil form during energization; this radial

separation greatly reduces the magnitude of the shear stresses induced at the inner

radius near the coil's ends.[ 44]

Urata and Maeda [1sI have constructed full-scale dry-wound solenoids to examine

both of these stabilization techniques. Figure 5.12 shows both the training and dis-

turbance histories for a 24-layer solenoid wound with a 150-MPa conductor tension.

For a conductor static friction coefficient of 0.26, this level of winding tension was

determined to provide sufficient radial precompression to prevent conductor motion

even at full current operation. The conductor was cold worked prior to winding so

that these high stress levels would remain within the conductor's elastic !imit. Fig-

ure 5.13 shows the training and disturbance histories for a similar 24-layer solenoid,

this time would with a 30-MPa conductor tension. This magnet separates from its

coil form as its charging current approaches about half of its critical current.

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show that the quench and training histories are markedly

different for the two coils. For the tightly wound solenoid (Figure 5.12a), the first

quench occurs at 84% of the critical current, however, the magnet trains slowly and
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demonstrates degraded behavior with a steady-state quench current of about 95%

of the conductor's critical current. By contrast, the more loosely wound coil (Figure

5.13a), initially quenches at 67% of its critical current, however, it trains rapidly

and achieves full current performance after nine training sequences.

Large differences are also observed in the disturbance histories obtained during

the coils' training sequences (Figures 5.12b and 5.13b). Each voltage spike in these

traces corresponds to a microslip; the height of the voltage signals is roughly pro-

portional to the slip distance. The results for the tightly wound coil (Figure 5.12b)

indicates that the high winding tension is only partially effective in preventing wire

motion. The absence of large voltage spikes in Figure 5.12b indicates that high

winding tension does suppress large wire motions: however, the figure also reveals

the persistent occurrence of several small microslips, many of which recur during

subsequent charging cycles. On the other hand, the more loosely wound coil (Figure

5.13b) shows a very pronounced Kaiser effect; during subsequent charging cycles,

conductor motions are not observed until the charging current exceeds the quench

current obtained during the previous training cycle.

The training behaviors of the two coils can be qualitatively interpreted using the

conductor-motion model discussed in §5.2. Because each solenoid consists of numer-

ous conductor segments, each of which is capable of independent motion, it should

be realized that the hypothetical force-displacement diagram for an entire magnet

is at best a multidimensional aggregate over all of the conductor segments. The

following description is directed only at those segments which actually move during

a training cycle. During the loosely wound coil's initial training sequences the wind-

ing follows a path similar to the ABCFA friction-force/displacement trajectory in

Figure 5.9; during training the conductors shift towards more stable equilibrium

positions without experiencing any overshoot. The disturbances in Figure 5.13b

occur after the magnet has separated from its coil form, hence, the progressive

improvement in its performance most probably results through the elimination of

interconductor spaces. By contrast, the elimination of interconductor spaces in the

tightly-wound solenoid is prevented by the winding's designed intent of suppress-

ing conductor motions altogether. The aggregate force-displacement behavior for

the tightly-wound solenoid consists not only of irreversible ABCFA trajectories
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but also of reversible FCDEF trajectories. After several charging cycles only the

O FCDEF components of this trajectory remain. The degraded performance persists
because the energy dissipated during the friction-force/displacement trajectory ex-

ceeds the magnet's minimum quench energy.

5.8.4. Friction of dry-wlnding constituents

Little has been done to characterize the frictional properties of the conduc-

tors commonly used in dry-wound high-performance solenoids. These conduc-

tors are usually insulated with several thin coating of Formvar, a cross-linked
i

polyvinylformal-based enamel. From a construction standpoint, Formvar has sev-

eral desirable properties. It is viscoelastic at room temperature, this gives it good

durability, high abrasion resistance, and the ability to withstand rough treatment

during manufacture. Unlike most other organic insulations, it does not delaminate

from the conductor upon cooling to 4.2 K. The coating thickness depends on the

overall conductor dimensions but is typically in the range 25-_75/zm. This insula-

tion prevents dielectric breakdown between the conductors during quench and allows

the magnet to be very densely constructed since no further electrical insulation or

structural support is needed.

Urata and Maeda[ 1sI have examined sliding initiation between Formvar insulated

superconductor pairs using a linear friction apparatus similar to that discussed in

§5.1.4.1. Figure 5.14 shows an example of one of their Formvar/Formvar force-

displacement diagrams. During the initial portion of the loading cycle they observed

several microslips of 3-5/zm displacement; however, above a friction coefficient of

0.26 the slip distance increase to 50--_100/_m displacements.

5.4. Summary

All of the cryogenic-temperature sliding pairs examined to date exhibit discon-

tinuous motion on a microscopic scale; these discontinuities are manifest in the

microslips discussed in §4.1.4.4. The relative displacement during a microslip is

typically in the range 1_3/zm. Both theoretical analysis and experimental measure-

ments (§3.3.3.) indicate that the energy dissipated during these abrupt microslips

is sufficient to initiate quenching in a high-performance solenoid operating near its

critical surface. The remainder of the thesis will investigate various approaches for
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Figure 5.14: Friction force/displacement for a sliding p_z Lsisting of two Formvax-

insulated composite superconductors. Figure from [18].
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minimizing microslip-induced quenching.

O Chapter 6 will present a preliminary assessment of the prospects for significantly

altering 4.2-K microslip behavior. The creep theory of friction[ 24] suggests the ex-

istence of a class of materials whose asperity junction population during sliding

remains essentially constant. The theorv contends that a sliding interface provides

a unique geometry from the standpoint of steady-state creep testing, that is, the

test can proceed indefinitely without the possibility of rupture; material is contin-

ually added to the leading edge of each junction to compensate for that lost on

the trailing edge. Continuous displacement at the asperities level should eliminate

abrupt microslips and thus greatly reduce the microslip-induced heating.

Chapter 7 extends the structural approach discussed in §5.3.3. to very low stress

levels. Based on the available experimental evidence, we conclude that conductor

motions during the first few charging cycles are inevitable. Hence, the intent of

the approach directed not at eliminating conductor motions but at allowing these

motions to occur near the start of energization, where the magnet's quench energy

density is relatively high. If a winding's incipient conductor motions can be induced

to occur at lower operating currents its relative stability should proportionally in-
crease.
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O
VI. Cryogenic sliding stabilization

This chapter presents a more traditional tribological perspective for examining

cryogenic-temperature sliding stability. An abbreviated mathematical model for

stick-slip is developed. This stick-slip model is then used to qualitatively highlight

two common methods for moderating frictional instabilities.

The first method is to select sliding components based on their inherently favor-

able frictional properties. The adhesion friction theory proposes several materials for

room-temperature use, based on their bulk physical properties. The adhesion theory

was shown in Ch. 4 to remain valid at cryogenic temperatures after accounting for

the sliding materials' low-temperature strength properties. The chapter discusses

the physical bases for room-temperature sliding stability and examines the material

limitations that restrict the cryogenic-temperature applicability of contemporary

material selection guidelines.

A second approach to stick-slip stabilization is to alter the sliding system's

structural dynamics. If the potential slip distance can be reduced to below the

average junction diameter, unstable conductor motions can be largely eliminated

Structural dynamic models are developed for various conductor segment lengths.

These models axe incorporated into a magnet design implemented in Ch. 7 to

investigate this structural approach for magnet stabilization.

6.1. Stick-slip instabilities

When a body is slid over another under a steady pulling force it is frequently

observed that the motion proceeds sometimes at a constant or near-constant velocity

and on other occasions at velocities that fluctuate widely. The oscillatory type of

motion is generally referred to as "stick-slip". During the s_/ck portion of the

cycle the sliding surfaces remain in static contact for a time before breaking free

and slipping relative to each other. All stick-slip processes axe caused by the fact

that the friction coefficient does not remain constant as a function of some other

variable. This vaxiable can be distance, velocity, time, or temperature. [1'2]
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In most practical sliding systems stick-slip is considered a nuisance; in super-

conducting magnets it is an anathema. This is especially true in high-performance

magnets where the conductor slippage is a side-effect of the dry-wound construc-

tion technique rather than an intended function of the magnet. Both theoretical

prediction (Ch. 3) and experimental evidence (Ch. 5) indicate that conductor

motion stick-slips amounting to .-_5vm total displacement are sufficient to prema-

turely quench the superconducting winding. If stable magnet operation is to be

achieved some means must be devised either for eliminating stick-slips entirely, or

for reducing the energy dissipation during slip to a manageable level.

6.1.1. Stick-slip model

Figure 6.1 presents the dynamic, lumped-parameters mass-spring-friction model

commonly employed in the tribological literature for analyzing stick-slip instabil-

ities. The model consists of a slider of mass m that is pressed against its coun-

tersurface by its own weight, rag. The slider is connected to a constant velocity

source z_(t) -- rot by a spring, k, that represents the sliding system stiffness. The

friction force between the slider and countersurface is denoted by p(z, _)mg. The

friction coefficient, ft(z,_), assumed in this model varies both with displacement

and velocity. The specific form of the friction coefficient variation will be discussed

in §6.1.3.1.

This displacement-based model is most frequently used because it is relatively

easy to verify experimentally. Fortunately, conclusions regarding a sliding system's

dynamic stability are unaffected by the decision to pursue this velocity-based model,

rather than the force-based conductor-motion model proposed in §5.2.

6.1.2. Deformation during the stick portion of the stick-slip cycle.

The tribological literature recognizes that substantial deformation occurs on

the asperity scale during sliding initiation.[ 3-8] It will be helpful to review the

extent of asperity deformation prior to sliding initiation before deriving the dynamic

system equation corresponding to Fig. 6.1. One of the most detailed experimental

determination of this pre-sliding displacement was performed at room temperature

by Courtney-Pratt and Eisner using multiple-beam optical interferometry. [3]

The general arrangement of Courtney-Pratt and Eisner's test rig corresponds
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to the model depicted in Figure 6.1. The tangential force applied to the slider was

regulated by the displacement z_(t) imposed at the free end of the elastic loading el-

ement k. The tangential force during these experiments was applied incrementally.

During each load increment the relative displacement, z, of the slider was measured

to the nearest 1 nra using a multiple beam interferometer. One half of the interfer-

ometer was mounted to the slider while the other was rigidly fixed to the counterface

as near to the slider as possible. Because the interference fringes were counted man-

ually a slow loading rate was used. The combination of a displacement-controlled

tangential force coupled with a slow, incremental loading rate precludes the devel-

opment of long-range frictional instabilities; as the slider moves, the applied friction

force gradually decreases.

Typical results from Courtney-Pratt and Eisner's experiments for a platinum-

on-platinum sliding pair are reproduced in Figure 6.2. The results show the total

displacement following each load increment. The open symbols in Figure 6.2 are

for unlubricated surfaces while the filled symbols represent surfaces lubricated by

a solution of lauric acid in cetane. The lubrication reduces the effective adhesion

between the sliding surfaces thus reducing the static friction coefficient, however,

the general shape of the force-displacement curve remains unchanged.

The relative displacement between the two surfaces is a smooth increasing func-

tion of the applied force; any applied friction force less than the static value produces

a certain equilibrium displacement. As the applied friction force approaches the

static friction force this displacement increased more and more rapidly leading ulti-

mately to continuous sliding. The asymptotic approach towards the static friction

force typically occurred within a displacement of 1_10/_m.[ sI Similar results were

observed with several other metal-metal pairs. The transition from static contact

to sliding was also measured by Rabinowicz, using an impact-loading method. [7]His

measurements also show that the static friction coefficient p,_rsists for a preliminary

displacement in the l_10_tm range. These displacements are of the same order

of magnitude as the typical asperity junction diameter and are approximately the

same as the unstable slip distances observed in high-performance magnets.

For analytical purposes this pre-sliding deformation is modeled as an interfacial

junction stiffness. Using z* to denote the transition from static contact to sliding,
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Figure 6.2: Static displacement vs applied friction coefficient. Results are for

platinum-on-platinum sliding pair. UnfiLled symbols are for unlubricated sur-

faces, filled symbols represent surfaces lubricated by solution of lauric acid in

cetane. Figure from [8].
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the interfacial junction stiffness, kj, can be approximated:

k = _,mg (6.1)
g*

where #, is the limiting friction coefficient denoting the transition from near-static

contact to sliding.

It should be noted that not all of Courtney-Pratt and Eisner's results can be

neatly summarized by Eq. 6.1. Ali of the material pairs tested showed some form of

time-dependent displacement following each load increment. In most instances the

time-dependence decayed to vanishingly small levels after a few minutes. However,

for low-melting-point metals like indium and tin these displacements persisted be-

yond the temporal stability of their test apparatus, even at the lowest loads. Hence,

a unique "static" friction coefficient is ill defined for these metals. The non-standard

frictional characteristics for these low-melting-point metals will be further discussed

in §6.3.1.

6.1.3. Velocity-controlled stick-slip

The system equation for the mass-spring-friction model in Fig. 6.1 is:

m_ + #(z, _)mg sgn(_) + kz = kz, (t), where sgn(_) = { + 1, if _ > 0
(6.2)-1, otherwise.

A closed form solution to Eq. 6.2 is possible as long as the sign of the sliding velocity,

sgn(_), remains constant. The imposed sliding displacement z_(t) is assumed zero

for t < 0 and equal to rot for t >_0.

Two approximate solutions to Eq. 6.2 will be developed in the following sections.

The first covers the system response prior to sliding initiation, while the second

analyzes the ensuing slip portion of the stick-slip cycle. Stable sliding pairs stick

only once, during sliding initiation. By contrast, unstable sliding pairs demonstrate

repeated stick-slip cycles. In marginally stable pairs, no actual stoppage oi"motion

occurs, rather the sliding behavior is characterized by a cyclical variation in the slip

velocity.

The following friction coei_cient will be used:

_(z,_) = { _z, if 0< z < z"/_, + _1_1, otherwise. (6.3)
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Thisfrictioncoefncientcoversthethreerepresentativefriction-velocitytracesfrom

Figure5.1,namely frictioncoemcientsthatincreasewithslidingspeed(5_t/5_> 0),

constantfrictioncoemcients(6_t/6_--0),and frictioncoemcientsthatdecrease

withincreasingspeed(5_t/6_< 0).

6.1.3.1.Stick analysis

The stickportionoftheanalysisconcernseventsoccurringpriortoslidinginiti-

ation;thisanalysispersistsup tothetimet*when thesliderdisplacementreaches

z'.The frictionalbond duringstickismodeledinFissure6.3asa junctionstiffness,

kj--_t,rng/z*.The correspondingsystemequationisgivenby:

-- z = rot, t < t'. (6.4)
rr_ rn

Adoptingthe notationw_ = k/m as thenaturalfrequencyofmass-springsystem,

w_ = k_/m = _°g/z ° as the junctions' natural frequency and _o, = _ +_oj as

the combined system frequency, the solution to Eq. 6.4 becomes:

z(t) = ¢#---_vot+ Asin@,t)+ B cos@0t), t < t'. (6.5)

Applying the boundary conditions that z = 0, and i = 0 at t .= 0 yields

z(t) = ¢#_ _ 1 sin(w,t), t < t*. (6.6)

Severalcharacteristicresponsesto Eq. 8.6are possibledependingon therelation

betweentheimposedslidingvelocityv0and thesystemresponsetime1/us.The one

thatconcernsusmost inthepresentanalysisisthelow speedsolution(t*>> i/w°).

For thissolutionthe sliderdisplacementz(t)increasesmore or lesslinearlywith

time.

The exact value of sliding system's characteristic response time is not known a

priori, however, its lower-bound may be estimated using the junction frequency as

a guide. Using typical values for tr° -,-0.3 and z* --_5/zm gives a junction frequency

¢#j of ,-_600,000 rad/s. Applying the condition that _° > ¢#j yields a lower bound

estimate that t ° > 2gs. Because the actual value of rot ° can be no less than z °

the low speed approximation (v0 < z*/t °) is applicable for sliding speeds up to
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Figure 6.4: Conductor-motion model during slip portion of the stick-slip cycle.
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_3 m/s. The maximum slip velocities deduced from magnet measurements lie in

range 10-z ..., 10-2 m/s. Hence, the approximate low-speed sliding solution:

t TI, ,m

z ,._ --rot = rot
,,.,2 k + kj (6.7)

_,(t = t" ) _ to.lVo = vo

provides the necessary initial conditions for the slip portion of the stability analysis.

6.1.3.2. Slip analysis

Figure 6.4 presents sliding model employed during the slip analysis. The junc-

tion stiffness, kj, formerly used to represent the interfacial friction has been re-

placed by a non-linear frictional damper, representing both the static and velocity-

dependent portions of the friction force. The system equation during slip becomes:

+ -g-io_+ • = vot- _,g_g_(_), t >_r. (6.8)

This equation will first be solved assuming a positive sliding velocity. The resulting

solution will then be examined to determine the v_lidity of this assumption. Placing

Eq. 6.8 into a standard system equation format with ff = (6tt/6_,)(g/2w,, yields: [_]

Applying to boundary conditions that z = z', and _ = tori/a,,22v0 at t = t" ---

(to_/w_)(z'/vo) px'oduces the following the closed-form solution to Eq. 6.9

w? 2(v0 (2(2w_ - _o_)Voe_C_,(t_t. ) cos(tod(t -- t°))z(t) = v0t-- ._ tOn

+2_v° e-¢'"(t-c)sin(tod(t -- t')), t > t"
tori

(6.10)2

_(_)= _0-_0_ -_-_'-''_ _o,(_(t - t'))
to;

2

+ t°"v° e-¢'_"('-")sin(tod(t --t')), t > t"
w_to d

_h,r__d=_. V_- (2.
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6.1.3.3. Stick-slip prevention

The intent of this analysis is not to develop a rigorous mathematical theory

of stick-slip instabilities; that work has been presented elsewhere. [l°] Instead, the

purpose is to provide a theoretical framework for discussing the two most common

approaches towards sliding stabilization.

The easiest sliding situation to evaluate is the limiting case of a constant friction

coefficient (_ = _ = 0). For a constant friction coefficient slidingpair the slip

velocity (Eq. 6.10) reduces to:

w 2

= - - >_t',
WR

kj (6.11)= - t')), t > t'.
/_+k 1

The slip velocity consists of a constant component equal to the imposed sliding

velocity, v0, plus an oscillatory component. The magnitude of the oscillatory part

v_es from near zero for a very stiff"sliding system (k >> kj) to a value approaching

-t-ro for a low system stitTness (/e << kj). Thus, the most reliable method for reducing

the oscillatory part of the slip velocity is to increase the system stiffness to a point

where the potential slip distance remains less than the average junction diameter;

this method has been found to work even for sliding systems with slightly negative

friction-velocity characteristics.[ 1,2]

The conductors employed in contemporary high-performance magnets are

presently optimized with regard to their electromagnetic characteristics rather than

their high intrinsic stiffness. In fact, extremely stiff conductors are generally un-

desirable from a manufacturing viewpoint in that they make the magnet much

more difficult to wind. Hence, instead of reoptimizing conductors for improved fric-

tional stability the conventional approach has been to approach the problem from

the standpoint of optimizing the frictional properties of contemporary construction

materials.

The dynamic system equation (Eq. 6.9) confirms that this materials-based

approach to frictional stabilization is a valid method for eliminating unwanted

stick-slips. Equation 6.9 represents the system equation for a damped harmonic
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oscillator. [9] When the damping coefficient is negative (_ o¢ _ < 0) the exponen-

tial part of the solution grows without bounds; however, because of the sign of the

friction force changes as _ _ 0 the sliding speed does not actually blow-up, rather

the sliding behavior passes into a series of unstable stick-slips. Conversely, for posi-

tive damping coefficients (_ o¢ _ > 0) the oscillatory sliding component eventually

decays away. In fact, for sufficiently large damping coefficients the slider's velocity

tracks the imposed velocity without any overshoot. If abrupt conductor motions

are to be prevented in the presence of a relatively low conductor stiffness (k << ki)

material pairs with appreciably positive friction-velocity characteristms (_ >> 0)
must be found.

The use of positive friction-velocity characteristics has been recognized by the

superconducting magnet community for a number of years. [lx'12] For the most part

the search for stable cryogenic friction materials has been conducted as an empirical

investigation of contemporary construction materials.

Several material selection guidelines have been developed within the framework

of the adhesive friction theory to guide the development of stable room-temperature

sliding materials.[ x,xs- 1_]In Ch.4 the adhesion theory of friction and wear was shown

to remain valid at cryogenic temperatures, once temperature-dependent variations

in material strength properties are taken into account. §6.2 and 6.3 re-examine the

two most common classes of stable room-temperature sliding materials to assess how

well materials-based stabilization techniques extrapolate to cryogenic temperatures.

The material classes include viscoelastic polymers and low-melting-point crystalline

solids at temperature_ above about half their melting points.

6.2. Viscoelastic sliding stabilization

A large portion of early stick-slip research was sponsored by the rubber tire

industry to aid in the development of skid resistant rubber tires. The large, re-

coverable elastic strain limit possessed by most elastomers makes them especially

suitable candidates for developing correlations between their bulk physical proper-

ties and their frictional characteristics.

The strain increment experienced by each asperity contact during sliding typ-

ically ranges to a few tenths.[ 4-sI For most materials these strain increments pro-
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duce a combined elastic-plastic deformation of the asperity junctions. Rubbers

O are unique in that they generally demonstrate fully recoverable deformations in
the range 100---500%. Because little permanent change occurs in the elastomer's

morphology during sliding its bulk viscoelastic damping characteristics are well

correlated with its frictional behavior.

{I,2.1. Regions of mechanical equivalence.

Before discussing the correlation between elastomeric mechanical properties and

frictional behavior it may be helpful to first review to the general mechanical char-

acteristies of viscoelastic polymers.[ le]

Polymeric materials are generally viscoelastic, that is, their mechanical proper-

ties depend both on their use temperature and their time under load. Stress relax-

ation experiments provide a simple means for characterizing a polymers viscoelastic

behavior. To conduct a stress relaxation experiment, a geometrically uniform spec-

imen is clamped at one end and suddenly subjected to a uniform tensile strain, e0.

The resulting stress, tr(t), is then measured as a function of time. For small values

of strain the material's stress relaxation modulus, E_(t), is determined by dividing

O the stress at time t by the applied strain, E_(t) = cr(t)/eo.

There are two common methods for presenting stress-relaxation data. The

first is to plot the relaxation modulus at a fixed time, t = to, va _mxious test

temperatures; this data is known as the isochronal relaxation modulus. A frequently

used relaxation time interval is 10s. The second method is to plot the relaxation

modulus at a fixed temperature v8 the logarithm of the time under load; this data

is known as the isothermal relaxation modulus. Because the stiffness of a polymer

may extend over several orders of magnitude, the relaxation modulus is scaled

logarithrnic_iJy to present the range of data values in a conveniently short space.

Figure 6.5 presents a schematic plot of the relaxation modulus for a typical

amorphous polymer. The plot is divided into four regions, representing the four

most common classifications of polymeric behavior. The time- and temperature-

dependent properties of all amorphous polymers correspond more or less with the

regions depicted in Figure 6.5fl e] However, the transition between regior_s varies

uniquely with the polymer's morphology and thermal characteristics.
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Figure 6.5: Schematic representation of the relaxation modulus, E_(t, T), for a

typicM viscoelastic polymer vs a temperature or log(time) axis.
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The low-temperature/short-loading-time portion of the graph (Region 1, upper

left) depicts the behavior of polymer glasses. The modulus in this region takes on

values in the range 1-10 GPa. A glassy polymer is stiff, hard, and generally brittle;

its behavior is well described by the theory of linear elasticity. Glassy polymers

demonstrate virtually time-independent behavior. On the molecular level, elas-

tic deformation in the glassy region is achieved by numerous, short-chain-segment

rotations.[ lr] Each chain segment rotation typically encompasses a few adjacent

repeat units.

In transition region (Region 2) the amorphous polymer's modulus drops from

---1GPA to --_1MPa. A transition-region polymer demonstrates highly time- and

temperature-dependent properties; its smaJLl-strain behavior is well represented by

the theory of linear viscoelasticity.[ 1el The transition region defines one of the most

important thermal characteristics of a polymer, namely its glass transition temper-

ature, T0. Tg is often approximated by the temperature at which the 10-s isochronal

relaxation modulus reaches a value of 3 × 107 Pa. The glass transition temperature

generally lies between one half and two thirds of the polymers melting temperature.

Viscoelastic effects are also observed, to a much more limited extent, in semicrys-

talUne polymers. The crystalline regions stiffen the polymer by restricting long-

range chain segment motions. The relaxation modulus in a semicrystalline polymer

seldom drops below _3x 107Pa.

The rubber-like behavior that characterizes Region 3 is observed only in amor-

phous polymers. Two important cases can be distinguished depending on whether

the rubber is cross-linked or not. Cross-linked rubbers are capable of recoverable

deformations on the order of 500,-,1000% whereas uncross-linked rubbers recover

fully only if stretched to a small extent for short periods of time. The modulii in

the elastomeric region lie typically between 0.1 wad 1 MPa. Mechanical behavior

in the elastomeric region is time-independent and characterized the the theory of

rubber elasticityfl e,ls] The chain segment motions during elastomeric deformation

typically involves hundreds of repeat units, or roughly the entire chain length be-

tween cross-links. The transition region (Region 2) thus represents a change from

molecular motions encompassing single repeat units to motions involving entire

chain lengths.
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The fourth region of polymer behavior is observed in uncross-linked rubbers.

At high temperatures, or long loading times, uncrosslinked polymers eventually lose

their ability to recover from deformation. At suft=iciently high temperatures/long

loading times Region 4 polymers behave as liquids with high viscosity and low, but

non-zero, elasticity. The temperature at which viscous flow begins to dominate the

polymer's behavior is denoted by the polymer's melting temperature, T,,_.

The most compelling facet of polymer behavior is that once the relaxation mod-

ulus of sn amorphous polymer has been measured for a single set of test conditions,

its behavior for any combination of loading-time and temperature is uniquely spec-

ified and can be determined by transforming the original data set to the desired

operating conditions using the Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) transform. [19] The

original set of relaxation data forms what is known as the polymer's mechanical

relaxation master curve. The transition from one set of test conditions to another

is accomplished using a shift factor, aT, which horizontally displaces the master

curve relative to itself in proportion either to difference between T, the desired use

temperature, and Tg, or in proportion to the ratio between the desired loading time,

t, and the isochronal measurement time, to

(,)log(aT) -" log _0 -" 51.6 + (T - T,)'

Eq. 6.12 indicates that a 3-K temperature increase near Tg produces approximately

an order of magnitude decrease in the polymer's mechanical relaxation time.

6.2.2. Time-temperature superposition in elastomer friction

The most comprehensive experimental investigation of elastomeric friction was

the pioneering work performed by Grosch.[ 14] Figure 6.6 presents Grosch's original

friction-velocity-temperature data for an acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber slid against

textured glass. Figure 6.6a shows individual friction coefficient vs velocity traces

obtained at several fixed test temperatures. By application of the WLF equation

Grosch was able to combine these individual friction traces into a single friction-

velocity master curves, covering a much broader range of velocities than was ex-

perimentally accessible. Grosch's acrylonitrile-butadiene friction master curve is

reproduced in Figure 6.6b. The reference temperature for Figure 6.6b is 293 K.

By contrast, the acrylonitrile-butadiene's glass transition temperature is ,-_250 K.

0
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Similar frictional correlations have been produced for other elastomers. [14'1s]

An important feature to note about the friction master curve is that the friction

coefficient does not continue to increase indefinitely. Rather, as the sliding speed

increases the friction coefficient rises rapidly at low speeds, passes through a peak

value, and then decreases again almost as rapidly. If vpe,,k(T) is used to denote the

sliding speed corresponding to the peak friction coefficient at temperature T, then

a necessary condition for ensuring stable sliding is that the imposed sliding velocity,

v0 (from §6.1.3), must remain less than vp,,k(T).

The sliding velocities measured during conductor motion experiments typically

range up to --_ 10mm/s; this sets an approximate limit for the desired vp,,ak(T).

For instance, if the slip velocity during an _ 10 frm conductor displacements could

be reduced from ,-_10 to _ 0.1 mm/s. Figure 3.2 indicates that conductor-motion-

induced quenches could be markedly reduced.

6.2.3. Viscoelastic friction model

Several models have been proposed to account for the close similarity between

elastomeric friction-velocity-temperature effects and a rubber's bulk mechanical

characteristics. [ls'2°-22] Ludema and Tabor propose a somewhat intuitive expla-

nation for the origins of elastomeric friction-velocity peaks based on the adhesive

friction theory's description of the friction force as a combination of area- and shear-

strength-dependent effects.[ 15]

F(v) - A(v)s(v) (6.13)

They contend that velocity-dependent contact area A(v) is determined by the con-

ditions of the friction experiment, namely, that each interfacial junction persists

for a time t° determined by the ratio of sliding speed to the average junction size,

t" - ro/Z*. Because of an elastomer's large elastic limit, its contact area is deter-

mined not by its penetration hardness, but rather by its time-dependent relaxation

modulus, E,.(t). For a single Hertzian contact the velocity-dependent elastic contact

area becomes:
k

A(v) - E,.(_)] (6.14)
k is an unspecified scaling parameter used to equalize the predicted and measured

friction values.
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butadiene rubber, a) Individual friction v8 velocity traces at fixed temperatures.
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a 293 K reference temperature. Data from [14].
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Ludema and Tabor likewise contend that the interface between a rubber and an-

other unlubricated sliding surface is nearly as strong as the rubber itself. Although

strain-rate- and temperature-dependent shear stress data were not available at the

time of their experiments, they did have access to tensile rupture data, err(d) which

indicated that a rubber's failure stress also conforms to a single master curve via the

WLF transformation. They adopted this tensile rupture data as an approximate

measure of the junction shear stress, s.

Figure 6.7 presents Ludema mad Tabor's attempt to correlate the deformation-

rate-dependent bulk material properties of an acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber with its

friction-velocity curve. To develop this correlation the strain-rate dependent rupture

data, cr,(d), was converted to the requisite velocity-dependent shear stress, s(v), by

assuming that the interfacial shear strain is confined to a thin (~ 100/_ thick) surface

layer, corresponding roughly to the average distance between polymer cross-links. A

representative junction of size of z" = 1 mm was similarly selected to set the relative

position of the low-speed portion of the A(v) curve. Evidence in support of such

large elastomeric junction sizes has recently been provided based on a comparison

of static and kinetic friction measurements.[2s]

The composite friction velocity curve in Figure 6.7 is in good qualitative agree-

ment with the experimental data presented in Figure 6.6b. However, Ludema and

"labor's explanation is not without its difficulties. For instance, if the actual value

of the Hertzian contact area is used, the predicted friction force is about an order of

magnitude larger than is measured experimentally. Despite this shortcoming, the

analysis does serve to highlight the importance of the individual terms A(v) and

s(v) in determining frictional behavior.

As the sliding speed increases the contact area decreases, while the shear

strength increases. Low-speed friction combines a large contact area with a low

shear stress resulting in low overall friction. Conversely, high-speed friction com-

bines a small contact area with a high shear stress, hence friction is also low. The

occurrence of a peak friction value during the cross-over between low-speed and

high-speed sliding is attributed to the fact that the deformation processes responsi-

ble for s(v) occur on a physical scale approximately five orders of magnitude smaller

than the deformation processes responsible for A(v).[ 15]
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6.2.4. Friction-temperature bel mvior

Thus far, the viscoelastic friction data in the chapter have been presented in

the standard format, as friction vs velocity traces. From a practical standpoint,

however, the chapter is more concerned with extrapolating these viscoelastic friction

correlations to very low temperature.," Figure 6.8 replots Grosch's acrylonitrile-

butadiene friction as friction vs temperature traces at several fixed sliding speeds.

Figure 6.8 illustrates several important characteristics of viscoelastic sliding

stability. The first is that velocity-dependent friction effects are not prominently

observed until the test temperature exceeds the polymers glass transition. Tg for

this acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber is ,-_250 K.

A second feature brought out by friction-temperature traces it that the slope

of the friction-velocity curve assumes negative values (_p//_i < 0) in the temper-

ature region immediately above T_. This observation is consistent with Ludema

and "labor's viscoelastic friction model. The low-temperature portion of each fric-

tion temperature trace represents the combination of a low contact area and high

interfacial shear stress. As the temperature increases above T_ the contact area

increases rapidly, the shear stress remains relatively constant, and the friction in-

creases. Similarly, as the sliding speed increases the area-dependent friction increase

is offset to higher temperatures because of the corresponding reduction in the as-

perity contact time. This velocity-dependent shift in the low-temperature portion

of the friction-temperature traces thus gives rise to the rubber's unstable friction-

velocity characteristic.

6.2.5. Low-temperature polymer friction

Figure 6.9 shows friction vs velocity traces for a soft (Durometer 30) silicone

rubber sliding against oxygen-free-high-conductivity OFHC copper balls. The tests

were performed at 293 and 77 K using the pin-on-disk tribometer discussed in

§4.2.3.1. The normal load was 7.5N. With Tg - 150 K, silicone rubber has the

lowest known glass transition temperature of any polymer. Hence, it is the most

likely elastomer to show some vestige of velocity-dependent frictional behavior at

cryogenic temperatures.

The 293-K peak-friction velocity for this silicone rubber lies in excess of
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10-2 m/s. When the sliding temperature is lowered from room temperature (293 K)

to Tg (150 K) the WLF equation predicts that vpeak(T) will shift to the left by ap-

proximately 13 orders of magnitude. As the temperature decreases still further,

from Tg to 77 K, the velocity peak continues to shift to the left so that any hope of

observing the characteristic viscoelastic frictional peak passes on to a geological time

scale. By 77 K the frictional properties of the silicone rubber are essentially that of

a hard polymer glass; friction is low and virtually independent of the sliding speed.

If anything, the silicone rubber acquires a slightly negative 77-K friction-velocity

characteristic.

In addition to the main-chain viscoelastic relaxation at Tg many polymers also

demonstrate a variety of sub-Tg relaxations involving the thermally activated vi-

bration of relatively short (three to four repeat unit) chain segment lengths. The

size of the chain segments participating in the relaxation generally decreases with

decreasing temperaturefl 4] Sub-T_ relaxations generally have a much more subtle,

but equally observable effect, on the polymer's bulk mechanical properties as the

main chain relaxations. Some of the mechanical properties influenced by sub-T_

relaxations include: heat capacity, thermal expansion, elastic modulus, viscoelastic

damping, tensile strength, toughness, and strain to failure. [24]

A good correlation between these sub-Tg mechanical relaxations and polymeric

friction has only been observed in the case of rolling friction, where the subsur-

face deformations are predominantly elastic.[ ls'25] Although temperature-dependent

changes in low-temperature polymeric friction are sometimes observed these cannot

normally be attributed, other than as a second-order effect, to a corresponding low-

temperature relaxationfl sI Low-temperature polymeric friction is most commonly

attributed to plastic shearing rather than to viscoelastic damping because the shear

str&ns produced during sliding extend into the polymer to a depth several times

larger than the chain segment lengths participating in these relaxationsfl 5] Thus,

the key feature distinguishing between high- and low-temperature friction is that

above Tg a polymer's frictional behavior is determined by its viscoelastic material

response whereas far below T_ its behavior is dictated by the ratio of its plastic

strength parameters.
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6.2.6. Screening technique for low-temperature friction materials

The separationof the frictionforceintoseparatearea and shear-strengthcon-

tributionssuggeststhe use of time-dependent hardness measurements as a simple

means for assessinga polymer's low-temperature frictionalstability;thisisespe-

ciaUy true because deformation-rate-dependentchanges in the contactarea tend to

occur at much lower temperatures than the correspondingchanges in shear stress.

Figure6.10shows time-dependent hardnessmeasurements fora few cross-linked

epoxy resinsas well as theirvelocity-dependentfrictioncoefficients.The epoxy

resinsused during thisstudy were compounded using ShellChemical Company's

Epon 815 resincombined with Shell'sV-40 curing agent. This epoxy resincombi-

nation isfrequentlyused as a fillerin high-performancesuperconducting magnets

constructedin our laboratory. The concentrationrange of curing agent recom-

mended by the manufactured ranges from 33- to 133-phr,where the phr designa-

tionrefersto the weight of curing agent in parts to one hundred parts resin.In

general,the cured mixes become increasinglyrubbery as theirphr valuesincreases.

Representative results for a 33- and a 133-phr resin are included in Figure 6.10.

Time-dependent hardness measurements were performed for each mix at 293-

and 77-K using an indentation test apparatus similar to the one described in §4.2.2.

The hardness values (Figure 6.10a) were collected at fixed indentation times between

5 and 1000s. The indentor load during the room temperature tests was 2 N for the

33-pbr mix and 0.15 N for the 133-phr resin. For the 77-K tests a 2 N load was

used for both mixes. Figure 6.10a indicates that the measured hardness of the

epoxy mixes is a linearly decreasing function of time when plotted on a log-log

scale. Each data point in Figure 6.10a represents the average value of at least three

readings. The variation in these readings is typically within 5% at room temperature

and within 10% at 77K. The 77-K hardness values are relatively constant and

noticeably higher than the room-temperature measurements. Of the test conditions

investigated only the 133-phr mix at room-temperature shows a marked variation

in its time-dependent hardness.

Figure 6.10b presents the 293- and 77-K friction va velocity results for the

epoxy, mixes. The friction coefficient for each sliding combination was repeatable
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to within 10%. The kinetic friction coemcients for the epoxy mixes at 77K are

virtually identical, independent of sliding speed, and much lower than their room-

temperature values. The temperature-dependence of the friction coefficient is con-

sistent with the mixes' measured hardness values; the friction coefficients decrease

as the hardness increases (contact area decreases). By contrast, the 133-pbr mix

exhibits marked variations in both its velocity-dependent friction coefficients and

its room-temperature hardness values. These room-temperature results are con-

sistent with Ludema and Tabor's friction model. The pronounced vaxiation in

the 133-pbr resin's room-temperature hardness (contact area) is accompanied by

velocity-dependent frictional effects.

6.2.7. Low-temperature sliding initiation

The occurrence of a time-varying hardness value does not necessarily guarantee

the presence of a peak value in friction-velocity curve. This is especially true of

sliding initiation where the static contact (stick) time prior to slip can be arbitrarily

long in comparison to the time, t', required to traverse the initial junction diameter.

Figure 6.11 plots the static friction coefficient vs stick time for the 133-pbr

O Epon epoxy. The static friction coefficients were measured using the linear friction
apparatus discussed in §5.1.4.1. Figure 6.11 presents the average friction coefficient

values from two test runs. During the first run the stick time, prior to the normal

force application, was increased in logarithmic steps between 2 and 10,000s. During

the second run, the test sequence was reversed; the stick time decreased between

measurements. The friction results were reproducible to within 10_ between runs.

The normal force was 100 N and the tangential force ramping rate, 50 N/s. The use

of a constant loading rate ensures that the strain rate, and hence the junction shear

stress, remains essentially constant during sliding initiation.

The static friction results for the 133-phr resin are consistent with its time-

dependent hardness measurements (Figure 6.10a). The hardness of the 133-phr

mix remains essentially fixed at 77 K hence its static friction coefficient also remains

constant. The 77-K static friction value is _ 0.23. The time-dependent decrease in

the resin's room-temperature hardness (increase in interfacial area) raises its static

friction coefficient from a value of 0.54, observed at a 2-s stick time, to 0.77 after
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a static contact time of 10,000 s. As sliding begins the time available for junctions

growth decreases, the friction coefficient drops, and unstable slip ensues.

The negative effect of interfacial creep on 4.2-K transient sliding stability was

previously noted with regard to semicrystalline polymers in §5.1.4.2. Maeda likewise

suggests that transient creep may be responsible for the training effects observed

in dry-wound solenoids. [26] The cross-linked Formvar insulation typically used in

high-performance magnets is moderately viscoelastic at room temperature; this pro-

vides it with good toughness and high abrasion resistance. However, the Formvar's

viscoelastic behavior also allows for a period of marked junction growth between

magnet construction and cool-down to the magnet's 4.2-K operating temperature.

As the magnet cools the junction shear strength increases markedly. Because there

is little impetus for the contact area to change during cool-down the friction is

expected to increasing accordingly.

Maeda experimentally examined the consequences of this room-temperature

junction growth using a linear-type friction apparatus and a pair of Formvar coated

copper blocks.[26] The blocks were first clamped together at room-temperature be-

O fore cooling to 4.2 K where the transient friction experiments were performed. Two
types of friction behavior were observed. The static friction coe_cient during the

first run was double the value observed during subsequent slips, while the motion

was unstable and quick. The normal load was then released and reapplied at 4.2 K;

the resulting motion turned out to be relatively smooth and stable. Thus, although

time-dependent polymer deformation is unlikely to improve cryogenic frictional sta-

bility there is ample evidence to suggest that it occurrence can seriously degrade

low-temperature sliding initiation.

A frequently used technique for reducing the tendency towards this time-

dependent junction growth is to apply a low-amplitude, high-frequency mechanical

signal to the frictional interface. An applications of this technique is found, for

instance, in the practice of tapping on a rusty bolt with a hammer prior to removal.

The vibration upsets the frictional bonds and reduces the static friction to values

corresponding to relatively short static-contact times. No attempt has yet been

made to adapt this vibrational approach for stabilizing the frictional behavior of

high-performanc,,, superconducting magnets.
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6.3. Crystalline solids

Crystalline materials, especially low-melting-point pure metals, also demon-

strate time- and temperature-dependent frictional effects similar to those reported

for the viscoelastic polymers. Figure 6.12 shows friction-velocity traces for an in-

dium disk slid against three AISI 316 stainless steel at 293, 77, and 4.2 K. The tests

were performed using the pin-on-disk apparatus described in §4.2.3.1. The normal

force was 7.5 N. Friction for the indium disk at 293 K is high and demonstrates

a pronounced friction-velocity peak. As the temperature is decreased to 77 K the

peak in the friction-velocity curve presumedly shifts to the left so that only the de-

scending portion of the curve is experimentally observed. The friction coefficient at

4.2 K is low and virtually independent of sliding speed. The same general trends in

crystalline friction-velocity-temperature characteristics have previously been noted

in the tribological literature.[ ls,27-2_] The transitions between the three sliding be-

haviors will be qualitatively discussed in §6.3.3.

6.3.1. Creep theory of friction

6.3.1.1. Positive friction-velocity characteristics

The relation between room-temperature interfacial creep and the positive slope

of the friction-velocity curve was previously investigated for indium and lead spec-

imens by Burwell and Rabinowicz.[ls] Similar to the the tin- and indium-results

reported by Courtney-Pratt and Eisner (§6.1.2.), they observed continuously in-

creasing displacements between their sliding specimens for any value of applied

friction coef_cient. The displacements, following the friction force application, were

rapid at first but settled over a period weeks to near constant displacement veloci-

ties. Each steady displacement velocity was taken to represent the "natural" speed

of the sliding system corresponding to the applied friction coefficient.

BurweU and Rabinowicz claim that the initial and steady-state portions of their

displacement vs time curves represent, respectively, the primary and secondary

stages of interfacial creep. Their experimental results are consistent with this ex-

planation; as the applied friction coefficiem increases, the length of the primary

creep stage decreases, and the steady-state velocities increase. The positive slope

of a crystalline material's friction-velocity curve thus represents the strain-rate sen-
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sitivity of the junction creep stress in shear. [13] Tertiary creep, leading to junction

rupture, is not observed to the left of the friction-velocity peak because, in the slid-

ing mode, material is continuously supplied at the leading edges of the asperities to

make up for that lost along the trailing edges.

6.3.1.2. Negative friction-velocity characteristics

Equilibrium creep conditions comparable with those attained during Burwell

and l_binowicz's experiments are not generally achieved during conventional sliding

experiments.

The development of steady-state creep is usually interpreted as a balance be-

tween strain hardening and thermal recovery.[ 3°'81] By contrast, primary creep con-

stitutes a strain-hardening imbalance in which the rising dislocation density during

deformation produces a corresponding decrease in the overall deformation rate. The

thermally activated migration of vacancies through a crystalline material leads to

thermal recovery by reducing the overall dislocation density.

As the sliding speed increases during a conventional friction experiment, less

time is available for thermally-activated vacancy migration, hence a point is even-

tually reached where the shear deformation passes from creep to a state of plastic

flow; this point typically occurs near the peak in the friction-velocity curve. Ac-

cording to Burwell and Rabinowicz the descending portion of the friction-velocity

curve is caused by a velocity-dependent decrease in the effective interfacial contact

area. Increasing sliding speeds to the right of the friction peak reduce the corre-

sponding asperity contact time and change the junctions' shear deformation mode

from ductile fracture to brittle failure. [18]

6.3.2. Time-temperature superposition in crystalline solids

The most disappointing aspect of the creep theory of friction is that it does not

presently allow for the extrapolation of friction-velocity data from one test tem-

perature to another. There are several reasons for this poor correlation. For one,

the shear strains produced during metallic friction are usually confined to a thin

(,,_ 100 pm deep) surface layer; the mechanical properties of these near surface lay-

ers are often markedly different from the crystal's bulk mechanical properties. [s'3_]

Secondly, because of the large incremental strains produced during each asperity
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encounter the junction's flow properties can change markedly from the inception

of the asperity contact, its growth to full strength, and subsequent separation.

Third, the existence of broad transitions between a metal's deformation-rate and

temperature-dependent flow properties greatly limits the viability of a single friction

model for describing the whole range of possible frictional behaviors. The structural

mechanics background necessary for analyzing these non-equilibrium, large-strain,

near-surface-layer deformations is not sufficient developed to enable a direct solution

for predicting the desired friction-velocity-temperature sliding characteristics. [5]

6.3.2.1. Thermally activated fatty-acid friction

Experimental evidence in support of thermally activated friction-velocity-

temperature sliding has recently been observed in fatty-acid-lubricated copper-on-

copper sliding pairs. The tests were performed using the pin-on-disk apparatus

described in §4.2.3.1.

Figure 6.13a shows friction va temperature traces for a lauric acid

(CllH23COOH) lubricated copper-copper pair. The normal load was 7.5N and

the sliding speeds were 4 x 10-4, 4 × 10-3, and 4 x 10-2 m/s. The temperature

during each tests was reduced at a rate of _50 K/br via convective heat transfer

with the boil-off gas produced by transferring liquid nitrogen into the apparatus

cryostat. Each friction coefficient represents the average value of 60 readings taken

one second apart. These readings were taken at 20 K increments during the cooling

curve. The friction coefficient variation for each data point was typically within =t=

0.01. The test temperatures were determined to within =t=1 K using a sixth-order

curve fit of the thermoelectric voltage provided by a constantan-chromel thermal

couple imbedded in the copper disk specimen.

Ali three friction-temperatures traces show a marked change in their friction

coefficients from values near 0.4 below _ 160 K to values around 0.1 near room

temperature. Similar frictional variations have also been observed during during

boundary-lubricated studies at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. [3s'34]

Organic solid lubricants typically consist of a single, low- to moderate-molecular-

weight non-polar polymer chain terminated by a polar end group. The polar end

group allows the molecules to condense onto a metal surface into a densely-packed
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array corresponding to the lubricant 's normal crystalline packing arrangement.

The lubricant remains effective as long as minimum, monomolecular coverage is
maintained.[ aSI

The relatively uniform spacing between the individual friction-temperature

traces in Figure 6.13a suggests the probable existence of a single lauric-acid-

lubricated-copper master curve. This possibility is explored using the following

thermally-activated model.[ sol

T) = exp , (6.15)

where/_ is the friction coefficient, T the temperature, and v(p, T) the sliding ve-

locity used to derive each friction-temperature trace, ro(p) is a reference velocity

determined by the data correlation, and E_ is the activation energy of the frictional

relaxation.

The activation energy was obtained in the usual manner, by cross-plotting the

friction-temperature data as a series of log(v(/z, T)) v8 1/T lines.[37] Four friction

values were used to construct this crossplot; they were # - 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, and

O 0.10. The slopes of these lines were constant to within 2% of each other and indicate
an average activation energy of E, = 13.2 kcal/mole.

Figure 6.13b plots the results of this thermally-activated regression by replotting

the lauric-acid friction data as a single _z vs v0(#) master curve, where

vo(p) =v(l_,T)exp (-_- ) . (6.16)

The good fit of the data to a single curve indicates the viability of this thermally-

activated mechanism for characterizing the frictional characteristics of crystalline

materials. The velocity-dependent variation in the peak friction values (Figure

6.13a) causes the divergence observed in the high-speed portion of the master curve

(Figure 6.13b). FHction-velocity-temperature master curves have also been obtained

for stearic- and octanoic-acid lubricated surfaces.

6.3.2.2. Mechanical relaxations in fatty-acid friction

I believe, but have not yet been able to prove, that the _150-K frictional re-

laxation for the fatty-acid-lubricated copper surfaces is related to a mechanical
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relaxation that occurs in virtually all polymers possessing three of more adjacent

(-CH2-) segments along their backbone chains. [3s} Partial evidence in support of

this contention is provided in Figure 6.14, which shows the friction vs temperature

curves for three members of the homologous alkanoic fatty acids series, namely,

octanoic (CvHlsCOOH), lauric (CllH23COOH), and stearic (C_THssCOOH) acid.

The friction-temperature traces were collected by first cooling the pin-on-disk

apparatus to liquid helium temperatures. Sliding was then initiated at a speed of

3 x 10-s m/s. The data during each test was recorded continuously as the friction

apparatus warmed to room temperature via conduction down the apparatus support

tube. The normal force was 7.5 N and the warming rate was approximately --_5K/hr.

Ali acids demonstrate a pronounced peak in their friction-temperature traces in

the range 100_160 K before settling to friction values in the range 0.1--,0.15 near

room temperature. In addition, and perhaps more importantly, the temperature

corresponding to the peak friction value shifts to the right with increasing chain

length in proportion to the increase in the acid's respective melting temperature.

For the sliding velocity used, the ratio between the peak-friction temperature and

the melting temperature assumes a constant value of "--0.4.

The existence of a second friction-temperature peak in the 0_50 K temperature

range is of considerable interest from a magnet-technology standpoint, in that it

suggests a non-negligible, cryogenic-temperature, friction-velocity behavior. Fig-

ure 6.15 presents a closer examination of the friction vs velocity characteristics

for stearic-acid-lubricated copper specimens at 4.2 and 293 K. The friction-velocity

curve at 4.2 K shows a relatively high friction value of _ 0.40 and a slightly nega-

tive friction-velocity slope. By contrast, the 293-K friction values are closer to 0.1

and demonstrate slightly positive friction-velocity characteristics. These results are

consistent with the general friction vs temperature behaviors discussed in §6.2.4.

Friction coefficients to the left of a mechanical relaxation peak typically demon-

strate negative friction-velocity tendencies whereas friction coetBcients to the right

of the peak show positive friction-velocity characteristics.

It should be noted that results for these low-shear-strength boundary lubricants

cannot readily be extrapolated to the general circumstances of unlubricated solid
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friction. The use of a very thin, low-shear-strength coating on a much harder sub-

strate effectively decouples the velocity- and temperature-dependent shear-strength

component, `gr, of the friction coefficient from the velocity- and temperature-

dependent area component, P. This effect is demonstrated by Eq. 4.4

Sl ,9

/z_ = a_ -,_(1 - a)_ (4.4)

a_suming a very effective (c_ __ 1) lubricant coverage. Very good lubricant coverage

by the fatty acids throughout the cryogenic temperature region has been confirmed

through the use of contact resistance measurements. [33's4] By contrast, the interplay

between the normal- and shear-stress components for single phase materials is typ-

ically modeled as an equivalent plastic flow phenomena, characterized for instance

by the von Mises or Tresca criterion.[S,6'e'ls]

6.3.3. Metallie_ frlction-temperature effects

The three general friction-velocity-temperature behaviors presented in Figure

6.12 are marked by similar transitions in friction-temperature behavior. Figure

6.13 presents friction vs temperature data for an indium disk slid against three

AISI 316 stainless steel pins at a fixed sliding speed of 2 x 10-_ m/s.

The friction-temperature data were collected using the pin-on-disk friction ap-

paratus. The mercury disk was prepared by filling a annular brass trough with room

temperature mercury, inserting and carefully leveling both specimen and apparatus

into the test cryostat, and slowly cooling the samples to liquid helium temperatures

via convective heat transfer with the boil-off gas produced by transferring liquid

helium into the cryostat. The data was recorded continuously as the mercury disk

warmed from ,-, 5 to its 235 K melting temperature.

Figure 6.16 shows two fairly prominent friction-temperature transitions. During

the low- to moderate-temperature transition the friction coefficient passes from a

low, velocity-independent value to a much higher value, characterized by negative

friction-velocity slope. Similar results were observed for indium, tin, lead, and cop-

per specimens. This low-temperature transition is also reported by Bowden and

Childs for the face-centered-cubic (fcc) metals: gold, silver, copper and nickel, and

for the body-centered-cubic (bcc) metals: tantalum and tungsten. [2g] Bowden and

Childs attribute this transition to the marked decrease in each fcc metal's initial
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strain hardening rates, _/$d above the metal's frictional transition temperatures.

This contention is consistent with Greenwood and Tabor who note that less-highly-

work-hardened junctions persist over much larger sliding displacements and dissi-

pate considerably more energy than saturation-work-hardened junctions. [4] Thus,

the increase in the friction coefficient at moderate temperatures is tentatively at-

tributed to a change in the junctions' shear deformation mode from brittle to ductile

fracture.

Coffin investigated the reversibility of this low- to moderate-temperature friction

transition for copper-copper pairs.[ 2sI He observed that although the transition tem-

perature is highly repeatable from one temperature cycle to the next, any increase

in speed produces a marked increase in the corresponding transition temperature.

The existence of this velocity-dependent transition temperature is consistent with

the development of negative friction-velocity characteristics in the intermediate-

temperature region.

Reports of a second, moderate- to high-temperature transition from high- to

low-friction values have also appeared in the tribological literature. [2v'sg] The high-

temperature transition is attributed to thermal softening that occurs in a specimen's

near-surface layers as the sliding temperature approaches the material's melting

temperature temperature. Reduced friction coefficients are observed when the in-

terfacial shear strength decreases more rapidly with temperature than the junction's

penetration hardness. [27]

The friction-temperature-velocity characteristics in Figs. 6.12 and 6.16 have an

approximate counterpart in the metals' time- and temperature-dependent hard-

ness characteristics. Many investigators report the existence of two distinct in_

fiections in hardness vs temperature data as a general characteristic of crystalline

materials.J4°-42] The ratio of these inflection temperatures to the crystal's melting

temperature correspond roughly to the friction-temperature tr_msitions observed in

Figure 6.16. The first inflection temperature occurs near 15_20°_ of the melting

temperature and the second in the vicinity of 50_60% of T,_. The use of hard-

ness measurements as an approximate guide to frictional behavior was previously

discussed in §6.2.6.
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Mulhearn and Tabor provide a detailed record of time- and temperature-

dependent hardness measurements for the low-melting-point metals indium and /

lead. [43]Their data suggest the existence of of three distinct time- and temperature-

dependent deformation mechanisms. At temperatures below _ 20% of the melting

temperature, Tta, they found that their metallic hardness values were relatively

high and independent of time under load. Friction in this temperature range (Fig-

ure 6.12) is also low and generally independent of velocity.

At temperatures above ,-,60% of T,,_, Mulhearn and Tabor report that their

hardness values decreased linearly with loading time when plotted on a log-log scale.

They analyzed the temperature separations between these log(hardness)-log(time)

traces using an Arrhenius-type deformation-rate equation and found that the acti-

vation energy for the decrease in hardness was virtually identical to each metal's

self-diffusion activation energy. As noted in §6.3.1.1, positive friction-velocity char-

acteristics are generally observed only in this high-temperature deformation region.

In the intermediate temperature region, the hardness values shows a time-dependent

behavior suggestive of transient creep; the hardness values asymptotically approach

fixed values at very long loading times.

It is generally conceded that the plastic deformation that occurs during metallic

frictionisconveyedon thedislocationlevel;[s,44]thisaccountsforthe closesimilar-

itybetweena metal'sfriction-velocity-temperaturecharacteristicsand itstime-and

temperature-dependenthardnessvalues.The principalobstacleto the continued

deformationofa puremetalsiscausedby theinteractionofmoving dislocationson

intersectingslipsystems.[s°,sl]As deformationcontinuesthenumber ofdislocation

interactionsincreasesthusraisingtheplasticflowstress.Thisrapidriseindisloca-

tioninteractionsisresponsibleforincreaseinthefccmetals'initiallow-temperature

strain-hardeningrate.

As the deformation temperature passes above _25% of the melting temperature,

thermal activation becomes increasingly effective at easing the moving dislocations

past one another; this transition is typically marked by a reduced strain hardening

rate and greatly increased ductility.[ 3°] A second transition is observed in the plastic

flow behavior above 50-,-60% of T,,, at which point the thermally-activated diffusion

of vacancies through the crystal becomes increasing effective at reducing its overall
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dislocation density.C30,44]

This interpretation of metallic friction in terms of dislocation dynamics is tenu-

ous at best, in that it greatly oversimplifies the complex states of stress and strain

that exist at an asperity junction during sliding. However, the similarities between

the metals' bulk mechanical properties, such as hardness, and their friction-velocity

characteristics are similar enough to suggest that hardness data can be used as an

approximate guide for selecting low-temperature friction materials. This material-

selection guide likewise indicates that at best constant friction coemcients are the

most stable frictional-velocity characteristic that could be hoped for at liquid-helium

temperatures.

6.4. Conductor stiffness modelling

The preceeding review of cryogenic-temperature friction material-selection

guidelines indicates that the choice of sliding materials alone is insufficient for stabi-

lizing abrupt conductor motions. Fortunately, the stick-slip model in §6.1 suggests

that the unstable slips can also be moderated by increasing the sliding system stiff-

hess. Several conductor stiffness models are proposed as a means of developing a

structural approach towards dry-wound magnet stabilization.

Unstable conductor motions can exist on a variety of dimensional scales. The

smallest involve conductor segment lengths shorter than a single conductor turn.

Intermediate-sized motions involve the displacement of entire conductor turns.

Global motions are also possible; these are produced by the elastic deformation of

the entire winding body and lead to frictional heating along the winding/support-

structure interface.

Three conductor motion stiffness models will be developed; one for each of

the dimensional scales listed above. Unstable slips are possible when a model's

combined system stiffness, k+ki, can no longer maintain the system's corresponding

electromagnetic displacement, 6z, to below an asperity contact diameter, that is,

slip is assumed to occur when _z exceeds _5 gm.

The conductor stiffness models will be pursued with respect to a hypothetical

small winding model described in Table 6.1. This winding model combines repre-

sentative feature from Urata and Maeda's test magnet[ 2sI with those of the test coil
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implemented in Ch. 7. Table 6.1 lists the winding model's electromagnetic char-

acteristics, its frictional properties, approximate overall stress state, and typical

mechanical and physical properties for small rectangularly-cross-sectioned conduc-

tors. The models presume that motions occur most frequently near the coil's ends,

thus, the axial and radial magnetic inductions necessary for the electromagnetic

force calculations at this coil location are included in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Magnet Parameters for Conductor-Stiffness Model.

Winding diameter, 2al (.mm) 80.0
Coil length, 2b (mm) 100.0
Operating current, lop (A) 500.0
Central induction, B0 (T) 7_8

Radial induction at coil end, B_ (T) _3
Axial induction at coil end, B_ (T) --_5

Radial stress, _r_ (MPa) 0.5,'-,2.5
Staticfrictioncoefficient,ft, 0.26

Asperity junction diameter, 6. (/zm) -_5

Conductor width, w (mm) 1.3
Conductor thickness, t (mm) 1.0
Radial modulus, E,. (GPa) 60.0
Hoop modulus, Es (GPa) 90.0
Axial modulus, E', (GPa) 70.0
300-4.2 K axial thermal contraction, Ac 0.003

Alidirectionalsubscriptsintheanalysesarereferencedtothecoilcoordinates.

For instance,theconductoraxisliesalongthewinding'scircumferential,0,direc-

tion.The frictionalnormal forceisprovidedby thecoil'sradialstresscomponent,

_r,,and conductormotionsoccurinthe coil'saxial,z,direction.

6.4.1.Short conductor segment slips

The axialelectromagneticbody forceon theconductorsinasolenoidaregreatest

neartheendsofthemagnet where theradialcomponent ofthemagneticinduction

isalsohigh.Thus, the axialfrictionforceper unitconductorlength,fz,increases

during energization and attains a final value of:

f, =Iop x B, (6.17)
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where Iov is the coil's designated operating current and B, is the radial induction

at the coil ends. The maximum value of f_ for the model coil is 1500 N/m.

A common approached for preventing conductor motions in dry-wound coils

is to apply sufficient conductor tension during manufacture so that the resulting

radial precompression raises the static friction force between the conductor layers

to a value greater than the applied axial electromagnetic force. The minimum radial

contact force per unit length, fr, needed to raise the conductor's static friction force

to the level of its axial electromagnetic force is given by:

2/, = L (6.18)

The factor of two appears in Eq. 6.18 because the same radial force is applied to

both conductor faces. This contact force can also be converted to an equivalent

radial pressure, err by dividing through by the conductor width, w.

h h
w 2_0w

For our theoretical winding model, err would have to be greater than 2.2 MPa to

prevent axial wire motions.

Equation 6.19 assumes, of course, that the conductor has a perfectly uniform

cross-section. By contrast, the dimensional tolerances for a high-quality conductor

typically averages around _2 _m. [45] When the I mm thick model conductor from

Table 6.1 is subjected to Cr -- 2.2 MPa, its corresponding radial elastic deformation

is _0.04 vm. Because the conductor's radial deformation is much smaller than its

dimensional tolerance certain conductor segment lengths will invariably be held less

tightly than Eq. 6.19 indicates; this is not to say that these conductor segments

will not be subject to any radial pressure, but rather that the segments' actual

radial pressures will be less than the predicted nominal contact pressure. The offset

between the assumed and nominal contact pressure accounts for the persistence of

conductor motion disturbances in tightly wound magnets, where such disturbances

are otherwise assumed to be impossible.[ 28]

Figure 6.17 shows the conductor-segment model used to determine the effective

stiffness of a poorly-supported conductor segments length. The radial contact force
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per length, f_, for the poorly supported segment is produced by the segment's radial

electromagnetic body force. ;
= lop x B_ (6.20)

where Bz is the coil's axial magnetic induction. The segment is modelled as a

cantilevered beam of length 2g that is rigidly clamped at both ends and subjected

to a uniform load intensity, (f_ - iz,f_), determined by the difference between the

segment'saxialelectromagneticforceand itsstaticfrictionforce.

Tsukamoto,Takao and Honjoh[48]performeda similaranalysisofthisarrange-

ment forcryostablemagnets and reportthe followingequationforthe segment

length'scentraldeflection,6z.

24EoY,. (6.21)

where Es, isthe conductor'sbendingmodulus,and J, itsbendingmoment ofin-

ertia.Equation6.21can be used to determinethe minimum, poorly-supported

conductorsegmentlengthcapableofunstableconductormotions.Substitutingin

the values: 6_ - 5/_m, f, -- 1500N/m, U0 = 0.26, f_ = 2500N/m, E0 = 90GPa,

and J, = tw3/12 = 0.183mm 4, yields 2g = 14mm. This 14mm conductor length

is somewhat smaller than, but of the same order of magnitude as, the 20--.30 mm

un___able segment lengths reported by Maeda during conductor motion experiments

using slightly smaller diameter conductors.[ 4T]

6.4.2. Whole turn conductor stiffness

The lower radial contact pressures in less tightly wound magnets allows much

longer conductor segment to participate in conductor motion disturbances. A model

is developed to examine motions involving entire conductor turns for an assumed

radial contact pressure of 0.5 MPa.

Resistance to whole turn conductor motions is provided both by interlayer fric-

tion and by the winding acting as a tightly-coiled spring. Crandall, Dalai, and

Lardner propose the following expression for the axial spring constant, kz, for the

single turn of a coil spring:[ 48]
GoJo
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Figure6.17:Stiffnessmodel forshortconductorsegments.Variationsinthe

conductorthicknessproducesegmentlengths,2£,thataxelesswellsupported

thantheoreticallyassumed. The stiffnessofthe poorly-supportedsegmentis

determinedby modellingthe segmentas a cantileveredbeam subjectedto a
uniform distributed load, (f= - #0f_).
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where Go is the conductor's torsional modulus, Ja the torsional moment of inertia,

and al the winding's inner radius. An approximate value for Ge = 35 GPa can be

obtained by applying the isotropic relation that G _ E/2.6 to the model conductor.

Je for a rectangular prismatic shaft is given by[4s!

Jo = c2tw 3 (6.23)

where c2 is determined by the conductor's aspect ratio, which for our model con-

ductor is _ 0.158. Substituting the conductor properties and winding geometry

into Eq. 6.22 yields an effective single turn axial stiffness of k_ = 30 N/ro.

This effective axial stiffness can now be used to determine the minimum charging

current, I, for which an unstable whole-turn conductor slip can occur.

k_6z ,_ 2_ral (f, -/1,fr)

k'6" "_ 2zral ( 12 B" )lop 2_,_r,w (6.24)

( k-_ + 2,. cr_w)Io,,_=t12
B,

For a radial contact pressure of 0.5MPa the conductor turn at the end of the

coil slips (6z > 5#m) when the charging current passes above _208A. Equation

6.24 is an approximate expression because, whereas Eq. 6.23 is derived with the

load applied only to the ends of the turn, the corresponding force in the magnet is

uniformly distributed along the conductor% length. A comparison of the conductor's

static friction force to its axial spring force at the point of slip shows that the friction

force is by far the largest obstacle to motion in this loosely-wound winding model.

41ral/_,cr,.w >> kz6z. (6.25)

As the charging current increases, the imbalance between the axial electromag-

netic force and the static friction force continues to rise and the simultaneous motion

of several adjacent conductor turns becomes more and more common. Fortunately,

because the radial magnetic induction decreases towards the solenoid's midplane,

a point is eventually reached where the net friction on the accumulated conductor

turns just balances the cumulative axial electromagnetic force.
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For very long coils, the radial magnetic induction remains essentially zero over

much of the coil's length and increases rapidly near the coil's ends to a substantial

fraction of its central magnetic induction. For relatively short coils, like the one in

this example, the radial induction is negligible over the central half of the winding

and increases more of less linearly from there towards the coil's ends. The following

approximate variation will be used to determine the point at which the cumulative

conductor motions stop.

B,,(z)= 0, for0 < z[ < _ (6.26)b  i<b
where b is the coil's half-length.

Conductor motions in our analytic, loose-wound coil model should cease when

the cumulative electromagnetic force on the conductors just balances the cumulative

static friction force

b (fz(z) - 2/._,¢7r)dz = 0 (6.27)

For the assumed coil parameters in this example

/o /of,,(z)dz = Iop B,.(z)dz = 14,425 N/m
_0

(6.28)

b2#so',.dz = 13,000 N/m

Equation 6.28 indicates that, at the coil's designated operating current, the net

axial electromagnetic force exceeds the conductor's static friction forces. Hence,

conductor motion in this loosely-wound coil will not stop until ali of the intercon-

ductor gaps have been removed from the winding; at this point the difference be-

tween the electromagnetic forces and friction forces are converted into axial contact

forces between the conductors. These axial forces vary from a maximum at the coil's

midplane to near zero at the coil's ends. Similarly, because the static friction force

is much greater than the axial stiffness of the conductor turns (Eq. 6.25) virtually

none of the conductor's axial displacement is recovered upon removal of the elec-

tromagnetic forces. Both tendencies are observed in the conductor-motion-induced

training behavior reported in {}5.3.3 for Urata and Maeda's loosely-wound coil. [2°]

The conductor motion disturbances in their loosely-wound coils were frequently ac-

companied by very large voltage spikes, signifying the cumulative motion of several
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adjacent conductors. The occurrence of Kaiser-effect training to full critical current

likewise indicates the elimination of the coil's interconductor gaps between charging

cycles.

6.4.8. Rigid body coil motions

The mechanical behavior of a fully-axially-compacted dry-wound coil should

be virtually identical to that of an impregnated winding. Hence, the problem of

interfacial winding motion that was previously discussed in §3.2.2.1 with regard to

impregnated magnets may also pose a threat to the operational stability of dry-

windings.

Because of the symmetry of its electromagnetic loading, the displacements in

a solenoidal winding accumulate from zero at the midplane to maximum values

near the coil ends. Unstable motions are most likely near the coil ends where the

accumulated displacements are greatest.[ 4o,s°] The axial stiffness, kz of an axially-

continuous conductor layer is determined by the conductor's elastic modulus, Es,

and thickness, t, the coil half-length, b, and the layer's circumference, 2n'al.

k, Eft

21ral b (6.29)

Thus, the axial displacement at the end of the analytic winding model can be

determined by dividing the net axial body force by the effective winding stiffness

2_rax fbo (fz(z) - tz_) dz
_5 (6.30)

k,

where 6 isthedeflectionattheend ofthecoil.

An approximate relation is again used because whereas Eq. 6.30 assumes that

the net body force acts entirely at the end of the winding, the actual body forces

are distributed along the winding's length. The friction force appears only once in

Eq. 6.30 because there is only one interface between the coil form and winding.

For an 0.5 MPa radial contact pressure, Eq. 6.30 predicts a 5.7 pm displacement

at the coil's ends. This is just slightly larger than the assumed asperity contact

diameter. Consequently, the coil should demonstrate marginal behavior with respect

to interfacial winding motions. Equation 6.30 highlights two tendencies previously

observed with regard to interfacial winding motions. The incidence of interfacial
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windillg motions tend to increase with increasing coil length, [5°] and with decreasing

radial contact pressures. [4°]

The most effective method for preventing interfacial-motion-induced quenches

in impregnated solenoids is to allow the winding to entirely separate from its coil

form at low charging currents (cr_(cL1)= 0) and to _ttach low-thermal-conductivity

friction blocks to the winding at any possible contact point with the coil form. Is1]

These blocks thermally isolate the winding from potential frictional heating sources

and allows the dissipated energy to be absorbed directly by the liquid-helium cool-

ing bath rather than by the the magnet. No effort has yet been made to address

the effects of interfacial motions in dry-wound solenoids because their quench char-

acteristics are presently dominated by internal, rather than external, disturbances.

6.5. Summary

There are two common methods for stabilizing the sliding behavior of a mechan-

ical system. The first is to select frictional surfaces with inherently stable friction-

velocity characteristics. Equation 6.10 indicates that abrupt conductor motions

are impossible in frictionally-overdamped (6p/6i >> 0) sliding systems. Positive

friction-velocity characteristics are typicaily associated with the interfacial creep of

one member of the sliding pair. No known material demonstrates steaxty-state creep

at liquid-helium temperatures, hence, frictional stabilization via material selection

is not a viable method for preventing abrupt conductor-motion disturbances.

The second approach is to increase the sliding system stiffness to a value com-

parable to the interfacial junction stiffness. Unstable stick-slips can be virtually

eliminated if the potential slip distance is reduced to below a typical asperity junc-

tion diameter.

Unstable motions in a superconducting magnet can occur on several physical

levels. Representative models for three different dimensional scaies were developed;

these correspond to: the deflection of short, (less than one turn) conductor segments;

motions involving the displacement of whole conductor turns; and elastic deforma-

tion encompassing the entire winding body. Chapter 7 describes an attempt to

apply very preliminary versions of these conductor stiffness models to the design of

a small superconducting test coil.
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VII. Development of a dry-wound insertcoil

The electromagnetic-spring-frictionforcemodel suggeststwo possibleap-

proachesforachievinglow-temperatureslidingstability.The firstapproachespre-

supposeL/theexistencecfmaterialpairswhose frictioncoemcientmarkedlyincreases

withslidingspeed.Becauseofthermalactivationlimitationsat4.2K, theprospect

offindingsuchinherently-stablelow-temperatureslidingpairsisveryunlikely.The

secondapproachrelieson a highconductorstiffnesstolimitpotentialmicroslipsto

displacementssmallerthan theaveragejunctiondiameter.

Section6.4suggestsonemethod formarkedlyincreasetheeffectiveaxialstiffness

ofa collectionofconductorsegments;thatis,by eliminatinginterconductorgaps

and transformingconductorsegmentsintoa singlestructuralunit.Inimpregnated

magnets the axial gaps are eliminated using a filler material such as epoxy resin.

As discussed previously, the use of epoxy fillers is undesirable from a manufacturing

viewpoint because of the increased number of processing steps required. For dry-

wound magnets, a second possibility is to vary the conductors' axial stiffnesses

during energization, that is, to allow the conductors to move together freely during

low-field operation where their stability margins are greatest. As the conductors

move the wind;_ng's interconductor gaps are eliminated; this increases their effective

axial stiffnesses to values comparable with those in an impregnated winding.

The chapter is organized as a case study involving the design, construction, and

operation of a small, high-field NbTi solenoid. The magnet's design is based on

the premise that conductor motions in dry-wound solenoids are permissible so long

as the energy dissipated during these motions remains below the magnet's stability

energy margin. The test program's experimental results suggest that this approach

was at least partially successful.

T.1.Structuralcharacterizationofdry-wound solenoids

Dry-wound magnetsoffera lower-costbutpresentlyunreliablealternativeforthe

constructionofadiabatichigh-fieldsolenoids.Dry-wound constructionisfrequent!y
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employed in niobium-titanium-based (NbTi) superconducting solenoids that pro-

duce central inductions up to approximately 7 T. Frictional heating disturbances

are cited as the principal limitation to reliable operation. Operating conditions

above 7 T allegedly favor the use of epoxy-impregnated windings; epoxy impreg-

nation prevents wire movements by transforming the entire winding into a single

monolithic structure.

Very little information is available in the literature to account for this supposed

7 T operating limit. The most comprehensive structural investigation of dry-wound

solenoids was reported by Urata and Maeda concerning their efforts to develop

a prototype 7.2T magnet; [1'2] partial results from this study were presented in

§5.3.2. Their frictional results confirm that Formvar-insulated conductors demon-

strate marginal sliding stabiUty.

A common approach aimed at improving dry-wound coil performance is to use a

very large conductor tension during manufacture so that the resulting radial preload

suppresses the conductor's tendency towards microslip behavior. Urata and Maeda

devised such a coil and still observed microslip-induced premature quenches at

_85% of their coil's critical current. Tightly-wound coils generally do not perform

as well as anticipated because the conductor's dimensional tolerance is typically

much larger than its radial elastic deformation; this produces conductor segments

that are less well supported than predicted and hence prone to slip. The efficacy

of increasing the winding tension still further is limited both by the conductor's

tensile yield strength and by the tendency towards circumferential buckling in the

coil form and in the coil's inner layers.[ 3]

Urata and Maeda also investigated more moderately tensioned coils; these coils

demonstrated considerably larger slip distances and markedly lower initial quench

cre'rents. However, the moderately tensioned coils trained progressively, eventually

reaching their short-sample critical currents after about ten charging cycles. After

determining that this training cycle was too long for their intended application,

they ultimately settled on a more labor intensive, epoxy-impregnated version of

the winding which achieved its full short sample current during its second training

cycle.[2]

Q
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By relying on the rapid attainment of the magnet's short sample critical cur-

rent as an objective performance criterion, Urata and Maeda applied a much more

extreme condition than required for most practical applications. Very few super-

conducting magnets are designed to operate exactly at their critical current because

any perturbation could lead to quenching. Most magnets are operated slightly be-

low their critical currents; this provides a stability margin against the potential

disturbances sources listed in §3.1. In other applications, such as nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectrometers the magnet's operating current is reduced still fur-

ther, perhaps to _75% of the critical current; this improves the magnet's temporal

stability which deteriorate rapidly above _75% I_ due to flux-creep induced dissi-

pation.

7'.2. Extension of dry-winding technique to high-field solenoids

Urata and Maeda's investigations show that the quench and training behav-

iors of simple solenoids can be modified by varying the conductor tension during

manufacture. Premature quenches may be caused either by small axial motions at

high stress levels, or by large motions at more moderate stresses. Additionally, §5.3

reports that disturbances in tightly wound coils tend to recur during subsequent

charging cycles; these recurrent motions are attributed to the temporary elastic dis-

placement of small conductor segments in an otherwise rigid coil. In more loosely

wound coils the potential for conductor motion is gradually exhausted as the con-

ductor segments shift to more stable equilibrium positions.

Several factors influence the design of high-field solenoids. One is that the

conductor's critical current density decreases markedly with increasing magnetic

induction. Figure 2.4 shows an example of this effect for a hypothetical NbTi

superconductor. The continued reduction in NbTi's current density above 6_7 T

eventually makes radial subdivision of a solenoid into separate, nested coils and in-

creasingly necessary construction alternative. The tota!_quantity of superconductor

required can be markedly reduced by grading the conductor's current density to

match the local magnetic induction.

A second issue confronting a magnet designer is that the magnet's stability

energy margin likewise decreases with increasing induction. The magnitude of this
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effect is demonstrated in Figure 3.1; the conductors in high field regions of a coil

O are considerable less abrupt than are
tolerant of mechanical disturbances the low

field conductors.

An attendant concern in the development of a radially-subdivided solenoid is

the potential for radial separation between adjacent conductor layers. Middleton

and Trowbridge analyzed this tendency in isotropic, radially-continuous, infinite-

length solenoids.[ 4] Figure 7.1 presents a graphical representation of their results.

They concluded that the radial stress state in a solenoid is determined principally

by its normalized radial thickness, a, and the ratio of the magnetic inductions

at the winding's inner and outer radii, B_,2/B,_I. Figure 7.1 depicts the presence

of tensile and compressive radial stresses within a winding. For a dry-winding,

the appearance of tensile stresses in Figure 7.1 is equivalent to the onset of radial

separation; contact can be maintained only in the presence of compressive radial

stresses.

Although radial separation between a winding and its coil form is acceptable,

perhaps even desirable in some instances, Is-7] the occurrence of interlayer separa-

tion constitutes a gross mechanical instability that should be scrupulously avoided.

There are several methods for reducing a coil's tendency towards radial separation.

The first is to select the coil's radial build and field increment so that the dis-

tributed electromagnetic forces naturally enforce radial continuity.[ 4] The second is

to use sufficient winding tension during manufacture to circumvent this radial sepa-

ration tendency.IS,5] A third approach is to externally reinforce the winding; contact

is maintained by limiting the outward expansion of the winding's outer layers to a

value less than the unsupported expansion of its inner layers.

7.3. Overview of insert coil design

The case study pursued during this investigation involves the development of

the inner, or insert, coil in a two coil solenoidal magnet. The coil's specifications

require it to be dry-wound using a rectangularly cross-sectioned Formvar-insulated

NbTi superconductor. The coil pair should produce a maximum, combined cen-

tral induction of 8.5 T and demonstrate minimal training. This central induction is

midway between the alleged 7-T upper limit for dry-winding viability and NbTi's
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Figure 7.1' Occurrence of tensile and compressive radial stresses in an isotropic.

radially-connected, infinite-length solenoid. The radial stress state is determined

by the winding's normalized radial thickness a and the ratio of internal/external

magnetic induction, Ba2/BQ_._4! The appearance of tensile radial stresses is

equivalent to the onset of radial separation in a dry winding.
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maximum 4.2-K critical flux density of _10T. The remainder of the coil's param-

eters were selected based on their compatability with laboratory facilities existing

at the Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory (FBNML) where the coil was
tested.

7.3.1. Electromagnetic design

The insert coil was designed to operate in conjunction with the 6B-Bitter

solenoid facility at FBNML. Bitter solenoids constitutes a class of compact, water-

cooled, high-field/high-currenf-density, resistive electromagnets.[ s] The 6B magnet

has a 147 mm (5.79 in) diameter clear bore and produces a 6.5 T central induction

at a 20,000 A operating current. This 20,000 A current represents the combined

output from two of the labs four 2.5 MW d.c. generators.

The conductor used for the superconducting insert was selected from stock re-

maining from a previous magnet development project; it was donated to this thesis

by Kobe Steel. The conductor's specifications are listed in Table 7.1. The conductor

was chosen for its relatively high superconducting volume fraction and small cross-

sectional area. Because a rectangular cross-sectioned wire is used the winding's

superconductor volume fraction is essentially the same as that in the conductor.

A high superconducting volume fraction allows a coil with a small radial build to

produce a marked field increment. The conductor's small cross-sectional area limits

the coil's operating current to 400 A, a value compatible with stable power supplies

available in the lab.

The test coil's inner diameter was selected to appro::imate the dimension of typ-

ical high-field magnets and to allow training effects to occur if they are present. Pre-

vious conductor motion studies indicate that conductor-motion-induced quenches

are only observed in solenoids whose inner diameters exceed a certain minimum

value. The Rutherford Laboratory studies [_] report that 20 mm I.D. winch'rigs are

impervious to conductor-motion-induced degradation whereas 90 mm I.D. windings

train readily. The bore sizes employed during subsequent studies ranged from 50[l°]

--_90mm. [11]These dimensions are typical of laboratory research magnets and NMR

spectroscopy magnets.

The test coil's outer diameter was limited by the bore of the Bitter solenoid
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•able 7.1: Insert coil conductor specifications.

Uninsulated conductor width 1.215 (mm)

Uninsulatedconductorthickness 0.859(mm)
Insulatedconductorwidth,w 1.262(mm_)

Insulatedconductorthickness,t 0.919(mm)
Copper:superconductorratio 0.98

Copper area 0.517 (mm 2)
Non-copperarea 0.527 (_2)

Estimatedtotalarea 1.160 (mm 2)
Superconductorvolume fraction 0.454

Table 7.2: Insert coil specifications.

Inner diameter, 2al 76.2 (mm)
Outer diameter, 2a2 87.23 (mm)

Normalizedouterdiameter,a 1.14

Coillength,2b 126.20(mm)
Normalizedhalf-length,/3 1.6

Bore tube thickness 2.67(mm)

Externalreinforcementthickness 1.02(mm)
Layers 6.

Turns/layer 100.

Total turns 600.

Conductor length 154. (m)

Operating current 400. (A)
Self central induction, B0 2.0 (T)

Self peak induction, Bw 2.1 (T)
Combined central induction, B_ 8.5 (T)

Combined peak induction, B_, 8.7 (T)
* When operated in conjunction with 6B Bitter solenoid
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and by theneed toprovideinstrumentationaccesstothecoil'soutersurface.The

coillengthwas selectedtogivegood internalfielduniformity,consistentwithfield

constraintsimposedby theBittersolenoid.The trade-offbetweencoillength,field

uniformity,and superconductorutilizationwas discussedin§2.4.

Table 7.2presentsthe insertcoilspecifications.The insertcoildimensions

are depictedschcmaticallyinFigure7.2. The 76.2mm I.D.insertcoilconsists

ofsix-layerofrectang_darlycross-sectionedwire,wound on a 2.67mm thickAISI

304 stainlesssteelcoilform. The magnet isexternallyreinforcedwith fourlayers

of2.5mm wide,0.25mm thickberyllium-copperstriptopreventinterlayerradial

separationduringenergization.

The coilproducesa self,centralinductionof2.0T ata 400A operatingcurrent.

Figure7.3showstheinsertcoil'speakfieldloadline,BP, when operatingina 6.5-T

backgroundcentralinductionprovidedby the6B Bittersolenoid.The diagonalline

runningfrom upper lefttolowerrightinthisfigurerepresentstheconductor's4.2-

K criticalproperties.The insertcoil'scriticalpoint,P, representsthecoil's400A

operatingcurrentand 8.7-Tcombined peak induction.Fieldmappings oftheaxial

and radialmagneticinductionsforboth the insertcoiland the6B Bittersolenoid

areincludedinAppendix A.

7.3.2.Mechanical design

The insertcoil'smechanicaldesignwas pursuedwithregardtothe conductor

motion model presentedin§5.2.The radialcomponentofthemagneticinduction

near the solenoid'sends producesaxiallydirectedelectromagneticforceson the

conductors.Individualconductormotionsrequire:i)axialgaps betweenadjacent

conductorsand ii)thattheappliedforceon a conductorsegmentexceedsitsstatic

frictionforce.Axialgaps are createdby variationsin conductorplacementdur-

ingmanufactureand by axialthermalcontractionsduringcooldown;theseaxial

interconductorgapsarevirtuallyunavoidableinpractice.

The insertcoilwas constructedusingminimalconductortension.The intentof

thisconstructionistoencourageincipientconductormotionstooccurfarbelowthe

winding'scriticalpointwhereitsstabilitymarginisgreatest.Thisapproachwas in-

spiredby Urataand Maeda'ssinglecoiltestdatawhichshowthatconductormotions
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in loosely wound coils eventually cease as preexisting gaps between adjacent con-

ductors are eliminated by the winding's axial electromagnetic compression. [_]Thus,

the insert coil's design attempts to reduce conductor-motion-induced quenches by

eliminating as many of the winding's axial gaps as early in the charging sequence

as possible.

The coil's mechanical stress state was analyzed primarily following the method-

ology put forth by Bobrov and Williams.[ sI Their analysis was supplemented using

contributionsfrom Arp.[5]The stressanalysiswas implementednumericallyusing

dedicatedprogramsdevelopedon theVAX computersystematMIT's Plasma Fu-

sionCenter.The insertcoilismodeled as an inhomogeneoussystemconsistingof

elevenconcentriccylindricalshells,orcoilelements.The constitutiverelationsfor

eachshellsaregivenby:

O'r Ct0 ffz

_rr 0"_.00_ O"z

= + E, (7.1)
O"r Or0 O"z

The following relations between the orthotropic elastic constants apply:

I/rO VOr VOz VzO . l/zr l.'rz

= EW; E, - Eo' EW=-E-f" (7. )

Particular features of the analysis include the superposition of stresses m_sing from

the conductor tension during winding, differential contractions during cooldown,

and distributed electromagnetic body forces during energization. The analysis also

incorporates constraints to accommodate radial separation within the winding or

between the winding and its coil form.

Table 7.3 presents the material properties for each of the model's eleven cylindri-

cal coil elements. The values were obtained from the published literature.[ 1'z'12-14]

The derivations of winding's equivalent orthotropic elastic moduUi, poisson's ra-

tios, and directional thermal contractions are presented in Appendix B. Although

both the coil form and overbanding are actually isotropic materials, this presents

no major difficulties in the analysis; the arfisotropic solution for a cylindrical shell



Table 7.3: Insert-coil model's materials properties.

Coil element Coll Form Winding _ _ , '.... Overband!,ng
Element # b 1-6 7-10

Material Stainless NbTi-based ......... BeryiiiumJ .......

Steel Superconductor Copper
293 K l_dial ............

Modulus (G,Pa) !85 45.9 121
293 K Hoop

Modulus (GVa) 185 85.8 121
at293K I....... 1.37

v,s at 293K 0_33 0.33 " 0.33 ....
va,. at 293 K 0:33 .......... 0.i8 0.33

4.2 K Radial .......

Modulus (GPa) 205 63..0 134
4.2 K Hoop

Modulus (GPa) 205 89.3 134
'7 at 4.2 K 1 1.19 1

v_s at 4.2 K 0.33 0.33 0.33
va,. at 4.2 K 0.33 0.23 0.33

RadialThermal
Contraction

Strain,A_ -0.00306 -0.00377 -0.00317..............

Hoop Thermal
Contraction

Strain,A_ -0.00306 -0.00279 -0.00317

" Cumulativebetween293 and 4.2K.
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convergestoward Lhc isotropicsolutionas "7_ I. -yisa measure of the shell's

mechanical anisotropy; _ -- \/Es/Er.

7.3.2.1. In-plane stresses

The axialstressina dry-woundsolenoidisgenerallymuch smallerthanand un-

coupledfrom thein-planestresses;henceitisusuallydroppedfromtheconstitutive

relations,Eq. i,resultinginthefollowingtwo dimensionalproblem.

O'r O'e

O'r CrO

(7.2)
E,.

O'r -- 1 -- t/rObOr

Eo

1 -- vrOUOr

For small strains, the in-plane strains are defined by geometric compatability

d_(,)
_, - dr

u(r) (7.3)
¢'0--

r_

and thein-planestressesby staticequilibrium

gcr,

r-_-_-r + (ct - es) = -rf(r) (7.4)

The f(r) term in Eq. 7.4 represents any distributed body force acting on the

cylinder.

Multiple substitutions of Eq. 7.3 into 7.2 and Eq. 7.2 into 7.4 yield the following

relation between the radial displacement, u(r), and the applied body forces.

_u du [Eo] u rf(r)(1- v,s_or)

"_ + d-;- [_J _ = - E, (7._)

The homogeneous solution for Eq. 7.5, with -/= v/Eo/E,, is given by:

_(,) = A_,_+ B,_-_. (7.6)
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The particular solution is determined by the specific forcing function f(r). The cor-

responding strains and stresses are found by substituting these radial displacements

into Bqs. 7.3 and 7.2 and applying the appropriate boundary conditions.

There are several possible solutions to the insert coil's analytical model de-

pending on the boundary conditions imposed between the adjacent coil elements.

The most general solution is achieved by requiring continuous radial stresses and

continuous radial displacements at each interface; Eq. 7.7 presents a mathematical

description of these boundary conditions.

(v.7)

The subscript i denotes the coil element's radial position which is numbered outward

from the coil form. The ith element's unstressed inner radius is similarly located

at ri.

Radial contact between coil elements can be maintained only in the presence

of compressive radial stresses. In the event of a tensile radial stress solution, the

boundary conditions may be readjusted to accommodate radial separation between

coil elements by relaxing the condition on continuous radial displacements and im-

posing zero radial pressure on both sided of the interface.

= 0
(7.S)

In ali cases the radial pressures are identically zero along both of the coil's free

surfaces, namely, at the inner radius of the coil form and the overbanding's outer

radius.

= 0

=0 (7.9b)

The cumulative stress state that arises during magnet operation is the result of

residual winding tension stresses, thermal contraction stresses, and reaction stresses

to the winding's distributed electromagnetic body forces. One goal of the insert
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coil's mechanical design is to configure the winding tension stresses during manu-

facture to offset the subsequent thermal contraction stresses to produce a virtually

stress-free winding at the start of energization. Because the thermal contraction

stresses are determined solely by the coil composition the thermal contraction stress

analysis will be presented first, followed by the winding-tension stress analysis. Each

analysis uses a small-strain approximation, that is, the radial positions of the coil

elements are not updated between stress component calculations. Ali analyses are

performed using the elements' undeformed geometries. The resulting solutions are

then superposed to determine the coil's cumulative elastic response.

7.3.2.2. Thermal contraction stresses

One method for deriving the thermal contraction induced stresses is to directly

incorporate the coil elements' 293-to-4.2 K thermal contractions into Eq. 7.2.

_rr o"e

e, = E-"_- V'gE--00+ A,

o',, o'o+ Ao'

After applying static equilibrium (Eq. 7.4) to the revised constitutive equations g

(Eq. 7.10) Eq. 7.5 becomes:

_u du [Ee] u = (1-72vo,.) A,. -f. (t,,,.e -_2) A, (7.11)

For an anisotropic cylinder the particular solution for the element's thermal-

contraction-induced radial displacement is given by:

As 7 _ 1 Eq. 7.12 becomes singular, hence an alternate solution is needed to satisfy

the radial displacement for an isotropic cylinder. The particular solution:

u_(r) = A r. (7.13)

is comp_tible with the thermal strains induced by the stress-free contraction of the

isotropic winding elements.
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Figure 7.4 plots the insert coil model's anticipated thermal-contraction-induced

radial stress vs radial location. The large tensile radial stresses in the magnet's inner

layers are caused principally by the conductor's large radial thermal contraction,

At, relative to the rest of the coil. Despite the appearance of these tensile radial

stresses, a radially continuous boundary condition is maintained at this stage of the

analysis to facilitate the subsequent conductor tension calculations.

7.8.2.3. Residual winding stresses

As a solenoid is wound the tension in each subsequent layer k, Tk, radially

compresses the coil's inner elements, i = 0, ..., k - 1. The radial pressure along the

outer surface of the (k- 1)st layer produced by Tk is:

Tk (r_+1- rk) (7.14)

A is the conductor's cross-sectional area. The boundary conditions for the rest of

the inner coil elements are satisfied using Eqs. 7.7 and 7.9a. The stress state in the

coil's outer elements, i > k, is unaffected by Tk. For an n-layer coil the net elastic

solution at the end of the winding process is given by:

a,,(r) -- E___l_r,,h(r)Tk (i = O,...,n)

a,,(r) -- _=_t,kCr)T_ (i = 0,...,n) (7.15)

u,(r) = _3"_=luik(r)Tk (i = O, ...,n).

_r,h (r) is the radial stress, at,h (r) the hoop stress, and uik (r) the radial displacement

produced in layer i by the winding tension applied to layer k.

This linear, small-strain, elastic coil analysis can be generalized to any arbi-

trary, collection of winding tensions by first solving the analysis using a unit tension

winding vector, Th = 1 (k = 1,...,n). The a_h , at_, and uik derived during the

unit tension analysis constitute stress influence matrices. The stress state for any

collection of winding tensions can then be determined simply by multiplying these

stress influence matrices by the corresponding winding tension vector. Bobrov and

Williams [sI have further extended this approach and present a linear programming

approar.h for optimization the winding tension subject to objective constraints im-

posed at various locations throughout the coil.
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The winding tension vector implemented in insert coil design uses tensions of

24.5 N for the first five conductor layers, 11.5 N in the 6rh conductor layer, and

5 N in the four overbanding layers. Figure 7.5 shows the residual winding-tension-

induced radial stress vs radial position corresponding to this winding tension vector.

Traces included in Figure 7.5 also depict the thermal-contraction-induced radial

stresses and the cumulative stress state following both winding and cool-down. The

winding tension vector w_s selected to produce a slightly compressive cumulative

radial stress following cool-down for two reasons. One is that the selected winding

tension vector lies at the lower range of our winding apparatus capabilities where

tension regulation is not likely to be highly accurate. The second is that the coil's

assumed mechanical properties have not been verified experimentally.

7'.3.2.4. Electromagnetic stresses

The electromagnetic body force in a solenoidal winding is given by:

f(r) = j=,_B,(r) (7.16)

where j=¢e is the average current density in the winding, and Bz(r) is the axial

component of the magnetic induction at the radial location r. For a uniform current

density coil, the axial magnetic induction varies approximately linearly across the

winding.

Bz(r) = Bc - dBr (7.17)

where dB is the induction gradient across the coil's build and Bc is the extrapolated

value of the induction at the coil axis. Substituting Eq. 7.17 into 7.16 and Eq.

7.16 into 7.5 yields the particular solution for the winding's electromagnetic-force-

induced radial displacement:

jacobi(1 - u, ovo,)r2 j=_dB(1 -- Vr0V#r ) r3 (7.18)
u, Cr) = - (4 - 72)E,. + (9 - 3,2)E,. '

Because neither the coil form nor overbanding carry current the particular solution

in Eq. 7.18 applies only to the winding elements. The coil's structural elements

simply react to the winding's applied electromagnetic forces. It should be noted

that Eq. 7.18 posses singularities at both 7 = 2 and at 7 = 3; for?:unately, alternate

version of the particular solution are readily derived by substituting the numeric

values of 7 directly into Eq. 7.5.
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Figure 7.6 presents the cumulative radial stress distribution at the coil midplane

at various points during energization. Because radial compression stresses exist at

the bore tube following cooldown, radial separation between the winding and coil

form is handled by applying a slight variation of Eq. 7.8. The model's electromag-

netic stresses are first calculated assuming continuous radial contact between ali of

the coil elements. The cumulative stress distribution is then determined by super-

posing the residual winding stresses, thermal contraction stresses, and electromag-

netic force reaction stresses. If the radial stresses remains everywhere compressive,

the analysis is finished. However, if the cumulative radial stress between the coil

form and winding is positive, _0(rl) = cr_,(rl) > 0, an additional component is

added to the cumulative _tress; this component is computed by allowing discontin-

uous radial displacements at rl and applying the following radial stress boundary

conditions:

°"° (r_) = -°'_° (r_) (7.8a)

to produce zero net stress at the coil-form/winding interface. The superscript c is

O used to denote the cumulative tensile stress state prior to coil-form/winding sepa-

ration. After the tensile stresses responsible for winding/coil-form separation are

accounted for, the radial stress distribution within the winding is rechecked to verify

that its cumulative stress remains everywhere compressive. If any interconductor

tensile radial stresses develop during energization either the winding tension or

overbanding structure must be reconfigured to eliminate them.

7.4. Application of electromagnetic-spring-friction force model to coil

design

A greatly simplified version of §5.2's electromagnetic friction force model was

employed in the insert coil's design. For small superconducting magnets, §6.4's

shows that the effective spring force of a single conductor turn is typically much

smaller that its static friction force. Consequently, the simplified electromagnetic-

friction force model entirely neglects this spring force contribution and expresses

O the ratio of the forces applied to each conductor segment during energization as an
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applied friction coefficient, p.pp.

F,(i,z) (i - 1 . 6); (-63.1mm < z < 63.1mm) (7.19)'"'

Fz(i, z) is the axial electromagnetic force acting on an single conductor segment

of length £, located at an axial location z in the ith conductor layer. The axial

location, z, is referenced with respect to the coil's midplane.

F,(i,z)-- leB,.(i,z). (7.20)

The radial components of the magnetic induction used in this analysis are obtained

using the magnetic field maps in Appendix A. The radial force on the conductor

segment, Fr(i, z), is calculated using the cumulative radial stress distribution at the

axial location z.

r,.(i,z) = w£ (cr_,(r,) + cr,C,(ri+_)). (7.21)

w is the conductor segment's width. Given the probable existence of interconductor

gaps at the start of the first charging sequence, motion is then possible when the

applied friction coefficient, p_pp(i, z) exceeds the segment's static friction coefficient,

In a radially subdivided superconducting solenoid the inner and outer coil are

typically connected in series and share a common power supply. However, because

the outer coil during these tests was simv.lated by the 6B Bitter solenoid it is exper-

imentally difficult to energize both magnets simultaneously. Hence, each magnet

was energized independently while holding the other coil's operating point fixed.

Figure 7.7 represents the various energization sequences used du,'ing these tests.

The line OD is the insert coil load line in a 0.0 T background Bitter induction. The

line segments EF and BP depict the insert coil's load lines with the Bitter magnet's

central induction at 3.25 and 6.5 T respectively. The line segment AP is obtained

by holding the insert coil at its 400 A operating current and increasing the Bitter

magnet's central induction from 0.0 to 6.5 T.

The numbers listed along each of these paths denote the applied friction coef-

ficient, Papp, at the ends of the winding:s inner most conductor l_yer at the corre-

sponding point in the charging sequence. This coil location is emphasized because
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it is frequently cited as the origin of most conductor-motion-induced quenches. The

applied friction coefficient increases markedly along the path OA, achieving a peak

value of 1.26 at point A. _zavv decreases slightly as charging continues along path

AtP and settles to a value of _1.10 at the coil approaches its criticnl point 1:'.

The model insert coil achieves the desired objective of encouraging conductor

motions during low field operation where the coil's energy margin is high and of

discouraging these motions as the winding nears its critical point. This design

objective is obtained by combining a very low initial conductor tension with ma

extremely rigid external support structure provided by the four BeCu overbanding

layers. The balance of the chapter describes the experimental program developed to

test this electromagnetic-friction force model using the prototype superconducting

coil described in Table 7.2. This coil was manufactured using magnet construction

facilities available at the FBNML.

7.5. Instrumentation

Three measuring circuits were used to monitor the coil performance during

energization. These circuits include: shunt resistors to measure both the insert coil

and Bitter solenoid's operating currents, acoustic emissions (AE) transducers to

sense abrupt mechanical disturbances, and differential voltage taps to monitor the

conductor motions. The differential voltage taps were also used to determine the

insert coil's radial quench initiation locations.

The shunt resistor voltages were displayed continuously during testing using

digital voltmeters. These voltmeter signals were used to regulate the timing of the

coils' energization sequences. Quench detection for the insert coil was provided by

visually monitored the coil's terminal voltage on a cathode ray osciUoscope. In the

event of a quench it is important to rapidly discharge the coil's operating current;

this limits the helium boil-off and reduces the possibility of ohmic-heating-induced

thermal damage. Neither the peak nor central magnetic inductions were directly

measured during the experiments, rather they were inferred from the magnets'

measured operating currents and the analytically determined magnet field profiles

presented in Appendix A. Ali measuring circuit outputs were continuously recorded

during energization using a 14-channel Honeywell model 5600E multiple-speed tape
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recorder.The recordeddatasignalswereanalyzedafteralltestrunswerecomplete.

The combined AE/voltagemonitoringmethod was describedin§3.3asa sen_i-

fivemeans forcharacterizingconductormotiondisturbances.Two AE transducers

mounted _ 6mm (I/4in)from eachends ofthecoil'soutersurfacewereused to

approximatethe axiallocationsof theconductormotion disturbances.Figure7.8

illustratesthedetailsofthe AE sensormounting.Becausetheinsertcoilseparates

fromit'scoilformpartway throughitschargingsequenceitisdesirabletoInountthe

AE sensorstotheoutersurfaceoftheoverbanding;thisensuresan uninterrupted

transmissionpath betweendisturbancesourceand the sensorlocation.Each AE

sensor'smounting arrangementconsistsofan aluminum bracketthatfirmlypresses

thetransducertoa contouredbrassbasethatisindium solderedtotheoutersur-

faceoftheBeCu strip.The spaceneededtoexternallymount AE sensorswas the

principalfactorlimitingtheinsertcoil'souterdiameter.The insertcoilcryostat's

innerboreis123.8mm (4.875in)and theAE sensorsrequirea radialclearanceof

_16rnm (5/8in);thislimitstheinsertcoil'souterdiametertolessthan _92mm

(3.62in).From Table7.2,theinsertcoil'sactualouterdiameteris89.3mm.

Seven voltagetaps,locatedone toeachend ofthe windinglayers,were used

toestimatethe extentand approximateradiallocationofthe conductor-motion-

induceddisturbances.These voltagetap signalswere monitoredusinga previously

untrieddata processingscheme. In thisscheme pairsofadjacentconductorlay-

erswere configuredintoinductiveI/2-bridgecircuits.The intentofthe scheme

was to increasethe resolutionofthe conductor-motion-inducedvoltagespikesby

offsettingthe adjacentlayers'inductivechargingvoltages,leavingonlytheuncan-

celledvoltagespike.A schematicdiagramof thesepassive,inductivebridgesis

presentedin Figure7.9.The double-layervoltagesfrom eachof pairof adjacent

conductorswere alsorecorded;thesedouble-layervoltagesserveas the principal

referencesourcefordeterminingthemagnitudesand approximateradiallocations

forthe insertcoil'sconductor-motion-induceddisturbances.The amplifiedinduc-

tivebridgereadingswere much noisierthan anticipated,perhapsbecauseoftheir

limiteddynamic response.Hence,the bridgemeasurementswere onlyusedwhen

necessarytosupplementthe directvoltagedeterminations.
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7.6. Experimental Results

O 7.6.1. Energization record

Table 7.4 summarizes the charging sequences used during each of the investi-

gation's twelve test runs. The charging sequences are referenced with respect to

the various paths depicted in Figure 7.7. Nine quenches were observed during the

test sequences. The insert coil's operating current and peak magnetic induction

just prior to each of these quenches are recorded in Table ?.4. The experimental

evidence indicates that all nine quenches were induced by conductor motion dis-

turbances. The last three quenches (runs 10-12) occurred at _98% of the coil's

theoretical critical current. The operating conditions corresponding to each of the

insert coil quenches are represented diagrammatically in Figure 7.10.

7.6.2. Quench characterization

Figure 7.11 presents representative AE/voltage traces obtained during the coil's

second quench (run 5). All of the other quenches except the first one show similar

characteristics. The upper trace in Figure 7.11a is from the AE transducer mounted

O near the upper half of the coil; the 2nd trace shows the voltage signal from the inner
two conductor layers (layers 1+2); the 3td trace, from the middle two conductor

layers (layers 3+4); and the 4th trace, from the outer two layers (layers 5+6). The

following conductor-motion-induced quench characteristics are evident. The double

layer voltage spikes coincide with an AE burst; this verifies the mechanical origins

of the spikes. Second, there is no net change in the coil's terminal voltage during

quench initiation. The voltage increase in layers 5+6 is matched by a corresponding

decrease in the inner four layers. Third, the upward voltage spike in the layers 5+6 is

followed by a rising resistive voltage; this indicates that the quench was initiated by

an axial conductor motion somewhere in these two layers. Supplemental information

from the inductive bridge measurements indicates that the motion occurred in the

sixth layer. Figure 7.lib presents a time-expanded traces of the: (top trace) layer

1+2 voltage, (middle trace) upper AE signal, and (bottom trace) lower AE signal.

The time offset between the AE signals, _ 0.1 ms, indicates that the conductor

motion occurred in the lower half of the winding.

Table 7.5 summarizes the magnitude and approximate locations for each of the
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Table 7.4:Test coilcharging sequences

Run Charging Bitter Insert Combined Quench
Sequence Induction, Current Peak Field, Result

B0(T) (A) B_,(T)
1 0-D 0.00 456.0 2.37 Induced
2 0-A 0.00 400.0 2.08 None

.... 3 A-D 0.00 500.0 2.60 None
4 0-D 0.00 500.0 2.60 None

D-0 _ None

5 0-A 0.00 402.8 2.08 None

_ A-P 4.48 402.8 6.65 Induced

6 0-A 0.00 400.1 2.08 None
A-P 4.14 400.1 6.29 Induced

7 0-A 0.00 399.7 2.08 None
A-P 6.01 399.7 8.19 Induced

8 0-A 0.00 402.6 2.08 None
A-P 5.68 402.6 7.87 Induced

9 0-A 0.00 399.7 2.08 None
.... A-P 5.94 399.7 8.12 Induced

10 0-C 0.00 50.0 0.26 None
C-E 3.29 50.0 3.60 None
F_,-F 3.29 400.0 5.42 None
F-E _ None
E-B 6.55 50.0 6.91 None
B-P 6.55 389.8 8.68 Induced

11 0-C 0.00 50.0 0.26 None
C-B 6.55 50.0 6.91 None
B-P 6.55 390.0 8.68 Induced

12 0-C 0.00 50.0 0.26 None
C-B 6.55 50.0 6.91 None
B-P 6.55 388.7 8.67 Induced
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refers to the test run in which the quench occurred.
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Figure 7.11: AE/voltage traces observed during second coil quench (run 5). a)

Top trace: upper AE transducer (5 V/0). Second trace: Layer I+2 voltage

(1 Vf,). Third trace: Layer 3+4 voltage (20 V/0). Bottom trace: Layer 5+6

voltage (1 Vr0). Time base 5.12 msfs. b) Top trace: Layer 1+2 voltage (1

Vr0). Second trace: upper AE transducer (5 Vr0). Bottom trace: lower AE

transducer (5 V/a). Time base: 1.024 msfs.
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nine conductor-motion-induced quenches. The approximate radial location of the

conductor motions were determined by the occurrence of an upward voltage spike in

one of the conductor layer pairs. The exact location was determined with reference

to the inductive bridge measurements. The axial location of the conductor motion

was determined by the time offsets between the AE signals. The duration of motion,

v, corresponds to the voltage spike width. The extent of motion was estimated using

Eq. 3.5:

1 V(t)dt. (3.5)
& = B_--_

The subscripts i and j in Eq. 3.5 refer to any two orthogonal directions in the

winding. For all of the quenches except the first one i corresponds to the windings

axial direction, z, and j to the windings radial direction, r. The extent axial motion

responsible for the quenches during runs 5-12 were estimated for a single conductor

turn near the end of the winding. For this turn £ = _rd, d = 0.08 m, and B_ _ 1 T.

Figure 7.12 shows the AE/voltage traces corresponding to the winding's first

quench (run 1). The top trace shows the upper AE signal; the 2nd trace, layer 1+2

voltage; the 3rd trace, layer 3+4 voltage; and the 4th trace, layer 5+6 voltage. The

double layer voltages ali show virtually identical negative voltage spikes, followed by

a rising resistive voltage in the winding's outer layers. The simultaneous occurrence

of these negative voltage spikes could only have been caused by the outward radial

expansion of some portion of the winding. Abrupt radial expansion would increase

the winding's net magnetic flux and produce the observed negative voltage spikes.

The radial displacement during run 1 is calculated based on the outward expansion

of two adjacent turns; £ = 2_rd, d - 0.08 m, and B_ _ 2.4 T.

For most runs the quenches' rising resistive voltage immediately follows the

voltage spike. However, in a few instances there was a slight time delay between

the completion of the pulse and the start of the resistive increase. Conversely,

at higher fields the quench began to propagate while the wire was still moving.

Estimates of the time delay between the completion of wire motion and formation

of a normal zone are included in Table 7.5.

7.6.3. Disturbance histories

One of the more disappointing aspects of this investigation was my inability
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Table 7.5: Magnitude and location of quench inducing conductor motions

Run Pulse Peak Wire Time Location

Width Voltage .Slotion Delay

(ms) (V) (_m) (ms) (la,,er)
1 0.80 0.250 166 0.0 6 lower

5 0.32 0.167 107 0.28 6 lower
)

6 i 0.24 , 0.081 37 0.0 6 upper
) 7 0.32 0.047 22 0.0 6 upper

7 8" 0.20 0.012 5 _ 0.0 5 upper

, 9 0.16 0.069 22 ' 1.52 2 upper
) 10 0.32 0.029 18 -0.28 5 lower

r 11 , 0.24 , 0.006 3 ' 0.3 6 upper

12 ' 0.13 i 0.003 1 ' 0.0 4 upperL

" Helium level poss)bly below top of magnet.

Figure 7.12: AE/voltage traces observed during first coil quench (run 1). Top

trace: upper AE transducer (20 V/s). Second trace: Laver 1+2 voltage (1 VIs ).

Third trace: Laver 3-4 voltage (20 V fs). Bottom trace: Layer 5+6 voltage (1

\'Is). Time base 5.12 msfs.
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to produce high-resolution records of ali of the conductor-motion-induced voltage

spikes. The last minute substitution of a slightly less stable power supply for these

experiments introduced relatively large-amplitude (compared to the voltage spikes)

low frequency noise which prevented the direct translation of the tape recorded

voltage signals to hard copy output. Additionally, the large number of disturbances

during each test run (up to a few hundred of varying intensity) makes the manual

transcription of the data traces extremely time consuming. Hence, the data analysis

lacks a quantitative evaluation of the numbers, relative magnitudes, and radial

distribution of conductor motions vs operating conditions for each of the test runs.

My subjective interpretation of the desired disturbance histories, following pro-

longed visual observation of the tape recorded signals on an oscilloscope, is as fol-

lows:

1. Several tens to a few hundred AE bursts were observed during each test run.

The frequency and intensity of these bursts was least near the beginning of each

run. During repeated testing, the average AE burst energy decreased much more

rapidly than did the number of bursts. Not ali AE bursts were accompanied by

obvious voltage spikes.

2. Between 50 and 150 large-amplitude (> 10mV) voltage spikes were observed

during the first few test runs. In general, the voltage spike amplitudes tended

to vanishingly small values following repeated cycling.

? During the first test run these large-amplitude voltage spikes occurred with

roughly equal frequency in each conductor layer. However, by the 4th test run

less than 10% of the large-amplitude spikes were observed in conductor layers

1 or2.

7.7. Evaluation

A small, dry-wound superconducting test solenoid was designed and tested. The

coil demonstrated severely degraded performance during its first energization se-

quence. However, it trained rapidly and achieved near-critical-current performance

following six training quenches. The peak field in the winding was markedly higher

and the number of quenches to reach 95% critical current operation was the same,

or less, than those reported in previous conductor motion investigations.[ 1,2,1°]
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The intent of the insert coil design was to configure the coil's operating stresses

so as to minimize the possibility of inner layer conductor-motion-induced quenches.

The experimental data (Table 7.5) confirms that none of the insert coil quenches

initiated in the first conductor layer. The occurrence of several, large-arnplitude con-

ductor motions during the first few charging cycles likewise confirms that conductor

motion disturbances are indeed compatible with stable low-field magnet operation.

Figure 7.13 presents a more detailed depiction of the insert coil's applied friction

coefficients. Figure 7.13 plots the friction coemcient at the end of each winding layer

vs the winding's peak induction. The energization sequence OAP from Figure 7.6

was assumed. The dashed horizontal line depicts Urata and Maeda's experimentally

measured static friction coefHcient of ,-,0.26 for Formvar-insulated superconductors.

During the insert coil current sweep (trajectory OA in Figure 7.6) the conductors'

axial electromagnetic forces increase much more rapidly than their radial contactI

pressures; the applied friction coei_cients increase rapidly and achieve their max-

imum values as the insert coil's peak induction reaches 2.1 T. Because of the low

initial winding tension the largest applied f_dction coef_cient occurs in the first con-

ductor layer. Alternatively, the lowest friction coei_cient (highest radial pressure)

occurs in the outermost conductor layer because of the high overbanding stiffness.

Contrary to the behavior observed in virtually all other dry-wound solenoids the

majority of the conductor-motion-induced quenches for our test magnet occurred in

the winding's outermost conductor layer; this effect is due in part to the conductor's

quench energy density remaining relatively constant across the end of the winding.

Figure A.3 shows that whereas the peak field in the insert coil is 8.7T the total

induction at the end of the conductor layers varies from _ 7.3 T at the winding's

inner surface to _ 6.2 T and the outer surface. The conductor critical properties

in Figure 7.3 can likewise be used to show that the field-dependent normalized

operation current decreases for 0.53 at the end of the winding's inner surface to 0.4

at its outer surface. Referring back to Figure 3.1 we find that the quench energy

density increases only by a factor of 2_3 across the end of the insert coil.

The presence of a near constant quench energy density and radially varying

applied friction coei_cients (Figure ?.13) thus allows for a direct <omparison of

the relative severity of conductor motions occurring an a variety oi dimensional
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Figure 7.13: Applied friction coefficient at the end of each conductor layer va

peak field in winding.
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scales. It is interesting to note that quenching occurs most frequently in layer

6, where the applied friction coefficient never once exceeds the conductor's static

friction value. §6.4.1. indicates that conductor-motion disturbance occurring in the

presence of low applied friction coefficients result because of the recurrent motion

of poorly-supported conductor segments in an otherwise rigid winding structure.

Thus, based on the insert coil's experimental results, it appears that these isolated,

short conductor segment motions pose a much more serious threat to stable dry-

wound magnet operation than the controlled low-fleld motion of several adjacent

conductor turns.

It should be noted that the axial conductor displacements listed in Table 7.5

are approximate values based on an assumed length corresponding to a single con-

ductor turn. The apparent displacement thus reflects the discrepancy between the

actual and assumed lengths of the moving conductor segment. The very large ini-

tial conductor displacements most probable reflect the cooperative motion of several

adjacent conductor turns whereas the very small motions during the later test runs

are likely to involve only a fraction of a turn. The absence of large voltage spikes,

especially in the inner conductor layers, after repeated charging cycles suggests the

use of very large applied friction coefficients as a meatus for stabiLzing conductor-

motion disturbances. By eliminating the winding's initial interconductor gaps at

low stress level and low-magnetic fields, large applied friction coefficients may help

to eliminate subsequent wire motions by effectively compacting the winding into a

single structural unit.

In the present design the low values of _,pp in the coil's outer conductor layers

occur principally because of the large overbanding thickness. The next step in

the insert coil development will be to reduce, or perhaps eliminate, the overbanding

thickness and redistribute the winding tension stresses so as to achieve a high applied

friction coefficient throughout the winding. This insert coil design is presently under

development. Test results for this magnet should be available in Proceedings of the

199_ Applied Supere.onduc_iui_y Conference.

0
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VIII. Conclusions and recommendations

Conductor motions are an inevitable consequence of the dry-wound construc-

tion method. Both theoretical analysis and experimental investigation indicate that

abrupt motions involving 5_10 ?zm displacements dissipate sufficient energy to in-

duce premature quenches in high-performance superconducting magnets. These

premature quenches generally occur only during the magnet's initial charging se-

quences. The progressive improvement in a magnet's quench current with repeated

cycling is a process kncwn as tr_ning.

Many methods have been proposed for reducing the extent of conductor-motion-

induced training. The most successful method developed thus far is to eliminate

the gaps between adjac,ent conductors using a filler like epoxy resin. However,

these epoxy-impregnated solenoids are not without their dimculties. Unless fairly

elaborate processing steps are taken to allow the magnet to separate from its coil

form during operation, they are prone to epoxy-cracking and bore-tube-debonding

disturbances.

Alternate methods for achieving reliable performance in dry-wound magnets

have been examined in this thesis. The stick-slip model in Chapter 6 proposes

two approaches for minimizing abrupt conductor motions. The first methods is to

select superconductor-insulator pairs based on their inherently favorable frictional

properties; if the conductor's slip velocity can be limited to a point at which its

frictional heat generation is offset by the winding's transient thermal conduction

stable performance should ensue. The second method is to alter the structural

characteristics of the winding so that incipient conductor motions occur as early in

the charging sequence as possible, while the magnet's quench energy margin is still

relatively high.

8.1. Frictional modification

The basic characteristics of cryogenic polymer-metal sliding were examined in

Ch. 4. lt was found that whereas most polymers' indentation hardnesses increase
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markedlyupon coolingto cryogenictemperaturestheirnon-dimensionalwear co-

emcientsremain relativelyconstant,generallyin therange 5 x 10-v - 5 x 10-8.

Crossplotsofthewearcoefficientsvers_ thecorrespondingfrictioncoefficientsin-

dicatea thirdtofourthpower relationbetweenfrictionand wear.The magnitude

ofthe wear coefficientsand the functionalrelationshipbetweenfrictionand wear

suggestthatadhesivemodel forfrictionand wearremainsvaliddescriptionforpoly-

mericmaterialsatcryogenictemperatures.The identificationofinterfacialadhesion

asa major factorincryotribologythusallowsa more systematicapproachtowards

theinvestigationofslidingstabilityindry-woundsuperconductingmagnets.

The stick-slipanalysispresentedinChapter6 indicatesthatfrictionalinstabili-

tiescan beeliminatedthroughtheuseofinherently-stable(5/z//_v_>0)frictionma-

terials.Hence,thefirstattemptatfrictionalstabilizationwas toidentify,boththe-

oreticallyand experimentally,frictionmaterialsthatpossess,at4.2K, appreciably

positivefriction-velocitycharacteristics.The adhesivefrictiontheorysuggeststhat

positivefriction-velocitycharacteristicsareassociazedwitha strain-rate-dependent

interfacialshearstress.Becauseofthegenerallackofquasi-viscouscreepphenom-

ena at cryogenictemperatures,itappearsthatstabilizationviafrictionalmaterial

selectionisextremelyunlikelyforhigh-performancemagnets.

A literaturereviewoftheslidingbehaviorsofcontemporarymagnet construc-

tionmaterialsindicatesthatthe commonly-usedFormvar/Formvarfrictionpairis

probablynot the bestpossiblecombinationforhigh-performancemagnets.Urata

and Maeda indicatethatFormvar'sroom-temperatureviscoelasticjunctionigrowth

causesveryunstablemotionduringthefirstconductorslip,afterwhichitscryogenic

slidingmotion stabilizesconsiderably.Thischangeinfrictionalbehaviorhs_ been

invokedasa paxtiaiexplanationforconductor-motion-inducedtraining.

Th_ adhesivefrictiontheorysuggestsseveralalternativesforlimitingtlkisun-

stableftnstslipcharacteristic.The firstrelieson theuseofrelativelyinertmaterials

toreducetheasperities'tendencytowardsstronginterfacialbonding.A frequently

usedmethod forreducinga polymercoating'stendencytowardsstrongadh_ssiveis

toco-polymerizethecoatingwithabout2_-5% ofa perfluorocarbonintermediateto

reduceitssurfaceenergy.[I]The perfluorocarbonintermediatestypicallymigrateto

thesurfaceofthecoating,thusprovidinga low-frictionsurfacelayer,whileleaving
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the balance of the coating's bulk mechanical properties relatively intact.

A second method for reducing the tendency towards unstable slip is to min-

imize transient interfacial junction growth. For instance, flexible ceramics and

cuprous sulphide coatings have been examined as insulators for wind and react

Nb3Sn conductors. [_'s] Because the softening point for these insulators is markedly

higher than that for conventional polymeric insulators, their tendency to,yards tran-

sient room-temperature creep should be greatly reduced. Hence, these inorganic

insulators offer the potential advantages of being harder, more creep resistant, and

less surface active than conventional polymer-based coatings; these factors should

all contribute to more stable sliding initiation. An added advantage to inorganic

insulators is that their transverse thermal conductivity is at least an order of mag-

nitude larger than that for a conventional organically insulated wire.[ 4] This higher

transverse conductivity should further improve stability by increasing the minimum

propagating zone volume, and hence, the coil's minimum quench energy.

8.2. Structural stabilization

A second approach towards frictional stabilization is to use the conductor ten-

sion during manufacture to regulate the winding's effective axial stiffness. Abrupt

conductor motions can occur on a variety of dimensional scales. In tightly-wound

solenoids, the high static friction forces provided by the conductor tension effectively

pin the conductors in their as-wound positions. However, statistical variations in the

conductor thickness produce short segments that are not well supported. Because

of their moderate stiffness these segments frequently shift back-and-forth between

equilibrium positions as the magnet is charged and discharged. The recurrent mo-

tion of these segments during magnet training frequently prevents the magnet from

ever reaching its designed operating current.

The effective axial stiffness of the individual turns in a loosely wound magnet

are quite low in comparison. By proper preprogramming of the winding tension,

the conductor turns can be made to shift to more stable equilibrium positions while

the magnet is far from its critical surface. Because their axial stiffnesses are so low,

the turns tend to retain their new equilibrium positions during subsequent charging

cycles, hence, loose-wound magnets tend to train progressively as the conductors
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gradually shift to a more stable winding arrangement. As the interconductor gaps

D are removed from the winding its effective axial stiffness increases to a level compa-

rable with that of a similarly configured epoxy-impregnated winding. The winding

approach advocated in Chapter 7 aims to achieve impregnated winding reliability in

a dry-wound magnet by allowing the winding to seek a natural, electromagnetically-

compacted shape from the start of its energization cycle.

The conductor motion model proposed in Chapter 7 uses a single parameter,

namely the applied friction coefficient, ft_pp, defined as the ratio of the conductor's

axial electromagnetic to radial contact forces, to estimate the extent of motion and

probable training behavior in a dry-wound solenoid. Long-range conductor motions

leading to progressive training are generally observed when the applied friction

coefficient exceeds the conductor's static friction coefficient. Isolated conductor

segments motions leading to degraded coil performance are often observed when

the applied friction is less than the conductor's static friction. The entire range of

friction behaviors was examined in the insert coil tested in Chapter 7. Contrary to

the behavior typically observed for dry-wound solenoids, none of the coil quenches

originated in the inner most conductor layer where the applied friction coefficient

was greatest. Rather, the quenches originated most frequently in the outer most

conductor layer where the applied friction coefficient never once exceeded the static

friction value.

Additional coil tests are planned to further verify these structural tendencies.

Two coil will be constructed: one whose applied friction coefficient remains every-

where below the static friction value, and one whose applied friction rises to above

the static value while the insert coil current is less than haft way to its designed

operating limit. Results for these coil tests should appear in Proceedings of the 199_

Applied Supereonductivit!t Conference, to be published in 1993.
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Appendix A. Magnetic field maps.

Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3 show axial and radial components of the magnetic

induction in the insert coil developed in Ch. 7 at various axial and radial locations,

during different stages of its energization sequence. Because of the solenoids' circular

symmetries the inductions are constant in the coil's circumferential, 0, direction.

Similarly, only the top half of the coil is shown because the magnitudes of the

magnetic inductions are symmetric across the coil's midplane. The radial magnetic

induction is odd symmetric, that is, its sign changes from the top half to the bottom

half of the coil. The axial magnetic induction retains the same sign in both coil

halves.

Figure A.1 shows the magnetic inductions produced solely by the insert coil

at its 400 A operating current. These values were computed using the FORTRAN

O program SOLDESIGN. SOLDESIGN is a general purpose program for calculating

the electromagnetic characteristics for a system of uniform current density solenoids.

lt was developed by Bob Pillsbury of MIT's Plasma Fusion Center (PFC) and is

freely available for use on the PFC's VAX computer system where the numerical

analvsis for Ch. 7 was performed.

Figure A.2 shows the magnetic inductions produced solely by the 6B-Bitter

solenoid at a 20,000 A operating current. The magnetic inductions in Figure A.2

were extracted from a graphical solution produced by Bob Weggel of the FBNML's

magnet development group. This original field map shows the distributions of the

magnetic inductions in the bore of the 6B solenoid.

Figure A.3 shows the combined magnetic inductions produced by the insert

coil at its 400 operating current and the 6B-Bitter solenoid at a 20,000 A operating

current.
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Appendix B. Derivation of orthotropic winding properties

The wincting, or conductor portion, of a superconducting magnet generally con-

sists of four components: superconductor, copper stabilizer, organic insulation, and

void spaces. The mechanical and thermal properties of each component are rea-

sonably well known in the range between room and liquid helium temperatures.

By contrast, the aggregate properties a superconducting windings can vary over a

broad range because of variations in the arrangements and relative concentrations

of these components. Because of the wide variation in winding properties between

magnets these properties are not generally measured, but estimated using a simple

rule of mixtures analysis. In particular, whereas each winding constituent exhibits

isotropic properties, the winding as a whole typically demonstrated orthotropic

material behavior.

This appendix describes the algorithm used to derive the orthotropic winding

properties used during the mechanical stress analysis presented in Ch. 7. Because

the insert coil was constructed from rectangularly cross-sectioned conductors the

concentration and arrangement of the winding's constituents are essentially the

same as that in the conductor; the analysis presupposed the existence of perfectly-

space-filling, rectangular conductors. The model is derived using a 1/g-section

conductor segment. The conductor's axis lies along the winding's circumferential,

0, direction; its width is in the z direction; and thickness in the r direction. A large

winding radius relative to the conductor thickness is assumed, that is, the model

describes a quasi-rectilinear conductor segment.

Figure B.1 presents the seven-degree-of-freedom conductor model used to esti-

mate the winding's orthotropic properties at 293 and 4.2 K. The multifilamentar7.

wire is assumed to consist of a rectangular core of superconductor surrounded by

rectilinear shells of copper and insulation. The core and uninsulated wire dimen-

sions are geometrically similar. The copper and insulation shells have each been

divided into three subsections thus creating a seven-element model. The physical
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FigureB.I: Model conductorusedforevaluatingthe insertcoil'sorthotropic

mechanicalproperties.

Table B.I: Physical Dimensions for the NbTi Winding Model.

Actual Conductor

. Uninsulatedconductorwidth' ...... 1.215(mm

Uninsulatedconductorthickness 0.859(mm
Copper:superconductorratio 0.98....... ,

Insulatedconductorwidth 1.262(mm

Insulatedconductorthickness 0.919(mm)
Mo(ie'lConductor.........

...... Superconductorwidth,2zi ....0.864(_m)
Superconductorthickness,2ri 0.610(mm)

Uninsulatedconductorwidth,2z2 .... 1.215(mm)

Unin'sulated"conductorthickness,2r2 ..... 0.859(mm)
Copper:'superconductor ratio" 0.98 '

Insulated conductor width, 2zs 1.262 (mm) .
.. Insulated conductor'thickness, 2r3 .... 0.91'9 m m) _
..... Length, rsO 1.000 mm)



_lilllensions flw tile actual, atl_l I11_D_1¢,1ccmductors are listed irl 'lable B.I.

'l'he constitutive equations fi,r each model components, i, are given by':

Ei

""' I.i, ,.,,)(l ._,,_)[(I ,,,),_, '. ,,_(,o,+,_,)1
E,

ao, (1 ± vi)(l 2vi)[(1 - vi),o, I,'i(_z, + {r,)] (B.1)
Ei

[(1- _'i)_=,, _'i(,,, _ ,e,)]._.

":' (1 _ _,,)(1 2_,_)

Table B.2 lists the conductor constituents' properties at 293 K and .1.2 K. The values

were obtained from the publishe(l literature.ll-'_!

Table B.2: Constituent Properties for Model Conductor.

Conductor " NbTi Copper Formvar
Constituent Superconductor Stabilizer Insulation
Moclel Element _¢ 1 1 2,4,5 3,6,7...........

293 K Elastic

Modulus (G Pa) 80 110 4
293 K Poisson's;s ....

Ratio, v 0.33 0.33 0.33
4.2 K Elastic

Modulus (GPa) 80 117 8
4.2 K Poisson's's

Ratio, _, 0.33 0.33 0.33
293-4.2 K Thermal
Contraction -0.000185 -0.000330 i -0.001200

.... ]

The winding model's equivalent orthotropic properties are determined by first

applying test forces to the model's various conductor faces. Assuming perfect bond-

ing along the interfaces, the relative displacements for each component's boundaries

arc determined using a computer-based matrix algorithm. The relative displace-

ments at the model's outer surfaces are then equated with those of a homogeneous

body subject to the same load conditions to at "rmine the corresponding mate-

rial property under consideration. This process is repeated in each direction to

determine all of the directional material properties.

Table B.3 lists the seven unknown strains/relative-displacements determined by

the computer program. The seven force-equilibrium equations used to derive the
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matrix algorittim are listed iii Eq. B.2.

t+'_° a,2..l,: t rr,:.+l,._-_ a,_.+-t,_

/+7 er_+..l_++ +T_,..t_

F_ = ao, .4o, + ao_.4o_+ ao_.4o_.
(B.2)

a04.404 + a0_.'l,0._ + a0_.'t06 , ao,.lo,

Fz* : az..4,1 -f az:.4z2 + a:3.-l.. 3

F_ = az4Az4 + O'z_Az5 + az3.4z a

F." = a_..4_. + a,,.4z,

The starred forces, F_, F_, and Fz* represent uniform test pressures that are applied

to the model's respective outer faces. The subscripted direction is normal to the

applied face. The ,4j, terms likewise indicate the surface areas of element i normal

to the j direction. The implementation of the matrix solution proceeds by substi-

tuting the unknown strains from Table B.3 into Eq. B.1, substituting Eq. B.1 into

B.2, sequentially applying the test forces, and interpreting the corresponding dis-

placements in terms of a corresponding homogeneous orthotropic model subjected
to the same test force.

Table B.3: Unknown Strains.

Conductor e_, :: _0, = es, =
Element #

1 _(r_ )/r_ _i(raO)/raO _i(z2)/z2

2 _(,._- ,.,)/,._- ,., _(,._e)l,._8 6(_- _,)1_- :,
3 ,_(,'_- ,'_)1,'_- ,'2 ,5(,._e)t,._e _(z_- ,._)1_- z_
4 ,5(,-,)/,., 6(_3o)/_ o ,5(_:,)/z,
5 ,_(,'2- ,',)/,-_,- ,-, ,5(,,:,o)/,,:,o ,5(:,2- :, )/z:,- --,
6 _(ri )/r_ 6(ra 0) / ra et _( z2 )/z2

7 ,5(,.:,-,'2)/,'3- ,'2 ,5(,.30)/,.3o, ,_(_:_- z2)/:::,-z:,

For instance, the radial modulus, E., is determined by numerically applying

the following test forces to the matrix model; F,_ - 1; F_ = 0; and F," = 0. By ."

symmetry, the model's midplanes remains stationary, this is the reason only a 1/4-

section model was used. The combined total strains, e_ = _(r3)/ra, eco= _(r30)/r30,
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and (: b(::_)/z:) are then (h,terminecl an(] ('()mpare(l t()a homogen('()tJs l)()(Iv

subject I() the same test for('('. The radial mo(lulus is determincd by: L',, n'_./t_.

where #_ is the normal pressure corresponding t,o 1,'_*. 'l'he transverse i)()iss()n'._

ratios are likewise calculated from the ratios of the lateral to direct dcfornlations,
C

ro,. - tt/t_, and v._ ==cc_/c_. Table B.4 presents the winding mode] s equivalent

4.2- and 293-K orthotropic mechanical properties.

Table B.4: Equivalent Orthotropic Mechanical Properties.
at 293 K at 4.2 K

Radial Modulus,

E,. (Gea) .t5.9 63.0
Circumferential

Modulus, E0 (GPa) 85.8 89.3
Axial Modulus,

E_ (GPa) 57.3 71.9 i

v,.o 0.33 0.33

vo_ 0.22 0.27 i

Pzt 0.18 0.24 Ii
uo_ 0.18 0.23 I

4

u,o 0.33 0.33 ]
4

, u, z 0.23 0.27 )

The winding's orthotropic thermal contractions are determined in an analogous

manner. However, in this case no test forces are used. Rather, the relative displace-

ments at the interfaces between conductor elements are expressed as elastic strains

combined with the components' known thermal contractions. Static equilibrium is

obtained by equating the thermal contraction induced stresses with the model's re-

sulting internal elastic stresses. Table B.5 presents the winding model's orthotropic

thermal contractions.

Table B.5: Equivalent Orthotropic Thermal Contractions.

i 293-4.2 K Radial

i Thermal Contraction, A, -0.003770
l 293-4.2 K Circumferential

! Thermal Contraction, Ao -0.002787l
] 293-4.2 K Axial
[ Thermal Contraction, A.. -0.003295
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